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Abstract
In the advent of artificial intelligence (AI), we are surrounded by
technological gadgets, devices and intelligent personal assistant (IPAs)
that voluntarily take care of our home, work and social networks. They
help us manage our life for the better, or at least that is what they are
designed for. As a matter of fact, few are, however, designed to help us
grapple with the thoughts and feelings that often construct our living. In
other words, technologies hardly help us think. How can they be designed
to help us reflect on ourselves for the better?
In the simplest terms, self-reflection refers to thinking deeply about
oneself. When we think deeply about ourselves, there can be both positive
and negative consequences. On the one hand, reflecting on ourselves can
lead to a better self-understanding, helping us achieve life goals. On the
other hand, we may fall into brooding and depression. The sad news is
that the two are usually intertwined. The problem, then, is the irony that
reflecting on oneself by oneself is not easy.
To tackle this problem, this work aims to design technology in the
form of a conversational agent, or a chatbot, to encourage a positive selfreflection. Chatbots are natural language interfaces that interact with
users in text. They work at the tip of our hands as if SMS or instant
messaging, from flight reservation and online shopping to news service
and healthcare. There are even chatbot therapists offering psychotherapy
on mobile. That machines can now talk to us creates an opportunity for
designing a natural interaction that used to be humans’ own.
i

This work constructs a two-dimensional design space for translating
self-reflection into a human-chatbot interaction, with user self-disclosure
and chatbot guidance. Users confess their thoughts and feelings to the
bot, and the bot is to guide them in the scaffolding process. Previous work
has established an extensive line of research on the therapeutic effect of
emotional disclosure. In HCI, reflection design has posited the need for
guidance, e.g. scaffolding users’ thoughts, rather than assuming their
ability to reflect in a constructive manner.
The design space illustrates different reflection processes depending
on the levels of user disclosure and bot guidance. Existing reflection
technologies have most commonly provided minimal levels of disclosure
and guidance, and healthcare technologies the opposite. It is the aim of
this work to investigate the less explored space by designing chatbots
called Bonobot and Diarybot. Bonobot differentiates itself from other bot
interventions in that it only motivates the idea of change rather than
direct engagement. Diarybot is designed in two chat versions, Basic and
Responsive, which create novel interactions for reflecting on a difficult
life experience by explaining it to and exploring it with a chatbot. These
chatbots are set up for a user study with 30 participants, to investigate
the user experiences of and responses to design strategies. Based on the
findings, challenges and opportunities from designing for chatbot-guided
reflection are explored.
The findings of this study are as follows. First, participants preferred
Bonobot’s questions that prompted the idea of change. Its responses were
also appreciated, but only when they conveyed accurate empathy. Thus
questions, coupled with empathetic responses, could serve as a catalyst
for disclosure and even a possible change of behavior, a motivational
boost. Yet the chatbot-led interaction led to surged user expectations for
ii

the bot. Participants demanded more than just the guidance, such as
solutions and even superhuman intelligence. Potential tradeoff between
user engagement and autonomy in designing human-AI partnership is
discussed.
Unlike Bonobot, Diarybot was designed with less guidance to
encourage users’ own narrative making. In both Diarybot chats, the
presence of a bot could make it easier for participants to share the most
difficult life experiences, compared to a no-chatbot writing condition. Yet
an increased interaction with the bot in Responsive chat could lead to a
better user engagement. On the contrary, more emotional expressiveness
and ease of writing were observed with little interaction in Basic chat.
Coupled with qualitative findings that reveal user preference for varied
interactions and tendency to adapt to bot patterns, predictability and
transparency of designing chatbot interaction are discussed in terms of
managing user expectations in human-AI interaction.
In sum, the findings of this study shed light on designing human-AI
interaction. Chatbots can be a potential means of supporting guided
disclosure on life’s most difficult experiences. Yet the interaction between
a machine algorithm and an innate human cognition bears interesting
questions for the HCI community, especially in terms of user autonomy,
interface predictability, and design transparency. Discussing the notion
of algorithmic affordances in AI agents, this work proposes meaningmaking as novel interaction design metaphor: In the symbolic interaction
via language, AI nudges users, which inspires and engages users in their
pursuit of making sense of life’s agony. Not only does this metaphor
respect user autonomy but also it maintains the veiled workings of AI
from users for continued engagement.
This work makes the following contributions. First, it designed and
iii

implemented chatbots that can provide guidance to encourage user
narratives in self-reflection. Next, it offers empirical evidence on chatbotguided disclosure and discusses implications for tensions and challenges
in design. Finally, this work proposes meaning-making as a novel design
metaphor. It calls for the responsible design of intelligent interfaces for
positive reflection in pursuit of psychological wellbeing, highlighting
algorithmic affordances and interpretive process of human-AI interaction.

Keywords: Self-reflection; chatbot design; artificial intelligence;
mental wellbeing; human-computer interaction
Student Number: 2015-31344
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Background and Motivation
In May 2018, the world hailed at an “um-hmm” by a machine agent
making a reservation for a woman’s haircut. Called Google Duplex, the
system achieves phone call conversations for various human tasks [288].
This demo shows how close we have come to having real conversations
with computers, a long-standing goal in human-computer interaction
[288]. Natural language interfaces, e.g. Apple’s Siri, Microsoft Cortana
and Google Assistant, enable interactions via talks-in-turn, to accomplish
a number of everyday tasks either in voice or text, such as flight booking,
online shopping and customer service. Moreover, Microsoft’s XiaoIce has
recently made a chatbot phenomenon in China [289] for its engaging in
social conversations with users, e.g. giving words of advice and pep talk.
Now conversational agents do our work, care for how we feel, and
learn to be more human. What we still don’t have, however, is the agent
that engages in what we think and how we feel, especially when it comes
to ourselves. Neither Siri nor XiaoIce can refresh our memories and lead
a meaning-making process. We make commands and feel attached to the
agents, but we can’t learn and grow with them.
Self-reflection, or thinking deeply about oneself, has been widely
studied and applied as a means of promoting self-awareness and selfunderstanding, as well as improving learning outcomes and achieving life
goals. In education and learning, reflection is often regarded as a critical
１

process to engage learners and trainees to review where they are and
what they’ve learned, mull it over and evaluate it [27]. In business and
leadership, leaders and entrepreneurs are encouraged to review their
past successes and find room for improvement [210]. In healthcare, selfreflection is also important for clinicians and caretakers to examine their
current clinical practice to review their actions, perceptions, motives and
feelings toward the patient [98]. Finally, for many individuals, reflecting
on past life events and thoughts can be beneficial for gaining self-insight
and development [22].
Despite the positives, it is often difficult for individuals to take the
healthy route of self-reflection on their own. In psychology, it has been
pointed out that reflecting on oneself may lead to negative self-concepts
for some, whilst others may benefit from the self-learning process [139].
Others discussed that people with brooding tendencies may not benefit
from reflection [57]. It may turn into ruminating thoughts that lead to
depression. The problem is that oftentimes reflection and rumination are
a simultaneous process and it is difficult to discern between the two.
What are the ways in which technologies can support positive selfreflection? Reflection design has been one of the key research topics in
human-computer interaction (HCI). With personal devices and gadgets,
technologies record data and return it to the user for reflecting on their
day, lifestyle, and health behavior (e.g. SenseCam [106], Affective Diary
[251], and MirrorMirror [80]). They can also help retrieve past memories
and rediscover new meanings (e.g. Pensieve [194] and Echo [116]). Most
of these technologies wait to be picked up for serendipitous re-encounters
of happy and triste memories.
Meanwhile, advanced natural language interfaces gave rise to the
so-called “chatbot therapists,” conversational agents that come in our
２

way to help with mental health issues. Research suggests that these
chatbots are effective in reducing depressive symptoms such as posttraumatic stress disorder [68,73,115]. While these agents can tap into an
individual’s negative emotional experiences, they are more focused on
enhancing treatment efficacy as a cost-effective means of treating mental
illnesses. In other words, there is a gap in technology that brings memory
triggers and that gives a treatment.
This work aims to fill this gap by designing technology that engages
users in their self-reflection as a “reflection companion,” in the form of a
conversational agent, or a chatbot. The bot is to help users talk about
their negative life events or unresolved stress, and to provide guided
prompts that can help scaffold their life stories, to gear the reflection
toward a healthy route. Though there have been chatbots that talk to
users about their problems, it is only a brief process toward treatment
(e.g. Woebot [68], Wysa [115], Tess [73]), or an aimless conversation, as
seen in commercial voice user interfaces (e.g. Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri,
Google Assistant). The reflection assistant chatbot is to engage users in
and lead a structured conversation in reflecting on stressful life events.
To design the chatbot, a design space needs to be constructed. This
work proposes disclosure and guidance as key elements in constructing
the design space. While self-reflection is an intrapersonal experience, a
chatbot translates it into an interpersonal one, as in self-disclosure. The
chatbot should be able to create a safe environment for telling stories,
find deeper thoughts and confessing untold feelings. For such a process
not to go astray, chatbot needs to provide appropriate guidance to scaffold
the thinking process in a constructive manner. Put together, disclosure
and guidance can construct a two-dimensional space with four different
types of reflection processes, labeled as: revisiting, explaining, exploring
３

and transformative. This space is illustrated in <Figure 1.1>.
In revisiting, both disclosure and guidance are low, and technologies
prompt users often with artefacts of past memories. Greater disclosure
and guidance lead to transformative reflection, where users are guided
not only to tell a problem but also to actively seek ways to promote
changes in behavior or lifestyle. Relatively less explored are explaining
and exploring, where there are more disclosure and less guidance and
vice versa. In explaining, users are more encouraged to tell their stories,
as in what happened and how they felt. In contrast, in exploring,
technologies can take it further to ask or challenge users to think about
different aspects of the narrative.

Figure 1.1. The design space for reflection assistant chatbots.

Many technologies that attempted to support user self-reflection are
mostly found in the revisiting space (e.g. [80,106,155,193,209,251]). This
work presents the design and implementation of two reflection assistant
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chatbots, Bonobot and Diarybot, which support the rest three reflection
spaces: transformative, explaining, and exploring. Bonobot encourages
users to talk about their stress and leads them to think about ways to
cope with it. Diarybot offers two types of chats to encourage explaining
and exploring reflections by either helping users write about their
traumatic experiences in life or following up with it. In designing the two
chatbots, this work is interested in investigating the user experience of
reflection guided by the chatbot, their responses to the disclosure and
guidance design, and their experience of chatbot-guided disclosure that
may promote or challenge the existing notions in designing human-AI
interaction.

1.2. Research Goal and Questions
1.2.1. Research Goal
The goal of this research is to design reflection assistant chatbots to
support user disclosure and provide guidance to scaffold the process. The
bots will be set up for an empirical investigation of: (a) how the chatbot
design can encourage users’ self-reflection; (b) how they respond to the
design strategies; and (c) how the design may further inform AI-guided
reflection. Each is discussed in more detail below.

1.2.2. Research Questions
Question 1. How do users experience the chatbot-guided
reflection?
In this study, chatbots take the role of a “reflection partner” [169]
that asks users to think and write about unresolved stress or difficult life
experiences. It carries a conversation about them for a further reflection.
５

How would users respond to and engage in the chatbot-guided reflection
process? In similar studies, Pensieve [194] users liked to reminisce and
write about their past experiences. Echo [116] users who both recorded
and reflected on the past experiences improved in their mental wellbeing
by savoring positive emotions and drawing lessons from negative events.
These systems allow users to engage in a dialogue with themselves [169],
an intrapersonal experience. Similarly but differently, in this study users
are encouraged to engage in a dialogue with chatbot assistants, now an
interpersonal experience. Investigating how users experience this process
will also lead to answer how they perceive the chatbots, how they form
their narratives with them, and what their needs and expectations are in
the chatbot-guided reflection.

Question 2. How do users respond to the design strategies
for disclosure and guidance?
In this work, chatbot-guided reflection incorporates two dimensions:
disclosure and guidance. Chatbots are designed with differing levels of
user self-disclosure and bot guidance, in order to support different types
of reflection. The main interest is how such design would work, and what
impact it would have on users. From literature, chatbots may very well
support self-disclosure: Disclosure is a social exchange process [281], and
chatbots are perceived as social actors [105,180]. Yet this work takes it
further: If chatbots support the social sharing of emotions [219], can they
support the cognitive processing of emotions as well? Rimé [219] states
that a full recovery of negative emotional experiences often accompanies
social sharing of emotions as well as of a meaning-making process. This
work is interested in whether chatbots can take this role.
Moreover, this work is also interested in designing the guidance for
６

scaffolding the reflection processes. Earlier work has argued that in a
dialogue interaction, guided prompts can support deeper reflection [247]
and even therapeutic effect [188]. However, less is explored on how the
guides need to be designed and how users may respond to the design of
the prompts. Specifically, unlike directive guided prompts that engage
users in a treatment [68,115] (e.g. breathing, writing or thought
exercises), non-directive guided prompts (e.g. open-ended questions) can
invite

a

sharing

of

more spontaneous thoughts and feelings.

Investigating user responses to the disclosure and guidance design will
help garner practical implications and design guidelines for future
reflection design.

Question 3. How does the chatbot-guided reflection inform
the design of AI-guided reflection?
In a broader context, engaging chatbots in self-reflection on life’s
most difficult experiences involves human-AI collaboration in a meaningmaking process. Such an interaction concerns tensions and tradeoffs that
may arise from the interdependent relationship, between bots supporting
reflection and users reflecting on machine-generated guidance. How does
involving chatbots change user expression, engagement and expectations?
In a chatbot conversation, users are hidden from the exact workings of
how the bot responds to them. Also, bots usually take the lead in order to
prevent conversation failures and manage user expectations. However,
we’ve seen from the previous research that users would like to take the
initiative in human-AI collaboration [186]. It is also advised that rather
than simply labeling the user to take the lead, communication should
reach agreement to let the user literally take control of making decisions
[186]. Now, questions arise from having chatbots assist self-reflection.
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How do users feel control? How are user narratives affected? What are
potential tradeoffs? How can chatbots ensure engagement and offer
better assistance? Answering the questions will help define critical
aspects of designing the future human-AI interaction.

1.3. Major Contributions
This work makes the following contributions. First, it successfully
presents the design and implementation of reflection assistant chatbots
and provides evidence for chatbot-guided reflection from user study. The
findings indicate that users like to engage with chatbots for self-reflection,
especially for social sharing of emotions and gaining new perspectives.
They are willing to disclose the innermost thoughts and feelings about
their significant life experiences to a nonhuman agent for its nonhumanand human-like features. That chatbots are not human makes it easier
for users to share some of the most private aspects of their life that had
never been told. Also, the human-like qualities, such as asking questions
and giving empathetic feedback, though programmed, were favored for
discovering new insights and feeling understood.
In addition, this work offers practical implications for chatbot-guided
disclosure. Both Bonobot and Diarybot provided guidance in the form of
open-ended and directive questions, which effectively served to manage
the flow of conversation and create a stepwise narrative to prompt users
to think further. Moreover, maintaining contextual understanding by
retrieving relevant user keywords in the bot responses was an effective
strategy to encourage user engagement. For Bonobot, words of accurate
empathy, rather than empty words of encouragement, could build trust
and lead to sharing further. Instead of visual aids, i.e. images and videos,
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this study shows that designing chatbots requires a careful conversation
design, which can be a powerful strategy to shape user narrative.
Finally, this work offers an empirical understanding of algorithmic
affordance in human-AI interaction. As they actively engage in reflection,
chatbots shape user perceptions and users form expectations around the
process. The interaction constantly tests the boundaries: Knowing what
the chatbot will say might wane user engagement, whereas unexpected
chatbot behavior may stretch it too far and fail user expectations. In this
study, Bonobot led users to think that it had some “intelligence” to solve
their problems, an example of heightened user expectations when the bot
workings are not revealed. They speculated and made assumptions about
the bot, which was even more visible in Diarybot. Some actively adapted
to Diarybot behavior, and how they perceived its workings influenced
their engagement. This calls for an in-depth discussion on algorithmic
affordance of AI-guided interaction. For designers and users alike, there
can be tensions and tradeoffs as designers need to rethink transparency
and interpretability of human-AI interaction, and what impact it may
make on users on their autonomy and expectations in their engagement.
It bears much importance for HCI researchers in the advent of general
artificial intelligence, as both challenges and opportunities lie ahead.
Taken together, this work calls for the responsible design of reflection
technologies, particularly for intelligent agents that help us think, learn
and grow from life’s toughest lessons.

1.4. Thesis Overview
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 first reviews
literature to discuss what self-reflection is and what it means for mental
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wellbeing in order to illustrate the design space. A survey of reflection
technologies follows, to find design opportunities. Both theoretical and
technical background study yields strategies for the reflection assistant
chatbots to be designed in this study. Chapter 3 describes Bonobot, a
chatbot that encourages a transformative reflection. The goal and design
decisions, along with a qualitative user study and discussion will follow.
Chapter 4 introduces Diarybot, a chatbot that helps users explain and
explore difficult life experiences. It describes goals and design decisions,
as well as an experimental user study and its findings, with discussion
on implications. Chapter 5 summarizes the findings gleaned from the
previous two chapters and provides an in-depth discussion on the design
of supporting guided disclosure with conversational agents. It also gives
a general discussion on the broader implications of this study in humanAI interaction. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis, reviewing limitations and
illustrating future work, along with some final remarks.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review

This section surveys previous research on self-reflection and related
works on technologies designed for reflection. First, an overview of
research on self-reflection and how is associated with self-rumination is
presented. Then, the popular and long-established practice of expressive
writing is discussed as a self-oriented reflection for mental wellbeing.
Reviewing the literature, a design space for chatbot-guided reflection is
illustrated with guidance and disclosure as necessary conditions. To
design chatbots, an array of related technologies is reviewed find niche.
Finally, this section concludes with theoretical and technical background
as well as design strategies for chatbots as reflection assistants.

2.1. The Reflecting Self
Self-reflection has been a complex concept in psychology. It involves
a variety of psychological and emotional processes that may or may not
contribute to mental health. Reviewing related literature, emotional
disclosure and guidance are suggested as two conditions for constructive
reflection, in an effort to ensure consistent benefits of self-reflection.

2.1.1. Self-Reflection and Mental Wellbeing
Self-reflection has been widely studied with rather inconsistent
results on health outcomes. Researchers have identified two broad paths
of self-reflection: reflective and ruminative. While the former contributes
to wellbeing, the latter undermines. Yet it has been difficult to dissociate
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the two processes as they often take place simultaneously.

2.1.1.1. What is Self-Reflection?
Self-reflection commonly refers to thinking about oneself in order to
achieve more conscious knowledge and control of oneself and one's actions
[69]. Early thinkers have defined reflection as an acquisition of attitudes
and skills in thinking [36], or a process of critical self-determination [92].
Alternatively, the more familiar approach to reflection was developed by
Donald Schön on his Reflective Practitioner [236,237]. According to him,
reflection is a spontaneous process of framing and reframing in one’s
professional practice [26,236]. It is a process of becoming aware of the
influence of societal and ideological assumptions, especially ethical and
moral beliefs, behind professional practice [284].
Then how does reflection occur? Rolfe [222] suggested three stages.
First, the individual attends to the thoughts and feelings aroused by an
event. Then he or she reevaluates his or her experience of this event.
Finally, the individual may generate new insights or perspectives from
his or her reflection [222]. Likewise, Moon [170] affirmed in reflection one
draws on a past experience, reflects on it in the present and uses it to
inform future practice. Atkins and Murphy [6] described how reflection
may be triggered by an awareness of uncomfortable feelings and thoughts.
Individuals’ personal experience, feelings and cognition are intermingled
in recalling the past events, resolving current difficulties, composing
uncomfortable feelings, evaluating one’s present and past and searching
for new perspectives and solutions [284].

2.1.1.2. Does Self-Reflection Work?
The broad coverage of self-reflection has made it malleable yet also
difficult to define its boundaries, specifically in terms of its processes and
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outcomes. Earlier in the days, increased self-focused attention was
believed to be positively associated with depression [161,182,279,280].
However, Hixon and Swann Jr [104] suggested otherwise. They
conducted four experiments to test their hypotheses on the accuracy of
social feedback on self; the agreement of self- and social-appraisals; the
conditions on which sound self-insight can be promoted in reflection; and
the duration of self-reflection to ensure benefit. The results indicate that
self-reflection could lead to positive outcomes in self-insight, when one
can accurately evaluate the social feedback from others; when their selfappraisals agree with those of others; when one focuses on what one is,
not why one is; and when the opportunity to reflect contribute enough to
enhance self-knowledge. One important takeaway from this work is that
unlike previous studies that bear skepticism, self-reflection can actually
be beneficial, when strong and unambiguous pieces of self-knowledge are
reflected on with a focus on what, rather than why.
While Hixon and Swann Jr’s work focused on when and how selffocused attention may contribute to greater self-knowledge, it was in a
few years’ time that more concrete routes of self-attention were identified.
In their work, Trapnell and Campbell studied the association of private
self-consciousness and five factor model of personality [267]. Building on
an earlier work on private self-consciousness [67] that established a
fundamental dichotomy in self-perception of public and private self, they
suggest the private self-consciousness scale has confounded two distinct
motivational dispositions in self-focus: rumination and reflection. They
argue that rumination offers a conception of self-attentiveness motivated
by perceived threats, losses or injustices to the self. On the other hand,
reflection provides a conception of self-attentiveness from curiosity and
epistemic interest in the self [267]. In terms of the five-factor model of
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personality, rumination is correlated with neuroticism; and reflection
openness.
Since then, the dichotomy between fear and curiosity to differentiate
rumination from reflection has reigned in self-reflection research. Given
this view, the term “reflection” usually implies the positive route to
greater self-insight. Theoretically, self-reflection can encourage selfknowledge and enhances mental health [261]. Still, various studies have
presented rather confounding outcomes of reflective thinking. Some
support the adaptive function in that it is related to forms of coping, such
as problem solving or distraction [35], and less depression [268]. Others
found that suicidal and non-suicidal groups differed in terms of the levels
of reflection, indicating that less reflection is linked to suicidality [51].
However, those supporting maladaptive outcomes of reflection argue that
it is positively correlated with depression [224,271]. Some even suggested
that reflective thinking predicted depression level and suicidal ideation
[131,167].
Takano and Tanno [261] modeled the relationship between reflection
and rumination, in order to single out the unique effect of self-reflection
on depression. To do this, they collected rumination and self-reflection
assessments, along with self-rated depression symptoms from 111 college
undergraduates. They measured rumination and self-reflection at two
different time points. To test the bidirectional paths between reflection
and rumination, they constructed a correlation matrix and conducted
structural equation modeling. Contrary to the existing understanding of
the relationship between rumination and reflection, their findings point
to a unidirectional relation between self-reflection and self-rumination.
While self-reflection significantly predicted self-rumination, the opposite
did not hold the same. Also, while self-reflection was associated with a
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lower level of depression, self-rumination was highly associated. The
total effect of self-reflection on depression was almost none. Takano and
Tanno discuss that this is so because reflectors tend to reflect as well as
ruminate; the adaptive aspects of the reflective thinking are canceled out
by the maladaptive aspects. They also add that self-reflection may easily
turn into self-rumination, when individuals attempting to understand
their current problems fail to generate solutions during their problemsolving attempts. These point to the delicate boundary between reflection
and rumination in the reflective thinking process, revealing the need for
self-reflection to be carefully guided and taught as a learned skill.
When one peers inward, what happens? Previous work had predicted
that introspection was usually associated with depressive symptoms and
therefore self-focused attention might be maladaptive. However, we’ve
gained more knowledge over time to find out that self-reflection may bear
fruit when one has enough cognitive resources to establish sound selfconcept. Moreover, there are two distinct but intertwined processes of
reflection and rumination, which may be related to different personality
correlates. Further research has suggested rumination and reflection
may take place simultaneously, potentially having no gained effect. Still,
many emphasize the practice of self-reflection [210], which now invites a
further look on its best practices.

2.1.2. The Self in Reflective Practice
One popular and established practice of self-reflection for mental and
psychological wellbeing may be expressive writing [196]. The simplicity
and convenience of the writing task has attracted many to replicate the
work to ensure a guaranteed health improvement. However, reports of
inconsistent findings have motivated a group of researchers to introduce
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modifications and alternatives.

2.1.2.1. Written Self-Disclosure
For many professionals and psychologists working to promote
mental wellbeing, the aim is to heal the scars left from negative life
experiences, traumas and other distress. The inhibition or avoidance of
negative emotions [89] and the suppression of thoughts [276] lead to
heightened physiological arousal, negative mood, and impaired cognition
[214]. Moreover, individuals facing distress may be trapped in brooding,
or rumination, repeatedly and passively focusing on the stressful event
and its possible causes and consequences [246]. Brooding individuals may
fall into the tendency that exacerbates further ruminative thinking,
increases negative emotions, and interferes with problem solving [246].
In contrast, accessing, expressing, and processing inhibited emotions is
thought to be adaptive [214]. Intervention techniques have included
challenging negative thoughts, supporting the confrontation of painful
images and emotions, and promoting active problem-solving strategies
that may effectively ameliorate psychological and behavioral difficulties
[246].
Many self-reflective demonstrations of this take place in a variety of
forms. Personal journal writing can serve multiple purposes: a form of
self-expression, a record of events, a form of therapy, or combinations of
these and others. It is a form of reflective practice [26], as a device for
working with events and experiences in order to extract meaning from
them. Rainer [215] earlier suggested diary as the only form of writing
that allows total freedom of expression. Stream-of-consciousness writing,
in which words are poured out without pause for punctuation, spelling,
or self-censorship, can also be of value [26]. In working with feelings,
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expressive writing has a particular role to play [26]. Written emotional
disclosure as in expressive writing is a self-reflective practice in that it is
to be tested without the presence of feedback of a listener or therapist
[204]. It has been described as “solitary” and “anonymous” [201] and its
parallels can be journal writing and diary-keeping [214]. Simple as it is,
expressive writing has had many findings on improved health.
In the standard version of Pennebaker’s expressive writing paradigm,
participants are to write for 15 to 20 minutes daily for several days on
either stressful experiences or non-emotional topics as control. This
simple writing practice has been shown to positively affect the physical
and psychological health of individuals diagnosed with cancer [253],
asthma or arthritis [249], fibromyalgia [30], chronic pain [185], trauma
(e.g. [245]) and anxiety (e.g., [63,190]). Further research suggested that
it may also facilitate active problem solving by having writers analyze
and process their experiences [246]. Lyubomirsky et al [149] found that
writing about stressful experiences was more beneficial than merely
thinking about them. They speculated that writing is associated with
greater benefits because it allows people to organize the past experiences.
In contrast, thinking about them is detrimental because it can rapidly
transform into brooding or rumination. Likewise, Sloan and colleagues
have demonstrated that expressive writing buffers against maladaptive
rumination [246].
More recent reviews on expressive writing, however, have tempered
these conclusions. They argue that inconsistent findings occur in nonclinical populations (e.g. [33,77,83,83,83,128,129,147,257]). It has even
been suggested that some participants may experience negative longterm health effects after completion [77,83]. These concerns suggest the
writing may not guarantee the positive effects of reflective pondering at
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all times.
One limitation of expressive writing is the non-directive instructions
of the task. Participants write about their deepest thoughts and feelings
about their most upsetting life experience [198], without any advice or
instructions on how best to go about it. Thus, writing styles may be
confounded by self-selection, and an unlimited number of writing
methods may or may not turn out to be beneficial. This is illustrated in
Pennebaker’s process research [199,258], which suggests that individuals
who write with ruminative, static patterns of thinking do not attain
benefits.
In spite of the limitations, expressive writing provides opportunities.
Guastella and Dadds [90] suggest that expressive writing can provide a
valuable emotion-processing research tool that is an analogue for a
therapeutic process, considered relatively free from therapist variables.
Moreover, if refined and better focused, it could provide a cost-effective
and easily disseminated intervention to assist the community in large
following trauma exposure [90].

2.1.2.2. The Self Conundrum: The Need for Guidance
The debatable aspects of expressive writing mirror the ruminative
and reflective paths of self-attentional practices. Moreover, taken in a
bigger picture of things, expressive writing as a self-reflective practice
also necessitates an individual’s continued engagement to ensure benefit.
Indeed, Porter [210] points out that although many know the benefits of
taking the time to pause and reflect on themselves, they are discouraged
from doing so because of the following. First, many do not understand the
reflection process. It is often vague to “reflect” on something, unless they
are given specific and substantial cues. Moreover, many can avoid doing
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it because they do not want to fall into a shame spiral [32] or do not see
a substantial outcome. The lack of clarity in direction and motivation may
pose a barrier for any self-reflective practice to engage individuals.
Several follow-up research on expressive writing also support this
view. Guastella and Dadds [90] suggested a more structured writing to
complement the lack of instructions in Pennebaker’s original format.
They conducted an experiment with three writing conditions from the
cognitive behavior models of trauma: exposure, devaluation, and benefitfinding. Their results provide evidence that participants engage in
different emotional processes in each writing condition. Their findings
also suggest that given the instructions, writers can engage in cognitive
restructuring processes and therefore hint at the possibility of steppedbased procedures in writing.
In their later study, Guastella and Dadds [91] tried a growth writing
paradigm, combining several emotional processes in a sequence in an
expressive writing format. Here, they tried to shift a writer from writing
a past event-focused narrative, to devaluation, and finally to finding
benefits from the stressful experience. Their growth model assists the
writer to progress through a sensory based processing strategy to more
cognitive higher order reasoning-based processes [91]. Their findings
show that a sequential model of specific emotion processes, where the
writer shifts from sensory to more elaborate levels, can lead to a greater
psychological benefit in the long run, compared to an unstructured
writing group. Though a preliminary study, this study shows potential in
designing a writing task that can engage a specific set of emotion
processing models.
The earlier work suggests the possibility of integrating a step-wise
approach in the unstructured, free-formed expressive writing to help
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individuals engage in specific cognitive restructuring processes for
meaning making. In fact, this is not unlike what had already been
suggested in expressive writing literature. Specifically, Smyth et al [250]
compared two different forms of expressive writing in their study. They
assigned more than hundred participants from a nonclinical population
to write about control topics or about their thoughts and feelings
regarding the most traumatic event of their life in either a fragmented,
list-like format or a narrative format. While the fragmented writing
group did not show any difference from the control group, the narrative
group reported less restriction of activity and showed higher avoidant
thinking than the others. Smyth and colleagues have concluded that the
specific instruction to form a narrative of a trauma can invite different
responses from others and further suggested that a narrative format may
be required to achieve health benefits.
In a similar vein, Danoff-Burg and colleagues [56] conducted a study
to compare a narrative form of expressive writing and the original format
to a control writing condition. In their study, the narrative writing group
showed higher levels of narrative structure than the expressive writing
group. Greater narrative structure was associated with mental health
gains, and self-rated emotionality of the essays was associated with less
perceived stress at 1-month follow-up. In addition, both writing groups
reported lowered perceived stress and depressive symptoms relative to
controls but did not differ from each other with regard to these outcomes.
Their findings suggest both emotional expression and narrative structure
may be key factors underlying expressive writing's health benefits.
Despite the efforts to complement the non-directiveness of expressive
writing instructions, research has shown that while narrative making
may help, the effects cannot be guaranteed. Sales, Merrill and Fivush
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[230] have studied the narrative meaning-making process of traumatized
female adolescents. They found that narratives having a more external
locus of control and more cognitive processing language about a highly
negative past event were associated with increased depressive symptoms.
The findings suggest certain types of narrative language reflect ongoing
and unsuccessful efforts of meaning-making and outcomes may relate
more to rumination than to resolution. The researchers also add that for
narratives to produce beneficial results, a structured, scaffolded model of
narrative meaning-making may be necessary. Taken together, previous
research suggests expressive writing in a narrative format, with stepwise,
scaffold fashion may work more consistently toward health benefit.
More recent studies in extended applications of expressive writing
present an interesting suggestion of accompanying an audience. Lengelle,
Luken and Meijers [139] investigated the factors that promote the benefit
of self-reflection in career-identity development. They created a careerlearning intervention as in a “career writing” method. It is a combination
of creative writing, expressive writing and reflective writing. They
summarized that to foster reflection for healthy life, designing requires a
safe holding space facilitated by a compassionate and knowledgeable
teacher or guide. Their findings indicate that a successful method will
include engaging and observing feelings as well as having a mutually
inspiring internal and external dialogue.
In this vein, Radcliffe et al [214] argued that in expressive writing,
the researcher could essentially be an implicit audience. In other words,
the fact that the writing is submitted to and read by the researchers
means that there is an audience for the writing and therefore expressive
writing is altogether a social experience that is not, in fact, private.
Though the idea of an implicit audience or imagined reader [31] had been
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suggested, the “actual audience” had never been tested. Their findings
point out that while both shared and private disclosures resulted in less
cognitive intrusion and avoidance than the control, shared disclosure
reduced depression and interpersonal sensitivity the most, and could only
reduce physical symptoms amongst all conditions. They concluded that
although truly private writing improves cognitive stress effects, shared
writing has broader benefits, suggesting social disclosure in expressive
writing may matter.

2.1.3. Design Space
Reviewing related works of research on self-reflection and expressive
writing for mental health, this work proposes a design space for chatbotguided reflection, with emotional expression and guidance to ensure best
practices. Varying the levels of guidance and self-disclosure, reflection
may take a different shape.

2.1.3.1. Two Dimensions for Chatbot-Guided Reflection
So far, the review of literature shows that self-reflection may take a
variety of forms and procedures, and self-focused attention may take
either a reflective or ruminative path, or both in a simultaneous manner.
A popular and established self-reflective practice for mental wellbeing is
Pennebaker’s expressive writing paradigm [196], which has shown for
decades a continued line of research supporting that writing about one’s
trauma for about 20 minutes for three to four days may lead to improved
health outcomes. Yet inconsistent findings exist, and efforts have been
made to complement the lack of concrete instructions in the standard
expressive writing format. It has been suggested that constructing a
narrative or redesigning the writing instructions helps, so that it may
encourage one or more specific emotional processes. More recently, a
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social procedure – with a guide or an audience – has been suggested to
ensure broader benefits.
A consistent finding throughout the expressive writing hustle-bustle
is that the written disclosure of emotions helps writers cope with the
health consequences of negative life events [64,72,85,202]. Pennebaker
[202] proposed that actively inhibiting thoughts and feelings about
traumatic experiences requires effort. It is a cumulative stressor on the
body and is associated with increased physiological activity, obsessive
thinking or ruminating about the event, and a longer-term disease.
Confronting a trauma through talking or writing and acknowledging the
associated emotions is thought to mitigate inhibition, gradually lowering
the overall stress on the body [8]. Such confrontation involves translating
the event into words, enabling cognitive integration and understanding
of it, which further contributes to the reduction in physiological activity
associated with inhibition and rumination [8,202].
This theory has intuitive appeal but mixed empirical support [8].
Studies report that expressive writing mediates improved health
outcomes [24,64,198,207]. However, this has not always been consistent.
Participants writing about previously undisclosed traumas showed no
differences in health from those writing about previously disclosed
traumas [85]; and participants writing about imaginary traumas also
demonstrated significant improvement in physical health [83]. Therefore,
although inhibition may play a part, the observed benefits of writing are
not entirely due to reductions in inhibition.
To tackle the inhibition problem, we can turn to another consistent
finding within the expressive writing paradigm. It is that those who
benefit from the writing process were more likely to increase the use of
“cognitive mechanism” words (i.e. insight words such as “understand,
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realize” and causal words such as “because, reason”) [204]. It is in this
vein that the development of coherent narrative of trauma may yield a
beneficial effect of expressive writing, reflecting an increased cognitive
processing of the experience. Other studies have also addressed the
linguistic features of the writing that session-to-session variations in
pronoun use are related to health improvements, which may reflect a
transformation in the way people think about themselves in relation to
others and the world [23,201]. In addition, since it was suggested the
more structured approach of the expressive writing paradigm can be
more beneficial than simple diary-keeping [248], there has been an
extended line of research on varied applications of expressive writing
that incorporates more stepwise, structured approaches by adding more
specificity and guidance in the instructions [90,91,139,214].
Hence this work proposes that to achieve a positive outcome from
reflecting on past events, emotional disclosure that is scaffolded by
appropriate guidance may be necessary. The guidance may be provided
in such a manner to complement the lack of directions in the original
expressive writing format, and to encourage the “cognitive processing” in
recounting the event.

2.1.3.2. Disclosure and Guidance
This work is motivated to suggest both disclosure and guidance as
the necessary conditions for self-reflection to promote mental wellbeing.
<Figure 2.1> is a two-dimensional design space where emotional
disclosure and guidance are each put on a continuum. Depending on the
levels of emotional disclosure and guidance provided to scaffold reflection,
it presents four different reflection processes, which will be illustrated
further with examples in the following subsection.
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Each subspace in <Figure 2.1> is labeled, counter-clockwise from the
bottom left corner: revisiting, exploring, transformative and explaining.
These processes are illustrated to distinguish the different levels of user
disclosure and bot guidance in design.
Revisiting space is the most common type of reflection on past events,
experiences and memories. Not much self-disclosure, as in confession of
innermost thought sand feelings, is needed here, nor much guidance or
intervention. A simple memory trigger may suffice.
At the top right corner is the transformative space. It is suggested
that transformative reflection is the ideal form of self-reflection, bringing
about positive change in behavior as well as mental schema [69,247].
Here users need to make a bold transition from the past to the present,
looking toward the future, changed self. The chatbot thus needs to be
more engaged in providing instructions, directions, encouragements, or
any other form of guidance to lead the user. The user, too, needs to form
a narrative from revisiting to resolution.
Moving upwards from the revisiting space is where the self actively
engages in disclosure, perhaps in the form of social exchanges and
feedback with others. In the explaining space, still not much guidance is
necessary, as one may simply ask the user to “tell more.” Moving towards
right from the revisiting space is the exploring space, where the chatbot
may actively intervene with thought processes by asking or challenging
to reinterpret for example, a past memory, in a different light. Here users
may actively interact with the bot their thoughts, feelings and ideas,
within which process they can enlighten themselves with new meanings.
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Figure 2.1. The disclosure-guidance space for designing chatbotguided reflection. Different levels of user disclosure and bot guidance
can support different types of reflection.

The goal of this study is to explore this space by designing chatbots
that can provide a safe environment and assistance for self-reflection.
According to the levels of disclosure and guidance, four types of reflection
processes are illustrated. Next section will discuss each type and span a
review of technologies designed to support each process.

2.2. Self-Reflection in HCI
How has the HCI community responded to the need for technologies
to support reflection? A brief survey on technologies in related works is
mapped onto the design space above according to their aims for design.

2.2.1. Reflection Design in HCI
The notion of reflection and reflective practice has been one of the
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central interests to the human-computer interaction (HCI) researchers
and practitioners for quite long [69,232]. Reflection has been extensively
studied in the context of learning and professional development
[158,169,236,263], and health has been a focus in talking about selfreflection, promoting healthy behavior change (e.g. [4]) as well as
promoting greater awareness and learning to self-manage chronic
conditions such as diabetes (e.g. [153]) [69].
However, engaging in reflection is far from straightforward [247].
Designing technologies to support reflection is challenging, and what is
even more daunting a task is to establish a shared understanding of what
is to be designed when designing for reflection [69]. Many come from
different perspectives and are working with different methods. Yet as
discussed above, HCI shares an understanding of reflection as “reviewing
a series of previous experiences, events, stories, etc., and putting them
together in such a way as to come to a better understanding or to gain
some sort of insight” [14], on which this work grounds its design space.

2.2.1.1. Designing Technology for Reflection
What are the ways in which technology can be designed for reflection?
Moon [170] illustrates many ways designers can use to create the time
for, guide and encourage different levels of reflection: writing techniques,
reflective questions, dialogues and discussions, nonverbal techniques,
reviewing materials, self-assessments, using ill-structured material, and
other methods for creating situations which require aspects of reflective
thought. Building on Moon’s [170] notion of levels in reflection, Fleck and
Fitzpatrick [69] discuss five levels of reflection: descriptive, reflective,
dialogic, transformative and critical reflection. Here, in transformative
and critical reflections reflectors engage in a fundamental change in
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understanding; that is, their self-insight can lead to transformation. In
their view, a technology could engage multiple levels of reflections.
On the other hand, Mols et al [169] takes a memory perspective in
defining reflection as reassessing the present to move toward perceiving,
knowing, believing, feeling and acting. They specifically focus on specific
design strategies to support reflection, e.g. dialogue-, information-,
expression- and environment-driven, to establish a design space to
support everyday life reflection. This view takes reflection as triggered
by different modes of interaction or artefacts.
Building on earlier work, this work offers an overview of technologies
for reflection based on the types of reflection. While earlier work has
discussed reflection having hierarchical levels that vary in depth, this
work argues that reflection can take different processes, and each is just
as valuable in gain. Technologies can be designed to support each process
in different ways. It has been suggested from literature that for effective
self-reflection, one needs not only emotional disclosure but also safe and
appropriate guidance. To explore this design space, it is necessary to
survey the types of reflection processes according to different levels of
disclosure and guidance. <Figure 2.1> has illustrated this design space.
Below describes four types of reflections with examples of technologies
that support them. It is not to achieve a comprehensive and exhaustive
review of all technologies for reflection, but to illustrate most salient
features of each.

2.2.1.2. Four Types of Reflection
Technologies have increasingly become able to capture memories of
the past. An earlier work by Stevens et al [256] has investigated how we
should address the design of memory systems. They prototyped Living
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Memory Box, a physical artefact with a computer and a translucent box
that held mementos accompanied by user narratives. They advised the
reflective systems to allow an archiving of practically anything and to
support natural interactions, encourage storytelling and even create
unique experiences from the memories. Their work shows the fluid and
multifaceted nature of reflective thought; reflection design spans from
the capturing of past memories to creating new life stories. This process
may or may not be holistic or only a fragment can be perceived as a whole.
It is the role of technology to embrace the different shapes of reflection,
and its design needs to address them. Below, four types of reflections are
illustrated in the aforementioned design space, depending on the level of
user self-disclosure and the guidance provided.

(1) Revisiting Process
Most reflection designs fall in this area. Often the technology invites
the reflector to pause and ponder on a remnant or an artifact (e.g. photos,
emails, texts) from the past. It also asks to provide some descriptions, to
engage the reflector in the reflection process and discover new ways of
interpreting the past. This requires minimal levels of disclosure and
guidance, which suffices to revive the past memories.
With lifelogging tools and the quantified self, Li and colleagues [143]
have conducted a qualitative study on user motivations in using personal
informatics tools and thus their data on health and productivity. Their
findings led them to identify two phases of reflection on personal data:
discovery and maintenance. Users transition between the two phases to
resolve unanswered questions about their data and set new goals. Their
work testifies to the fact that people would like to pursue awareness
about themselves, with personal gadgets and equipment that constantly
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record personal data. New information about themselves leads to new
ideas and goals, to promote a better self.
As such, advances in technology have radically increased the access
and ability of people to capture their lived moments “live.” Reflection
technologies have focused on capturing a variety of personal data and
bringing them back to the users for further thinking as a “memory aid”
[106]. For example, SenseCam [106] is a sensor augmented with a
wearable stills camera that is designed to capture a digital record of the
wearer’s day by recording a series of images and sensor logs. The primary
purpose of design is to help users recall the past memories for recollection.
In a similar vein, Affective Diary [251] tried to capture not only a
personal digital record but also “bodily memorabilia” with mobile body
sensors. In their experimental user study, they found that users were able
to recall the past moments and learned something new about themselves.
Later, AffectAura [155] allowed for a continued recording of emotional
states over a long period of time, by putting together a multimodal sensor
set-up for logging of audio, visual, physiological and contextual data, with
a classification scheme for predicting user affective state and an interface
for user reflection. What these have in common is that they tried to
capture embodied moments that often go unnoticed and even forgotten,
and bring them back to the users for discovery. Understanding such a
design has also been attempted in Life Tree [193], where users play a
game of breathing exercises to grow a tree. The “bringing back” aspect of
these technologies could successfully engage users into the rediscovery of
self and their desire to enhance self-knowledge.
Recording and revisiting personal data are not limited to sensors but
visual archives. Storytellr [132] is an authoring tool for narratives, which
integrates aspects of storytelling with photo activities such as annotation,
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search and construction. This is to help users’ recollection of past events
with photos as memory triggers. Taken further, MirrorMirror [80] is a
hearing aid, a Speechreading Acquisition Tool (SAT) that allows users to
practice their speechreading by recording and watching videos of people
they frequently speak with. Here, photos and videos captured by digital
technologies are used as a tool to help users face what they have been.
Technologies have already allowed us to reflect on ourselves by
recording and retrieving the past. Abovementioned technologies are
designed to incorporate a variety of data as memory triggers for people to
aid recall and sensemaking, and perhaps serendipitous reinterpretation.
However, those that focus on revisiting the past do not necessarily focus
on taking the recollection further.

(2) Transformative Process
Technologies for transformative reflection are in a similar vein, yet
they aim for leading the user to a positive change in behavior. Hence
these are often found in persuasive design (e.g. [70]) and healthcare (e.g.
[48]). This involves higher levels of both disclosure and guidance, for it
requires a close examination of the reflector’s as-is to move onto to-be. It
often provides steps or guidelines for the reflector to follow and engage
within the process.
Persuasive technologies often concern changing problem behavior for
health. According to Consolvo et al [48], design strategies for persuasive
technologies also incorporate a reflection component, to encourage users
to reflect on their behavior by showing them what they have done and
how the behavior relates to their goal. Examples include MAHI [153],
where users diagnosed with diabetes enroll in an education program with
getting feedback on their key measurements. Also, Community Mosaic
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[191] helps underprivileged communities to eat healthy food by asking
users to take photos of food they eat to inspire others in the community
to eat healthier. What these have in common is the strong scaffolding
element to engage users in the process, such as getting others to comment
and feedback.
In reflection design, Slovák et al [247] define transformative
reflection as “eliciting change in behavior or mental schemas.” Taking
Schon’s concept of reflective practicum into two social-emotional learning
(SEL) studies, they suggest a two-step process: The first step offers a set
of questions aimed to help understand characteristics of the “right”
experiences that are likely to be conducive for transformative reﬂection.
Second, they propose explicit, social, and personal components for
technology design in scaffolding the selected experiences. Based on their
findings, they argue that transformative reflection needs a careful
scaffolding of guidance as well as a safe interpersonal element for sharing
experiences, which aligns with the design of persuasive and healthcare
technologies.
A relatively less explored domain is the transformative reflection for
emotional experiences, particularly negative ones. As a matter of fact,
this usually takes the route of designing technologies for mental health
and wellbeing. These technologies usually focus on emulating counsellor
or therapist behavior via real or virtual interpersonal communication
design, which will be discussed in the later section. Taken together,
transformative reflection is more explored in terms of behavior change
and therefore concerns various healthcare technologies. Little has been
found how one would voluntarily go about the process and how they
discover self-insight.
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(3) Explaining Process
Technologies for explaining the past provide users with memory aids,
cues, or triggers to recall the past and invite them to actively engage in
them by answering further prompts. These technologies usually require
users to illustrate what they are thinking or feeling, in addition to
capturing their affective or cognitive state. They invite the reflectors to
provide their reactions or interpretations on the past events and perhaps
find new meaning. This type of technology needs higher levels of selfdisclosure from the reflector’s part; it often involves a narrative, and in
the process of making a narrative, new understandings may emerge.
Social technologies are a good candidate for explaining reflections.
PosiPost Me [121] follows positive psychology tradition and leads users
to elicit positive thoughts and share with friends. Instead of capturing
the past memories, PosiPost Me prompts users to complete an unfinished
sentence about themselves to others, thus allowing for self-expression
and social awareness. In a similar vein, MobiMood [44] enables groups of
friends to share their moods with one another via a mobile app. Rather
than capturing and recording moods by oneself, explicit sharing of moods
in-situ has triggered further conversations and communications among
users, allowing for their own interpretation.
Besides social technologies, memory triggers can also ask for further
explanation. Pensieve [194] supports everyday reminiscence by emailing
users memory triggers that contain their previous social media posts or
text prompts about common life experiences. The Pensieve system allows
for explaining reflection since the system takes the proactive role and
asks people to answer a set of questions about their past memories. The
researchers find that people value spontaneous reminders, as well as the
ability to write about them. Their findings point to an important factor
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in self-reflection that people would like to express themselves, preferably
to an audience, even a hypothetical one.
Echo [116] is most similar to Pensieve and most relevant to the scope
and purpose of this study. It is a smartphone-based app for recording
everyday experiences for reflection. The researchers explore the concept
of technology-mediated reflection (TMR) with Echo, and find that TMR
can improve mental wellbeing. More specifically, Echo encourages users
to reflect on prior social media posts. Users view the post and record their
current happiness ratings and are asked to enter their current reactions.
In two deployments of Echo, researchers found Recorders and Reflectors
engage in different emotional processes. Unlike Recorders who only kept
a digital record of the day, Reflectors reviewed their past memories and
reevaluated their happiness, also writing about and analyzing them.
While this work leverages the Echo system in the way that it had users
to “reflect” on past events, we dig deeper into the reflection process by
targeting different levels of guidance into writing about them.
Thus far, technologies for explaining reflection mostly provide past
memory cues and ask users to find meaning. Pennebaker’s expressive
writing [196] could fit in this category, with paper and pencil as
technological medium. These technologies focus on what happened, and
what they might mean. The potential downside of this reflection could be
that people can be self-immersed; people see things in the way they’d like
to see. In other words, the systems do little to challenge the boundaries
or test conflicting thoughts and emotions.

(4) Exploring Process
In exploring reflection, the technology actively asks the reflector to
provide more than explanations, but reinterpretations or perhaps think
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outside the box. Here the reflector can engage in a cognitive process to
answer and respond to the technologies to account for past actions and
thoughts, as well as challenge themselves for new insights. This design
involves higher levels of guidance, with the technology potentially
leading the reflection process in surprising or unexpected ways for
finding new patterns and meanings.
Again, Echo [116] is relevant in this category, as the reflection
activity was rather broadly defined for the study participants. The
Reflectors who engaged in active journaling and analyzed their thoughts
and feelings could learn new lessons. However, there was also a downside
when unpleasant events came back, they would not lend themselves to
personal growth. The first author of the study who actually took part in
the experiment said she preferred to forget the details of a negative life
event. This is quite contrary to Pennebaker’s research on expressive
writing; writing about negative life experiences could lead to self-insight
and self-knowledge [204]. Still, it is not a pleasant experience to invest
such a time and effort to think about negative life events.
Reflections for exploring life events, especially negative ones, for
resolving past trauma and stress can address this. Here technologies
intervene to make inquiries about the event to the user, not only in howyou-felt way, but also how-about-this way. In other words, it expands the
scope of the event to a bigger picture by distancing users from the event
and challenging them to think from a new perspective. The key design
challenge here would be making such creative yet contextually relevant
cues for the users.
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2.2.2. HCI for Mental Wellbeing
In recent years, there has been an increase in research exploring the
role of technology and interaction design in supporting mental health and
therapy [264]. Systems in therapy are often designed to facilitate
communication between therapist and client, to provide therapy-specific
contents or to support a patient's self-monitoring activities and therapy
compliance [154]. Outside therapy, technologies help patients become cocreators of their care [60]. Now they can have greater access to healthrelated information than before. There are online services for self-care,
health advice or counseling. Here the focus is to review an array of recent
technologies designed for patients to review negative life experiences
from the past for emotional wellbeing.
Communicating emotions is inherently social. In sharing our feelings
we invite empathic responses, allowing others to meet our needs and
enable the building or maintenance of social relationships, an element
that is of fundamental importance to maintaining wellbeing [225]. Thus,
a lot of work in HCI has been invested in the design of technologies that
would perhaps emulate the role of a counsellor or a therapist who would
help a client communicate his or her feelings. Recently, this has taken
the form of computer-supported peer-to-peer dialogues, or conversational
agents commonly called chatbots. The design of these technologies
enables the reciprocal exchange of feelings, consolation and empathy,
which enables in a virtual space an interpersonal relationship, which is
a powerful determinant of health and wellbeing [225].

2.2.2.1. Engaging Peers, Social Networks and Bots
Thus far HCI researchers and designers have taken, broadly, three
approaches: engaging peer support, leveraging social media and creating
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a virtual therapist. For peer support, technologies are designed and used
for getting together online peer support groups and communities to learn
about therapeutic techniques to support one another. For example,
Moderated Online Social Therapy [2,138] is an online peer support
program that encourages people with schizophrenia to learn about
cognitive and behavioral strategies via a social network, moderated by
clinicians. Panopoly [175] is a crowdsourced mental health intervention
for peers to help reframe each other’s thoughts using therapeutic
techniques. Others include Spheres of Wellbeing [265] and Self Harmony
[20]. Spheres of Wellbeing [265] are interactive objects that engage people
with mental illnesses to participate in a co-design process for empathetic
interventions. Self Harmony [20] engages participants to engage in
design processes to reduce self-harm.
More recently, O’Leary et al [188] designed guided and unguided
chats between peers for emotional support. They conducted a two-week
experiment with 40 participants with mental health conditions. Their
findings show that anxiety was significantly reduced from pre-test to
post-test; participant experiences testify to that guided chats provided
solutions to problems and new perspectives, and were perceived as “deep,”
while unguided chats offered personal connection on shared experiences
and were experienced as “smooth” [188]. This sheds much light on this
study in that it incorporated the idea of designing guides for chat among
peers. The guided prompts were based on a problem-solving framework,
similar to problem-solving therapy and cognitive behavioral therapy
[188]. Broadly, the prompts included open-ended questions to invite
explorations on client concerns as well as suggestions/advice for solving
problems, and reflective listening skills that are often used by therapists
to show empathy.
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Social media have also contributed to supporting mental health
online. Social media can provide an interesting glimpse into people’s
mental health [42,192]. Peers with depression and other conditions seek
information, emotional support, and advice [10,55,66]. It’s been
suggested that peer support platforms can glean people’s mental health
needs such as when, why, and how people seek out help [187]. Research
findings have reported that people with mental health issues prefer to go
online for support for the benefits of anonymity, empowerment, and
access [111,142,157,208,212]. Nevertheless, it is not always guaranteed
that online support groups can be effective. Participating in online
communities for mental health can be distressing and exacerbate
symptoms, even when people report having positive experiences
[122,238,260]. Evidence of online interactions between peers with
depression

show

that

people

have

negative

experiences

with

unsupportive members, negative content, and conflict of beliefs [142].
Training peers and providing scaffolding could help, but considerable
moderation may be advised in seeking emotional support online.
Alternatively, with advances in chatbot technologies there have been
attempts to build conversational agents that can engage in virtual
psychotherapy. Most widely known is Woebot [68], a text-based
conversational agent that delivers cognitive behavior therapy (CBT)
principles in a conversational format. Researchers set up a randomized
control study with 70 individuals with depressive symptoms. Compared
to a control group that referred to depression guidelines by the National
Institute of Health, the treatment group that talked with Woebot
significantly showed significantly reduced symptoms of depression,
measured by the PHQ-9, over the study period. Others take a similar
approach, replicating various behavior-based therapeutic techniques to
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Woebot. Shim [148] and Vivibot [86] also incorporate positive psychology
and CBT interventions in a chatbot form, resulting in participants
showing improvements in psychological wellbeing such as lowered
anxiety and perceived stress, as well as higher engagement. Tess [73] is
also a behavioral coaching chatbot that addresses different facets of
behavioral health including depression and anxiety. Deployed in an
adolescent pre-diabetes patient group, it testified to a promising potential
to accompany clinicians. Finally, Wysa [115] is an AI-based emotionally
intelligent mobile chatbot app that is aimed at building emotional
resilience and thereby promoting mental wellbeing. In fact, the chatbot
uses a combination of self-help practices such as CBT, dialectical
behavior therapy (DBT), motivational interviewing (MI), positive
behavior support, behavioral reinforcement, and mindfulness. What
these chatbots have in common is that they rely on the widely established,
or

evidence-based

practices

for

chatbots

to

emulate

real-life

psychotherapists, for both resource-effectiveness and efficacy.
Some are taking a slightly different approach, focusing on the
empathy side of the chatbot-mediated therapy. Koko [174] is a chatbot
app that uses a corpus-based machine learning approach to simulate
expressed empathy. The system generates chatbot responses from an
existing pool of online peer support data. While the majority of the user
evaluations on Koko’s empathetic responses were deemed acceptable,
users would prefer those from their peers. The findings point to an
interesting tension in designing for chatbot therapists. Although
empathy is a significant factor in determining a therapy outcome,
machine-generated empathy would not be perceived “genuine” per se.
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2.2.3. Design Opportunities
So far, the reflection design in HCI has mainly focused on inviting
the users to revisit and reinterpret their past experiences by providing a
variety of cues and nudges prescribed through design. For health and
wellbeing, most HCI approaches have been invested in designing the
technology to best emulate a helper – in the form of a therapist of a coach
– to correct or “prescribe” the right treatment path. Marrying the two
together, this work proposes to design a social experience that can help
users transform, explain and explore their understanding of past life
experiences for wellbeing. Most reflection technologies in HCI have
provided gentle reminders that perhaps trigger tristful reminiscences of
one’s past. That is, while the technology engages the user for the rediscovery of the past, it is entirely left for the user to be responsible for
the reinterpretation of the event.
The opportunity lies in-between. This work takes a novel approach
by engaging users in building a spontaneous conversational narrative.
The user is guided by technology that may nudge him or her to explain,
explore or transform their understanding of the event in the past. Ideally,
it can take the form of a conversational agent or a chatbot. Whilst chatbot
technologies have already been widely studied for mental wellbeing in
HCI, there is little transparency in how they are designed to lead and
communicate in the conversation. When it comes to sharing emotional
experiences, the feeling of being understood, mutual respect and empathy
are some of the most important determinants of how the outcome may
turn out. For therapists it takes years of training to master how to talk
to their clients [101]. Since machines cannot talk like humans but can
only be programmed to talk in certain ways, designing the talks-ininteraction, including turns, sequences, pauses, questions, or any other
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devices that make a conversation is a crucial task in design [171–173].
Nonetheless, in the survey of related research so far it is relatively
less explored how to make machines talk and in what ways. In fact, most
reflection design technologies in HCI only communicate with users with
visual or audio cues and textual nudges, which does not require continued
engagement even for a small talk. Though mental health chatbots do
engage in conversations with users, they have been more invested in how
to implement the therapeutic techniques in action, or the therapeutic
impact of talking machine that is essentially an amalgam of different
counselling methods (e.g. [68,115]). Therefore design transparency in
conversational UX [173] is strongly needed for chatbot technologies for
self-reflection.
In the storytelling process with a chatbot, it is important not only
that the user responds to the chatbot but also that its guidance is relevant.
In this context, relevance refers to contextual understanding and
appropriateness of the chatbot responses. Contextual understanding
means that the chatbot stays in the conversation and follows up with the
user within the flow of the conversation. Appropriateness of the guidance,
however, takes it further. The chatbot response must fit in the context
but also encourage, expand or challenge the context in a way that may
contribute towards the user’s reflection process. The subtlety of the
message delivered by the chatbot can entail multiple interpretations by
the user. To maintain the minimal level of contextual understanding and
appropriateness of the guidance delivered by the chatbot response, a key
portion of the user’s original message will be extracted and incorporated
in the return response in the design process. In this manner, the chatbot
response conveys the semantic sense to the user that it maintains the
contextual flow as well as provides the hermeneutic space in which the
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user can re-explore what has already been said by the self.
It is one of the aims of this work to explore this unique design space
with chatbot technology and present empirical evidence via experimental
user study. Next section will discuss strategies to build chatbots for userdriven reflection narratives.

2.3. Conversational Agent Design
Having reviewed related works on self-reflection and its technologies,
the goal of this study is restated: to design and implement a reflection
assistant chatbot for guided disclosure for transformative, explaining,
and exploring reflection processes. This section describes the theoretical
background and techniques with which the bot is to be designed.

2.3.1. Theoretical Background
This section examines the subject of the interaction to be designed:
conversation. It illustrates a formal understanding of what conversation
is and what it consists of.

2.3.1.1. What is Conversation?
Conversation is inherently a face-to-face interaction [172]. In
discourse analysis (DA), spoken conversation is defined as “any
interactive spoken exchange between two or more people,” referring to
the broad social phenomenon [34]. On the other hand, in conversation
analysis (CA), conversation is a particular kind of social activity, a
speech-exchange system that displays certain features including speaker
exchanges, turn-taking, talk continuity, turn allocation, repairs and so on,
in and of which presents some extent of machinery and patterns [229].
Since this work closely concerns the design of conversation for machine
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agents, it follows CA conventions and examines the three principles of
conversation. These principles refer to the generic patterns of human
conversations, the tendencies that people show when they engage in a
conversation. Conversational agents also follow these general patterns
since not doing so would be an awkwardness leading to conversation
failure. The principles are: recipient design, minimization and repair.

(1) Recipient Design
Recipient refers to the subject of what we say and how we say it in a
naturally occurring conversation. Depending on the recipient, what we
say and how we say it may take a number of forms and shapes. Earlier
research has suggested that speakers tend to design their talk for their
recipients in various ways, such as adapting to their perceived level of
knowledge [172,228,229]. According to Sacks et al [229], recipient design
is “a multitude of respects in which the talk by a party in a conversation
is constructed or designed in ways which display an orientation and
sensitivity to the particular other(s) who are the co-participants.”
Recipient design generally concerns the speaker’s word selection, topic
selection, ordering of sequences, options and conventions for starting and
terminating conversations, etc. [229]. Naturally, it is imperative that
when a teacher talks to a student, he or she needs to adapt to the
student’s knowledge level and choose words and phrases accordingly,
taking steps to make sure the student follows. For conversational agents,
they need to consider the user or audience with whom they engage and
tailor their responses accordingly. Thus the principle of recipient design
requires a comprehensive understanding of target users, their needs and
behavior [172]. In this work, the first and foremost consideration when it
comes to users is that they are bringing an emotional subject matter to
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the conversation with the agent, on which they reflect and scaffold their
thinking processes thereof. Hence the type of conversation the agent is to
deliver should assume the emotional and cognitive needs of processing
such information.

(2) Minimization
Another general rule of thumb is often referred to as minimization
[141,172,228]. This principle essentially has to do with efficiency [141].
When speakers engage in a conversation, they design their turns and use
words in a way that would help their recipient understand in the most
efficient manner. Sacks and Schegloff [228] gives an example of using
names when referring to a particular individual. When we try to describe
a common acquaintance, we’d rather use the name, instead of trying to
give a series of descriptions to refer to him or her. Yet for conversational
agents, the minimization principle rather applies to making the agent’s
response as terse and cogent as possible, using the fewest words as
possible [172]. It is recommended to design conversational agents so that
they give minimized utterances without sacrificing understandability
[172].

(3) Repair
Repair principle is an essential element of any human conversation
in cases of misunderstanding and failure. In times of interactional
troubles in a conversation, we use various ways to remedy it. In CA, it’s
referred to as “repair,” the range of practices that we have for managing
troubles in speaking, hearing or understanding [235]. Since the necessity
of a repair means that the trouble occurred at the previous turn, repair
includes methods for repeating or paraphrasing all or parts of a prior turn
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[172]. Repairs can take place at any point of conversational sequence, i.e.
the flow of turns in a speaker-recipient exchange, and they are a basic
component of conversational competence that are used to manage local
troubles in the production and design of natural language utterances
[172]. This principle in fact may lessen the burden of an agent to give the
“perfect” answer all the time; as long as repairs are in store, agents can
try to repair the conversation to make due adjustments.
The three principles of conversation briefly survey the mechanics of
a natural human conversation. Agents as speakers should consider the
needs and interests of the user, the recipient in the conversation.
Moreover, they should engage in the conversation in an as efficient
manner as possible. Finally, the agents should be ready to make repairs
in the conversation in case the user demands clarification or signals
misunderstanding.

2.3.1.2. Types of Conversation
When we refer to a conversation, we usually mean the ordinary
conversation which may consist of the broadest range of activities from
delivering news, seeking help or advice, learning to much more, the kind
of interaction we may have with our family, friends and even strangers
[172]. In Conversation Analytic theory, an ordinary conversation is
considered the most flexible type of conversation from which other types
are adapted for particular purposes by adding special constraints [79]. In
this work, we classify types of conversation according to its purpose [45]:
transactional and interactional, and discuss a few examples.

(1) Transactional Conversations
Transactional conversation pursues a practical goal, often fulfilled
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during the course of one interaction [45]. In this type of conversational
exchanges, both parties engaging in the conversation clearly know their
roles, expectations and goals of the conversation. An example of this type
is service conversations [172]. It is the kind of interaction we have with
a sales or an organizational representative. Here, the roles are fixed,
usually the customer asking for service, and the salesperson trying to
answer questions. For such, transactional conversations usually have
distinctive openings, with the conversation being terminated within one
sequence or only a few more, when repairs are needed.

(2) Interactional Conversations
Interactional conversations are social conversations [45]. The aim is
not to complete a task, but to build, maintain and strengthen positive
relations with one or more interlocutors [45]. Social conversations range
from small talk to longer interactions such as talk between friends,
colleagues and strangers. Often it can help develop common ground and
build rapport [39]. Though it serves a different purpose, an interactional
conversation can share and overlap with transactional conversations in
natural conversations [39]. An example is counseling conversations. In
counseling conversations, often one seeks advice to a therapist, counselor
or advisor. In psychotherapy, rapport building between a therapist and a
patient is an important factor toward outcome. Thus, though counseling
conversations do happen for a purpose, like transactional conversations,
they are inherently social like interactional conversations.
In this work, a conversational agent is designed to primarily support
the user’s self-reflection, a transactional conversation where speaker
roles are clearly defined and a goal is to be achieved. Yet the nature of the
conversation is social in that to help self-disclosure, the agent needs to
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help the user feel safe and trustworthy to engage deeper.

2.3.2. Technical Background
Having examined what conversation means in the field of CA, its
core principles and types of conversation, the technical understanding of
what constitutes a conversational agent is discussed.

2.3.2.1. Natural Language Interfaces
Natural language interfaces are user interfaces that use human
language, i.e. natural language, to interact with the user. Conversational
interfaces are very different from graphical user interfaces (GUI), in that
graphic elements are generally minimal [172]. The interaction metaphor
for these interfaces is the natural human conversation, rather than direct
manipulation [242]. Since the very first chatbot, ELIZA [275], appeared
in history, many natural language interfaces have appeared: Apple’s Siri,
Amazon’s Alexa, Google’s Assistant, Microsoft’s Cortana and IBM’s
Watson are just a few examples as of now, and we are expecting many
more. While most of these systems accept voice input from users (voice
user interfaces; VUI), many accept text input (text-based conversational
agent; chatbot), sometimes from standard applications like SMS and
instant messaging [172]. Users readily engage in interactions with
natural language interfaces to check the weather, set reminders, call and
send messages, play music, launch apps, search for information, and
interact with other connected devices [45]. Nonetheless, natural
language interfaces, or agents that communicate with human users in
natural language, are still awkward, confusing, or limited and fraught
with troubles [172]. Though many of them are modeled after the natural
human conversation, it is a complex system in its own right [229,233],
which requires works of machinery [227]. Though a perfectly natural
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conversation is impossible at present, thanks to the wondrous advances
in the natural language processing (NLP) methods, some formalities and
conventions of natural language conversation in CA can be applied in this
work, so as to mechanically design a conversational agent.

2.3.2.2. Conversational Agent Models
One of the challenges in artificial intelligence (AI) has been endowing
the machine with the ability to converse with humans using natural
language [269]. Early conversational systems, such as ELIZA [275],
Parry [47], and A.L.I.C.E. [274], were designed to mimic human behavior
in a text-based conversation in order to pass the Turing Test [240,269].
These systems, precursors to today’s chatbots, were mostly based on
hand-crafted rules. As a result, they worked well only in constrained
environments [244].
Since the 1990s, a lot of research has been conducted on task-based
conversational agents. Examples include the DARPA Airline Travel
Information System (ATIS), the DARPA Communicator program, and the
ATIS and Communicator systems (e.g. [54,97,213]). The task-based
chatbots showed an excellent performance only within domains with
well-defined schemas. In the past several years, a tremendous amount of
investment has been made to developing intelligent personal assistants
such as Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana, Google’s Assistant, Facebook’s
Messenger, and Amazon’s Alexa. These assistants are not only designed
to answer user questions but also proactively anticipate user needs and
provide in-time assistance like reminders or recommendations [231]. The
challenge remains that they must work well in many open domains as
users expect them to manage their work and lives efficiently.
More recently appeared are social chatbots, e.g. Microsoft’s XiaoIce.
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The primary goal of a social chatbot is to be a virtual companion to users.
By establishing an emotional connection with users, social chatbots can
better understand them and therefore help them over a long period of
time [244]. These social chatbots and intelligent assistants have become
popular due to progress in many relevant perceptual and cognitive AI
technologies, e.g., natural language understanding (e.g. [7,17,160,259]),
speech recognition and synthesis (e.g. [58,103,282]), computer vision (e.g.
[130]), information retrieval (e.g. [62,112]), multimodal intelligence (e.g.
[95,123,272]), and empathic conversational systems (e.g. [74]).

2.3.3. Design Strategies
Having examined the theoretical and technical background, the
conversational agent in this work adopts an interactional conversation
mediated by a social chatbot. Drawing from the works of the renowned
humanistic psychologist, Carl R. Rogers, two client-centered methods,
expressive writing and motivational interviewing, are explored for design
strategies for the chatbot.

2.3.3.1. Chatbot Persona
To effectively guide the recipient of the conversation in this study, it
is important that the bot takes on an appropriate speaker model. Because
the primary purpose of designing to support self-reflection is to encourage
user self-disclosure, the agent is to take after a Rogerian psychologist, as
did ELIZA [275], and his successors as individual persona.

(1) Client-Centeredness in Rogerian Psychology
Carl R. Rogers (1902-1987) was one of America’s most influential
counselors, psychotherapists, and most prominent psychologists [126].
He is best known for the establishment of client-centered therapy that is
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later renamed as person-centered therapy. Unlike the popularized ideas
of unresolved sexual conflicts derived from the psychoanalytic tradition
at the time, Rogers was deeply inspired by and led his career with the
ideas of client self-insight and self-acceptance in his therapy.
In his time, Carl Rogers challenged the field of psychotherapy in two
ways. First, though Rogers was not the first to use the term “client” for a
therapy recipient, he popularized its use. The word implies a departure
from the medical model of illness, in that a person seeking help should be
not treated as a helpless patient but as a responsible client [126]. Rogers
believed the growth-producing process of counseling could help all
individuals and professionals could be trained to provide such help. Thus,
counselors, social workers, clergymen, medical workers, youth and family
workers, and others could use his counseling methods regardless of their
profession.
Second, Rogers introduced the “nondirective” method. Though other
therapies might profess a similar belief, Rogers’ method of creating the
therapeutic atmosphere was drastically different from other approaches
[126]. His initial method avoided questions, interpretation, suggestions,
advice, or other directive techniques. Rather, it relied exclusively on a
process of carefully listening to the client, accepting the client for who he
or she was, and reflecting back the client’s feelings. The acceptance and
reflection of feelings would create a level of safety for deeper exploration
and a mirror in which to further understand and reflect on the client’s
own experience, which would lead the individual to further insight and
positive action.
The essence of Rogers’ client-centeredness in therapy includes three
conditions. When a counselor communicates congruence, unconditional
positive regard, and empathic understanding so that the client perceives
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them at least to a minimal degree, then the “necessary and sufficient
conditions for therapeutic personality change” are present [221]. He
argued and demonstrated that the client has within himself the ability
and tendency to understand his needs and problems, to gain insight, to
reorganize his personality, and to take constructive action. What clients
need, said Rogers, is not the judgment, interpretation, advice or direction,
but supportive counselors and therapists to help them rediscover and
trust their inner experiencing, achieve their own insights, and set their
own direction [126].
What Rogers pursued throughout his nearly six-decade career is
radically different from psychoanalysis and behaviorism, the two other
schools of thought at the time. First, he put much more emphasis on the
individual’s phenomenal being. This is done by the therapist’s empathy
with the client’s frame of reference, or the therapist’s helping the client
find meaning in life as perceived by the client himself. Second, his method
focused not on remediation of problems but on psychological health, wellbeing, self-actualization, or what he called “the fully functioning person”
[221]. The goal was to help people experience their full human potential.
Finally, he was deeply interested in what distinguishes human beings
from other species, such as choice, will, freedom, values, feelings, goals
and others human concerns, which remained as key subjects of his study.
In this work, Rogers’ client-centeredness sets the backdrop of the
design of chatbots for self-reflection. In other words, the chatbots pursue
the role of a humanistic psychologist that nudges and waits for the user
to share his or her stories in the narrative-making process. Its existence
solely serves the role of a “supporter” [126], instead of giving advice. The
following subsection will discuss the specific methods within Rogers’
humanistic tradition in which the chatbots will deliver conversations.
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In fact, the legacy of Carl Rogers transcends the boundaries of the
humanistic tradition. His core conditions for therapeutic relationship
serve the basis of all training and professions in clinical psychology. There
has been a wide array of branching methods from person-centered
therapy, among which two of them concern the purpose and scope of this
study: motivational interviewing and expressive writing.

(2) Two Descendants
A. Motivational Interviewing
The clinical method of motivational interviewing (MI) evolved from
the person-centered approach of Carl Rogers, maintaining his pioneering
commitment to the scientific study of therapeutic processes and outcomes
[162]. What MI sets forth mirrors much of what Rogers himself already
had in his pioneering article on the necessary and sufficient conditions
for personality change [221]. MI counselors accept their clients in an
unconditional manner and have a collaborative relationship with them.
Counselors’ goal in this approach is to accompany and help clients in the
process of change, which is in agreement with clients’ aspirations and
values. In addition, counselors seek to evoke clients’ intrinsic motivation
to change and to make it emerge, rather than imposing it. Clients are
considered to be the main persons responsible for their behavior change
and counsellors support the client’s autonomy. It is aligned with Rogers’
belief in client self-actualization.
MI was developed as a method of communication, rather than a set
of techniques, and the MI style overrides the techniques used [53]. Here
it diverges from the traditional Rogerian methods of open questions and
reflective listening. MI was motivated to target behavior change of a
problematic drinker, and its focus is on how to impact the client in a way
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that is not assertive or imperative. The key idea is that low motivation is
not just a client problem, but a shifting state that is very sensitive to the
behavior of the counsellor. Progress in counselling is more likely to occur
if motivation to change is not imposed from without, but elicited from
within in an atmosphere free of conflict [223].
At the heart MI is an attempt to have a constructive discussion about
change in which the client drives the process as much as possible [223].
In an MI conversation, the counsellor will actively look for opportunities
to explore ambivalence about, for example, drinking, and will try to
understand what broader values and issues are important to the client.
How the client’s aspirations coexist or conflict with the drinking problem
will often provide the fuel for decision-making and change. Its central
principle, that motivation to change should be elicited from people, not
somehow imposed on them, but gradually concretized from within. Upon
this foundation of respectful collaboration, strategies and techniques are
used to explore the person’s values and goals and their relation to the
addictive problem, and to elicit motivation for change from the client.
Yet this method is confrontational [223]. While in traditional alcohol
counselling the confrontation often was overt, in MI the confrontation is
intended to arise within the client. In fact, the probability of change
increases with such discomfiture. Here, counsellors need to provide clear
structure to the session, with their having a clear view about what
direction they would like the client to take. This typically involves gently
coaching the client to explore the conflicts. By summarizing these for the
client, and giving the person room to reflect, the motivation to change is
more likely to be enhanced.
It is imperative in MI that ahead of all skills and practice, the core
concepts and principles that serve the spirit of MI are carefully observed
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firsthand. In short, MI embraces three concepts: the fluctuating nature
of client readiness to change; the acceptance of change as a process and
therefore viewing client ambivalence as a normal state and response; and
the observable conflict toward change, i.e. client resistance. The methods
that serve to practice these concepts include: empathic listening skills,
eliciting self-motivating statements, and responding to resistance [223].
Even a quick and brief overview of MI gives a good description of its
client-centeredness and its goal-directedness toward behavior change as
a distinctive style of communicating with a client. Invariably, MI is all
about supporting client autonomy throughout the interview process, and
therefore clients are invited to a process of revisiting problem behavior
and pondering on their desires, abilities, reasons and need for change
[176]. MI introduces a variety of techniques, such as expressing empathy
through reflective listening, communicating respect for and acceptance of
clients and their feelings, and using open-ended questions, to allow
clients the opportunity for self-reflection and exploration of their problem
behavior [15]. Others include reflective listening and summarizing,
within a nonjudgmental, collaborative relationship. MI practitioners also
emphasize sincere affirmations, complimenting rather than denigrating,
and listening rather than telling [15]. Even more additional strategies
include having clients discuss a typical day or week related to problem
behavior [16]. Rapport is built through reflective listening, enhancing the
therapeutic environment. Though feedback to the client is allowed, such
as information and advice, it is advised to ask for the client’s permission
before doing so. A final technique involves exploring concerns that the
client may have as a result of problem behavior. By discussing these
concerns in detail and allowing time for self-reflection, practitioners may
help clients progress through stages of change.
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This work adopts MI as an effective means of communication for a
reflection assistant chatbot. With MI skills and techniques, the chatbot
is able to emulate a novice MI practitioner that tries to follow the client’s
life path toward positive change. While Rogers’ person-centered approach
gives abstraction of the chatbot persona in the self-reflection process, MI
can define and provide concrete phases, skills and practice that may
construct an interview session with a client. In this way, the client can
revisit the heart of a problem and may consider possibilities and potential
outcomes of change, the type of “transformative” reflection that may lead
to change in behavior [247].

B. Expressive Writing
Expressive writing was pioneered by James Pennebaker and was
replicated in a number of studies. While it may seem distant from the
Rogerian psychology at first, it has to do with it at the most fundamental
level. In the 10th year of expressive writing, James Pennebaker said in an
interview with Dennis King and Janice Holden, that the health benefits
of expressive writing speak to the fact that “just being able to put together
a coherent and meaningful story about the trauma is therapeutic if there
is a caring or interested person to read it” [125]. Pennebaker also added
that expressive writing hints at the role of a therapist “to create an
environment where a person feels completely free to reveal what they are
thinking and feeling, and allow them to put things together” [125]. Also
in his words, “Carl Rogers was onto something in the development of his
technique of letting clients come to some kind of understanding of the
event on their own” [125]. In this manner, expressive writing shares the
fundamental spirit of Rogers’ client-centeredness in that therapeutic
effect may already begin in the very unfolding of a client’s trauma, in its
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process. Clients themselves may help in this process. The therapist just
has to make sure to create a safe enough environment to tell the story.
Pennebaker’s stance has not changed since; in a personal conversation
two decades later, he still holds expressive writing is a Rogerian method.
In this work, expressive writing is again actively pursued as a means
of reflecting on self to promote mental wellbeing. As a matter of fact, it
has long been a way of coping with trauma, “with or without audience”
[205]. The fact that it is simple and does not necessarily require feedback
makes it convenient for anybody to practice, because in its original form,
the disclosure of a once inhibited traumatic event can be therapeutic.
This work takes a step further to argue that expressive writing can
accompany a virtual audience that is a chatbot. In fact, Radcliffe et al
[214] have argued that an expressive writing activity is already a social
one as it involves an implicit audience that is the researcher himself.
This work takes it further. It engages a virtual audience and an
interlocutor in the process of disclosure, to lead and support the further
scaffolding process of reflecting on unresolved stress. In this process, the
disclosure becomes a narrative, from an “account” of what happened to
an “anecdote” of what it means to the writer. In other words, it aims at
the three conditions of expressive writing to ensure benefit. First, it
supports the narrative-making by turning the solo writing activity into a
conversation. Naturally it is a story-telling activity, rather than a formal
written composition where one iterates rounds of revision for clarity and
conciseness. Second, it makes disclosure a social activity, having a virtual
audience as a chatbot. Therefore it is not assumed that the writing will
be read, but it is read and told to a chatbot who seemingly understands
or claims to understand what is to be told. To designate a reader in this
way conveniently makes it easier for the writer to tell stories. Finally, in
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this social sharing of emotions the risk of disclosure is minimized, as the
chatbot, ironically, cannot think. To disclose to a nonhuman agent makes
it a distinctively different experience from sharing with family, friends,
close acquaintances or therapists. In this manner, expressive writing
transcends its original format and becomes an expressive conversation,
where a user freely writes his or her stories of foregone misfortunes to a
nonhuman companion. Furthermore, the process of reflecting on the
trauma may take a different route, depending on the bot’s guidance. The
final subsection will come back to designing different reflection processes
with the bot guidance.
In sum, the legacy of Carl Rogers’ person-centered approach toward
self-reflection has been inherited in motivational interviewing and
expressive writing. While these have widely been used in palliative care,
counselling and psychotherapy [286], this work proposes them as a
means to support disclosure of emotional problems in reflection, with
guidance provided by a chatbot. Toward this goal, a brief overview of
natural language processing techniques for chatbot implementation is as
follows.

2.3.3.2. Chatbot Intelligence
The personal assistant chatbot to support individuals’ self-reflection
processes mostly match the descriptions of a social chatbot. It aims to be
a “virtual companion” [244] to users by building an emotional connection
and relationship. Moreover, it concerns not only the relational component
but also a procedural component, to help users engage in the process of
scaffolding their thoughts and feelings [247]. Thus this work introduces
two design elements: emotional intelligence and procedural intelligence.
The following will discuss what they are and how they can be achieved in
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the current state of technology.

(1) Emotional Intelligence
Reflection assistant chatbots, as a type of social chatbots, aim to be
a virtual companion for users in their very personal moment of reflective
thinking. Therefore it is their primary goal to meet the user’s emotional
needs [244]. Given the sensitivity and delicacy of the subject of reflection
in the context of this work, it is also important that the chatbot ensures
user safety and emotional security. Hence the emotional intelligence of a
reflection assistant chatbot entails the following capabilities: empathy,
social skills, and safeguarding.

A. Empathy
A social chatbot must have empathy [244]. It needs to be able to
identify the user’s emotions and detect how they flow and change over
time. This may include query understanding, user profiling, emotion
detection, sentiment recognition, and dynamic tracking of user mood of
[244]. Understanding of contextual information as well as commonsense
knowledge is also critical.
Many therapy chatbots concern empathic responses. For example,
Woebot [68] incorporated a “therapeutic process-oriented feature” that is
empathic listening, and Wysa [115] included empathetic listening in their
engagement efficiency criteria. Koko [174] aimed for an artificially
simulated empathy. However, except for Koko, therapy chatbots show
limited transparency in their design for empathetic listening skills.
While such skills are included in the therapy techniques that they used,
how the responses are put together within the bot remains unknown. As
for Koko, it trained a machine learning algorithm on large-scale peer５８

support chat data. Yet in a naturally flowing conversation the machinegenerated empathetic responses fail to catch up with human responses.
Carl Rogers emphasized on the concept of “accurate empathy” [162].
This is a therapeutic skill that includes a commitment to understanding
the client’s personal frame of reference and the ability to convey the
meaning back to the client via reflective listening [162]. This perspectivetaking process encompasses an accurate understanding of both cognitive
and emotional aspects of the client’s experience as well as attunement to
the client’s unfolded experience [82], a feat practically unachievable by a
machine agent. In this work, chatbot empathy skills will be adapted from
established therapist behavior to ensure the conversation does not lead
the user astray or interrupt the reflection process.

B. Social Skills
Every user comes from a different background, interests, and needs.
A social chatbot needs to have the ability to personalize the responses for
different users [244]. It needs to generate responses that are appropriate,
encouraging and motivating, and most importantly, fit the interests of a
user. It needs to guide the topics of conversation and promote a connected
relationship in which the user feels well understood. It should be aware
of inappropriate information and avoid generating biased responses.
Woebot [68] prides itself on being a chatbot that speaks like the way
humans do. The bot’s conversational style was modeled on human clinical
decision making and the dynamics of social discourse [68]. The friendly
way of speaking is almost a must for therapy chatbots, including Wysa
[115]. However, most therapy-delivering chatbots focus on replicating a
therapeutic session and earning measurable outcomes (e.g. [73,86]),
which leaves the question of designing a chatbot that is sociable and
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amiable enough to convey genuineness, congruence and unconditional
positive regard to users [221].
In this work, the social skills of a reflection assistant as a chatbot
will emulate those of a psychotherapist taken from a practitioner’s
manual (e.g. [178]). Since therapist behavior has been studied as an
important construct playing a significant part in therapy success
[101,177], instead of generating fully-automated responses, this work
maintains an adaptation of established therapist behavior to ensure
consistent agent persona [144] and enough sociability for user
engagement.

C. Safeguarding users
Ensuring user safety and privacy is absolutely necessary for chatbots
especially in healthcare services. Many chatbots give an initial session in
which they direct the user to read and understand how they are going to
keep their data secure and how, as machine agents, their services may be
limited compared to natural human capabilities. It is also necessary that
users are taught how to reach for help in cases of emergency. Hence it is
important for chatbots that concern any aspect of physical and human
health to closely abide by principles of ethical design.
Mulvenna et al [179] presented an ethics design manifesto to guide
systems development. Their manifesto includes 12 principles including
providing enough information for people to make informed decisions at
every stage, and respecting people’s right to choose how they engage with
the product or service. Moreover, the IEEE Global Initiative on Ethics of
Autonomous and Intelligent Systems [290] proposes a set of principles to
guide “ethically aligned design.” It includes ensuring the design does not
violate human rights laws, prioritizes well-being in design and use, holds
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the designer accountable and responsible, operates in a transparent
manner, and minimizes the risk of misuse [37].
The planned research conducts experimental user studies that deal
with quite sensitive data. It is concerned with personal life histories and
experiences that may have had impact on the user’s health and wellbeing.
Hence, this work will closely follow abovementioned guidelines to ensure
user safety, and to respect user’s right in choosing to engage and interact
with the chatbot system. For any case of emergency, risk or potential
danger, the lead researcher will closely maintain contact with health
professionals at her institution for immediate help and care. In fact, the
very design of chatbot utterances for empathy and social skills will be
adapted from model therapist behavior, to minimize the risks of failures
in such a sensitive context of emotional disclosure.

(2) Procedural Intelligence
While social chatbots are mostly concerned with building a safe and
connected relationship with users via chitchat, a reflection assistant
chatbot should be able to lead and engage the user into the reflection
process and help scaffold complicated thoughts and feelings on a deeply
emotional experience from the past. Other roles also include envisioning
the future once the unresolved past is taken care of. These processes do
not occur at once; rather they occur in a linear, or sometimes in back and
forth manner when a user is in an ambivalent state of mind in pondering
on a change of action. The procedural intelligence concerns the following
capabilities: contextual understanding, technical skills, and managing
turns in talk.

A. Contextual understanding
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To move from one step to another, it is important for a chatbot to
catch the context of the conversation and respond appropriately. A perfect
contextual understanding, however, is still a challenge. However, to
capture the minimal context of the user input, the chatbot can capture
the key words and phrases of the user input and retrieve its next response.
Though it is natural for humans to identify and understand the key
subject matter in a naturally occurring conversation, it is a difficult task
for a machine agent. Over the course of natural language processing
research, many have tackled this problem by preparing a predefined set
of keywords and scripting matching rules.
The pioneering vision of Joseph Weizenbaum to create a talking
machine in fact started out with a simple script of writing ELIZA. The
first chatbot in history worked on the following technical solutions [275]:
(1) the identification of key words, (2) the discovery of minimal context,
(3) the choice of appropriate transformations, (4) generation of responses
in the absence of key words, and (5) the provision of an editing capability
for ELIZA scripts. The discovery of minimal context and maintaining it
worked with extracting the pre-defined keywords in the script and giving
them weight according to contextual importance. ELIZA responses were
basically a reassemble of keywords and pre-defined sentences written in
the script. Such a simple technique yet produced a powerful impact and
changed history forever; following ELIZA, there were many other
chatbots that followed suit (e.g. A.L.I.C.E., Parry).
With advances in natural language processing, the problem of
catching up with conversational context and maintaining history is
gradually being conquered [244]. However, it is still a grandiose mission
for a machine agent to naturally follow up with a human conversation
that transcends boundaries and is bound with complex nuances and
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homonyms. For the bot to stay on track and prevent contextual failures,
this work inherits the legacy of ELIZA, with respect to its editing
capability of the “script” [275] to build an intelligent enough chatbot
assistant to maintain a minimal context of the conversation and manage
its flow.

B. Technical skills
To construct a positive reflection experience for a user, a reflection
assistant chatbot can not only reiterate words of empathy, but carefully
guide the user into a deeper thinking of the problem at hand. The chatbot
can do this in various ways: it may ask users questions, show images and
videos, or order specific actions to follow. Usually these skills come from
theory and practice. Many psychotherapy chatbots emulate therapist
behavior, such as giving directions and asking questions.
Many therapy chatbots, as mentioned above, follow behavior-based
therapy techniques, e.g. cognitive behavior therapy (CBT), dialectical
behavior therapy (DBT), positive psychology, mindfulness practices, and
many else. This is so because giving users directions and instructions are
much easier than further engaging in a naturally occurring conversation.
Moreover, many research findings have reported promising outcomes of
doing

so

(e.g.

[68,86,115]).

Nonetheless,

many

lack

a

design

understanding to illustrate how they have selected, incorporated,
modified, or arranged such techniques for the chatbot.
This study aims to present clear design strategies and processes of
designing technical skills in a chatbot. It will provide design rationales
and choices in implementing the skills, adapted in a chatbot conversation.
In doing so, conversational strategies such as managing the beginning
and the end, pause and turns will also be addressed.
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C. Managing turns in talk
Reflection may occur at an uncertain point in time, and its process
may not always be linear [210]. Often the fluid and repetitive nature of
reflection is what shuns users away from practicing it. Therefore, the
reflection assistant chatbot should be able to lead a conversation that has
a clear beginning and an end. In addition, a conversation that unfolds in
a stepwise fashion can help a user follow a clear path in the reflection
process. Many chatbots in fact have this “routine” in conversation, and
managing the turns in talk is an important factor in designing for
conversational user experience [173].
Recently, there has been an interdisciplinary endeavor in developing
natural conversation framework (NCF) for bot services. It is concerned
with the mechanics of how humans take turns and sequentially organize
conversations, especially borrowing the findings in the field of
conversation analysis (CA) [172]. In fact, with the proliferation of natural
language processing (NLP) technologies, Moore et al [173] suggest there
is an increasing demand for a discipline of conversational UX design. For
better conversational UX, the NCF offers generic conversational UX
patterns that are platform-independent and are inspired by natural
human conversation patterns from CA, such as those of turn-taking or
sequence organization [229,234]. The NCF so far has been implemented
on both the IBM Watson Assistant and Dialog services.
This work follows the conversational UX patterns outlined in the
NCF, including the design of turn-taking and repairs. Turn-taking is
important in natural conversations to ensure both parties stay involved
and engaged in the conversation. To enable an interaction where both the
user and the bot actively participate in a conversation, turn-taking will
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be allocated in such a manner that both parties equally take turns. Turntaking exceptions will apply when the bot initializes the chatting session
where it has to give instructions for the users. Also, repairs are especially
necessary for a chatbot that cannot inherently understand what a user
really means. It is also possible that the user repeats himself or herself
for any purpose such as clarification [234], hence the chatbot should be
ready to recognize repeated turns by the user and respond accordingly.
Usually, for general patterns of user questions and requests some repair
responses can be in store to run the conversation. However, the repairs
cannot be long, as the bot is incapable of engaging in a naturally
occurring conversation. Turn-taking is again important to make the
conversation stay back on track; even if the conversation fails at a
moment, having the bot come back to the predesignated turn may remedy
it. Other UX considerations, such as the length of conversation and
number of speaker turns, will be informed by evidence from NCF practice
and pilot iterations.

2.3.3.3. Chatbot Skills
An examination of emotional and procedural intelligence for a
reflection assistant chatbot outlines how it should engage users for
constructing a narrative of an emotional experience. First of all, it should
lead a stepwise conversation with phases in which users proceed with the
agent. Within the conversation, it should be able to use technical skills
and generate empathic responses to lead them into further reflection.
Additionally, the chatbot should construct a safe holding environment for
users to truly express their feelings and thoughts without a sense of
inhibition, and the interaction should not be taxing or demanding.
These features require a set of carefully defined rules for a chatbot６５

directed conversation, where the bot follows stages to manage turns in
talk and generates keyword-based responses to inspire further reflective
thinking. This section will address strategies to design the rules for
chatbot behavior for the three previously discussed reflection processes:
transformative, explaining and exploring.

(1) Transformative
Transformative reflections lead to change or understanding of what
happened and why [13,69,170]. Here the interest lies in reflecting on past
negative life experiences and gaining self-knowledge and self-insight that
would positively lead toward wellbeing. Such a transformative effect, i.e.
leading to a change in behavior or an insight, is always guaranteed, yet
the reflection assistant chatbot can lead and aid users in such a path.

Motivational interviewing. Here the chatbot can actively pursue
a motivational interview. Motivational interviewing is not only helpful
when users experience ambivalence toward change [286], but it can also
help users proactively think about change and reorient themselves
toward a better future.
Shifting gears. Since chatbots do not naturally understand the flow
of human conversations, it is more convenient for chatbots to take the
role of asking questions and lead turns in a conversation to minimize the
risks of failure. Asking questions, however, should not be done in a
bombarding manner which may be overwhelming. The questions need to
be organized for a specific purpose, such as reflecting on the past or
thinking about future actions, so that users are not confused in the
conversation.
Building connections. It is also important that the chatbot builds
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a relationship with users. Reflection assistants are social chatbots, which
are machine companions that care for users’ emotional needs. In addition,
motivational interviewing counsellors make it a crucial component that
the counselor convey accurate empathy toward the client. Therefore the
chatbot needs to provide emotional feedback and responses that would
build empathic connections with users.

(2) Explain and Explore
Reflections for explaining the past events and exploring untapped
ramifications of the event involves equivalent emotional and procedural
intelligence for a chatbot, but its core difference lies in that reflection
takes place in user disclosure, rather than bot guidance. Here, the main
responsibility of the chatbot is to nudge the user with a set of appropriate
cues and wait for the user to unfold his or her thinking.

A. Explain
Here the chatbot is mainly to ask the user what happened. The
conversation needs not be long, yet the interaction can allow as much
time as the user needs to revisit and recount the event. It is more
important for the chatbot here to ensure the user at first for safety and
privacy, and give clear instructions as to how to begin the process.
Expressive writing. Expressive writing can create an environment
where users are free to write about what happened in whichever form of
narrative. It is a perfect vehicle for users to freely choose what to write
and how to write about it. Moreover, expressive writing is not limited to
any specific subject, so it provides flexibility in application.
Engaging users. Expressive writing needs to happen in a safe
environment where users feel relaxed and safe from any risk of breach in
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privacy. Ideally, the chatbot can introduce itself before users begin to
write, engaging them in the process by relieving them of any anxiety and
nervousness of disclosure.
Giving instructions. The chatbot needs to provide instructions in a
way that it is easy enough for users to understand what they are, but not
so simple to make the whole process superficial. Also, it is important that
the instructions are not too specific to restrain their own perspectives and
insights in the thinking process.

B. Explore
Exploring can take the explaining process further into thinking
about what had passed without conscious awareness. In addition to the
three strategies in explaining, exploring reflection employs two more
strategies that can help users take a step back and reconsider what
happened from a different perspective.
Distancing. Once users write about a negative life experience, they
can purposefully distance themselves from it by reviewing it. Here, the
chatbot’s role is to help them catch the unresolved thoughts and feelings
surfaced in the writing process. It can do this by detecting positive or
negative emotional words and phrases that describe the self.
Switching perspectives. The chatbot can help users find a distance
from and relive the past moment by switching perspectives. It can do this
by analyzing what the user writes and extract the key persons and/or
objects related to the event. As most traumas involve interpersonal or
intrapersonal conflicts, the chatbot can look for textual cues and prompt
the user for exploring on these untapped terrains of the event.
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2.4. Summary
In sum, a review of literature on self-reflection shows that reflection
can take a complex interplay of reflection and rumination, where the
former can lead to self-insight and positive health outcomes while the
latter to increased depressive symptoms. Although expressive writing
has been widely established as a self-administered practice of reflecting
on negative emotional experiences, its lack of concrete instructions could
lead the reflector astray. Moreover, recent research has suggested that
the social nature of disclosure can lead to better health outcomes. Putting
these together, a disclosure-guidance space for chatbot-assisted reflection
was suggested. The key idea is that guided disclosure could effectively
prevent ruminative thoughts and lead the reflector toward constructive
self-reflection. Reviewing reflection design and technologies that support
reflection in HCI shows that reflection design has been much invested in
inviting users to “revisit” the past, while others more interested in
learning. Meanwhile, healthcare technologies have been designed toward
delivering guidance to treat problem behavior. This study is, then,
motivated to explore the less explored design space of self-reflection that
explains, explores, and transforms the understanding of past emotional
experiences for mental wellbeing, by designing chatbots that can be a
virtual social companion for users in narrating the journey. In doing so,
this work pursues Carl Rogers’ client-centered thought and employs two
descendant methods: motivational interviewing and expressive writing.
Both methods have the client make their own narratives for their
problems, with the counsellor providing support and indirect guidance.
In other words, client-centeredness respects the client having their own
right and strength to shift gears towards healthy personality change.
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Since machine agents are inherently incapable of such intelligence,
client-centered attitude suits the role. In this work, two reflection
assistants that each adopts these methods will be illustrated in the
following chapters, Bonobot and Diarybot. Technical background and
skills required for the implementation of these bots are also illustrated
in the current review of literature. The key design aspects in building
reflection assistants are emotional and procedural intelligence. For
emotional intelligence, it is imperative for the bot to maintain a minimal
contextual understanding of the user narrative to lead and continue on
within the conversation. Procedural intelligence is also necessary for the
bot to develop the conversation in the right manner in order to help
scaffold the user self-reflection.
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Chapter 3. Designing Chatbot for
Transformative Reflection

This chapter begins with the design of Bonobot, a web-based chatbot
application that encourages users’ transformative reflection. It aims to
achieve the goal by designing the conversational flow and bot utterances
that would entrust the bot to lead the conversation on user’s subject of
perceived stress.

3.1. Design Goal and Decisions
Bonobot intends to encourage users’ self-reflection in a way that
invites to talk about their problems and any possibilities of changing
their behavior. It uses motivational interviewing (MI) counsellor skills to
help users consider the idea of behavior change for stress management.
It helps users look at the problem at hand and prompts questions for
them to ponder the idea of change. It was implemented as a web-based
text messaging application that generates an automated motivational
interview with graduate students for coping with stress at school. The
topic of conversation was set up at the beginning in order to maintain
minimum level of contextual awareness. This section describes the design
decisions made to implement the bot and its conversation.

(1) MI technical and relational components
MI entails technical and relational components [241]. The technical
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component includes counsellor verbal techniques (e.g. open questions,
reflections) to facilitate change talk, where client argument for behavior
change is formulated [152,166]. Also important to the efficacy of MI is the
relational component [166], an empathic understanding experienced by
clients in counsellor’s helping them verbalize change. In this work, the
technical component is translated in a series of MI skills to represent MI
counsellor behavior that may evoke change talk. As for the relational
component, since Bonobot is a nonhuman agent that cannot communicate
empathy, such a feat is achieved by designing the interaction as follows:
(a) contextualizing the chatbot responses to the graduate school context
[177]; (b) not bombarding questions at the user [5,165]; and (c) using
different combinations of MI skills [110] in the progress.

(2) Chatbot responses
To ensure that Bonobot provides responses and communicates them
in a proper manner to qualify for both MI components, its responses took
the following steps in preparation. First, model counsellor statements
were collected from MI literature, such as: [40,49,59,137,150,163,164].
Second, the list was reviewed to gather more generic statements. For
example, statements that are narrow-focused (e.g. “You’ve been homeless
since April … what happened that made your anger reach a breaking
point last night?” [59]) were removed, and portions of statements were
blanked to be replaced with fillers from user input (e.g. “What was helpful
when you feel (client_input_emotion)?” [49]). Third, to help the agent be
more expressive of empathy with respect to the life of a graduate student,
some statements were modified and replaced with more contextualized
statements (e.g. What were your initial goals when you first planned for
a graduate degree?).
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A total of 220 prepared statements were later reviewed by certified
therapists. They first referred to the Motivational Interviewing Skills
Code (MISC) [110] to evaluate the responses. However, because this work
primarily concerns the chatbot responses as MI counsellor language, they
used the Motivational Interviewing Treatment Integrity (MITI) that
refers only to the therapist behavior [166] from MISC. They coded each
statement with the following MITI categories. Examples of the coded
responses are provided in <Table 3.1>.
Table 3.1. Examples of Bonobot responses by MI skill. Questions are
classified into two different types to be served in the focusing and
evoking stages of the conversation.
MI Skill

Q Type

Giving
Information
(GI)

Questions
(Q)

Focusing
Questions
(FQ)

Evoking
Questions
(EQ)

Reflections
(R)

MI-Adherent
Statements
(MIA)

•

Example Response
•

I am a chatbot that listens to your stories.

•

In what way does this bother you?

•

How would you feel about that?

•

How have you coped with difficult times in
the past?

•

What were your initial goals when you first
planned for a graduate degree?

•

It’s tough being a grad student.

•

You certainly have lot on your mind.

•

Sometimes you show a determination that
surprises even you.

•

It seems like you are a really spirited and
strong-willed person in a way.

Giving Information (GI). MI counsellor gives information to
educate or provide feedback. As for Bonobot, it provides templated
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responses to address its role, privacy rules, and the beginning and
closing of the session.
•

Questions (Q). In MI, the counsellor is expected to ask questions
that invite elaboration on the problem as well as questions that
may evoke change talk. Bonobot uses both types according to the
stage of the conversation: focusing questions (FQ) and evoking
questions (EQ).

•

Reflections (R). Reflections convey understanding, facilitate
exchanges, or further add substantial meaning to what clients say.
Bonobot uses simple reflections to acknowledge client remarks
and lead the conversation.

•

MI-Adherent Statements (MIA). MI-adherent statements
include any counsellor behavior that is aligned with the MI
approach. These are designed as affirmations, statements that
encourage client positive traits in their articulation of change.

(3) Conversational flow
Though a human counsellor would spontaneously use MI-consistent
skills, a fully natural language conversation is beyond current state of
the art. Hence Bonobot is to deliver a summons-answer sequence, which
can facilitate an exchange of user volleys [110] between the summoner
and the summoned. Here, the summoning agent leads the conversation
by asking questions, to which the summoned user answers. The agent, in
turn, gives feedback. Such an orderliness continues with alternations of
volleys between the two parties, as in an a-b-a-b formula [234].
For the conversation as a whole, Bonobot leads the four processes of
MI [165]: Engaging, Focusing, Evoking, and Planning, as in <Figure 3.1>.
In MI, Engaging builds a relational foundation with the client. The
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client’s target behavior is determined in Focusing. In Evoking, change is
explored, ideally with resolution of ambivalence. Planning consolidates
client commitment and actions. For Bonobot, a set of operational aims
are defined to reflect the four processes within the technical boundaries.
In Engaging, Bonobot shares brief introductions with the user and gives
instructions to use the chatbot. In Focusing, and Bonobot asks the user
to detail their problem, possibly having them identify an inner struggle.
This leads to Evoking, where Bonobot explores future goals with the user,
affirming their own ideas for change. Lastly, Bonobot invites the user to
ponder the overall session in Planning.

Figure 3.1. The stages and sequence of Bonobot conversation. The
circles below the arrows represent MI skills and numbers indicate the
number of repetitions of the subsequence allocated for Bonobot in
each stage.

To reflect the aim of each process, the bot uses different combinations
of MI skills in each stage. For the first and last stages, Engaging and
Planning, Bonobot interacts with pre-defined GI’s, to properly manage
the beginning and ending of the conversation. In Focusing, FQ’s are
followed with R’s to reveal and reflect on any struggle about the problem.
In Evoking, EQ’s are prompted to encourage change talk, and are
followed by R’s and MIA’s to explore and affirm the idea of change. As
advised by literature [5,165], no more than two questions are asked in a
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row. R’s and MIA’s are primarily placed after FQ’s and EQ’s as feedback.
A series of pilot study sessions informed the final sequencing and turns.

3.2. Chatbot Implementation
Bonobot begins a conversation by introducing itself and informing
the user of the conversation to be held. <Figure 3.2> shows the
initializing screen of the bot. It then runs the conversation by generating
responses based on keywords. Extending the framework of ELIZA [275],
Bonobot identifies user keywords but generates responses in the form of
an MI skill. Two modules, Flow Manager and Response Generator, run
the system by executing the sequence and generating responses.

Figure 3.2. Bonobot’s initializing screen. Bonobot first asks for user’s
preferred screenname to proceed. Here it welcomes a mock user
named SoHyun.

3.2.1. Emotional Intelligence
A pool of keywords and responses was prepared for Bonobot to run a
context-aware, as well as empathetic conversation.
Keywords: Most keywords in a reproduced ELIZA script [133] were
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replaced with ones extracted from online graduate student communities,
r/PhD and r/GradSchool on Reddit, a social media platform. 1,000 posts
from each were crawled and categorized by open coding for topics based
on their title and content [29]. Any disagreement was resolved via
discussion among coders. A word frequency analysis using tf-idf [217]
yielded keywords by topic. The keywords were given weights from zero to
five by an iterative process, so that ones with higher relevance would be
weighted higher. Finally, a total of 70 keyword categories were prepared.
Responses: Responses are generated from the pool of prepared MI
statements, triggered by keywords from user input. For each keyword, a
designated set of MI skills was allotted. Altogether, with repetition, a
total of 209 FQ’s, 188 EQ’s, 166 R’s, and 140 MIA’s were prepared in the
chatbot script. There were 8 GI templates to be used in the beginning and
end of the conversation. In cases of zero identified keyword, extra
responses were prepared to resume the conversation.

3.2.2. Procedural Intelligence
Bonobot’s two modules, Flow Manager and Response Generator,
were programmed using JavaScript. Python’s Flask framework was used
as the Web application server. The modules work together to run the fourstaged conversation.
Flow Manager: Flow Manager runs the conversation from one stage
to another. At the beginning and end of the conversation, it assigns
templated responses to lead the user into and wrap up the conversation.
In between, Flow Manager counts the steps in the sequence so that the
conversation follows the sequence. If a user does not respond in 10
seconds, it prompts an additional question from Response Generator.
Response Generator: Response Generator identifies keywords and
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assemble responses <Figure 3.3>. For instance, suppose a user types in
“I don’t know if I can graduate.” in Evoking stage. Flow Manager alerts
the MI skill to be printed next (“EQ”), and Response Generator extracts
keywords from user input (“I”, “know”, “if”, “graduate”). It prints the
reassembled response (“EQ”; “What changes do you wish to make, if any?”)
under the highest weighted keyword (“know (5)”). It never repeats the
same response twice.

Figure 3.3. A graphic illustration of automated response generation in
Bonobot. Here, in Evoking stage, the Flow Manager designates the
forthcoming “EQ” response to be retrieved next. Upon the user
response, Response Generator analyzes the keywords by weight and
selects the response in store.

Pilot sessions with 10 graduate students (7 male) aged between 24
and 32 determined two distinct subsequences for Focusing and Evoking
stages: (1) to encourage the user to share the problem, an FQ is followed
by an R; and (2) to affirm the user's consideration of change, an EQ-R
pair is followed by an MIA. In each stage, Bonobot is to repeat the
subsequence 4 and 6 times, respectively (see Figure 3.1). This will make
up a total of 8 and 18 Bonobot turns in each, with possible extra ones due
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to the 10-second inactivity rule. Finally, the conversation takes place on
a text messaging app in an Internet browser, as shown in <Figure 3.1>.
Excerpts from a mock conversation with Bonobot are illustrated in
<Figure 3.4>.

Figure 3.4. Excerpts from an example conversation with Bonobot. The
bot is having a mock conversation with a user named SoHyun. The
conversation on the left shows the Focusing stage, where the user
shares the problem. On the right is the Evoking stage, where the bot
invites the user to consider making a change.

3.3. Experimental User Study
An experimental user study was designed to investigate (1) the
conversational user experience in terms of self-reflection; (2) the impact
of design strategies on their experience; and (3) their needs for better
support.

3.3.1. Participants
A recruitment ad for volunteers was posted on a Seoul National
University online bulletin. A total of 30 full-time graduate students were
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recruited. The inclusion criteria were that they could (1) communicate
with the chatbot in English, (2) share their concerns about being a
graduate student, and (3) participate in an interview about the chatting
experience.

3.3.2. Task
An online chatting session was prepared to invite users to talk with
Bonobot. To capture the participants’ reflection within the conversation
with Bonobot in-depth and with detail, the participants were invited for
a post-hoc semi-structured interview upon completing the conversation
with Bonobot.

3.3.3. Procedure
Participants were invited into a room with a comfortable chair, a big
table and a laptop computer. A laptop was used instead of a user’s mobile
phone for consistency and screen convenience. They answered a survey
of demographic information and the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS-10) [46].
The experimenters left the room while the participants chatted with
Bonobot. They returned on the participant’s notice and conducted semistructured interviews, reviewing the conversation on the laptop screen.
The entire process was designed for an hour, and participants received a
$10 beverage coupon as a reward upon completion.

3.3.4. Ethics Approval
Before they gave consent, all participants were informed of the
purpose and procedure of the study and that they could resign from it at
any point if they felt uncomfortable. The study conformed to the
principles of scientific research with human subjects. All procedures
including the surveys and interview guidelines were submitted to and
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approved by Seoul National University Institutional Review Board (IRB
No. 1708/001-018).

3.3.5. Surveys and Interview
A qualitative study was conducted to gain a detailed understanding
of the users’ reflection experience with chatbot-guided MI skills. This
included a brief demographic survey to measure users’ perceived stress,
semi-structured interviews to collect their evaluations of the experience
as well as their perceptions of the chatbot design. The surveys were taken
at the beginning of the study, asking participants’ age group, gender, and
perceived stress. Perceived stress was measured by PSS-10 on a 4-point
Likert scale. It is one of the most widely used instruments to assess one’s
perception of stress in the course of the previous month, and higher PSS
scores are associated with higher risks to negative health conditions [46].
The collected scores were computed for mean and standard deviation
values.
Upon completion of the task, participants took part in interviews
with their consent for audio-recording. The interviews were anonymized
and transcribed for analysis. The interview questions included themes on
user-chatbot conversational encounters for reflection, user perceptions of
chatbot interactions, and further engagement. Detailed questions were
asked for an in-depth elaboration on the conversational experience, and
notes were taken on participant-indicated conversational happenings.
The interview was designed for 30 minutes and did not exceed 40 minutes
at most.
Interviews were analyzed via a six-phase process of thematic method
by Braun and Clarke [29]. First, all of them were transcribed verbatim.
The transcripts were reviewed and segmented by each anonymized
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participant, using Optimal Workshop’s Reframer online [287]. Second, a
process of open coding was conducted to generate initial codes, with freeformat labels. Two coders generated 10 free-labeled categories for 387
segments via discussion, and the Cohen’s Kappa statistic (k) was 0.9201.
The disagreed labels were resolved via further discussion. Labels were
then again reviewed and renamed for initial codes. Codes were once again
reviewed to search and define themes. As advised by Braun and Clarke
[29], themes that merely reiterate the interview questions were avoided,
but those that can reveal the depth of the data were reviewed and
redefined in iteration. The final themes are: boosting motivation; wanting
accurate empathy; and needing superhuman intelligence.

3.4. Results
In the conversation, participants preferred Bonobot’s questions to its
feedback. EQs were a good means of reflecting on themselves and for
some, an instrument for motivational boost. Some, not all, of Bonobot’s
responses for affirmation and empathy were appreciated. Better design
strategies for long-term engagement for transformative reflection were
also suggested.

3.4.1. Survey Findings
Participants were in their twenties (n=20) and thirties (n=10), and a
half of them were male (n=15). The average PSS score was 22.5 (SD=5.0),
higher than the norm in the region [46]. Conversation topics included
lack of confidence in research (n=12, 40%), psychological burden of
writing theses (n=5, 17%), financial constraints (n=3, 10%), uncertainty
about the future (n=3, 10%), work-and-life balance (n=2, 7%), people
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skills (n=2, 7%), and other (n=3, 10%). Topics of concern were mostly in
agreement (90%) with the themes discovered from the content analysis
from the Reddit posts.

3.4.2. Qualitative Findings
(1) Evoking questions are a motivational booster
Participants mostly favored the way Bonobot kept asking them
questions. It felt like they were being heard (n=18). In particular, they
preferred the EQs in the third stage as they were “something new and
interesting” (P2) and “triggered inspiring ideas” (P13). P1 said he liked
them as “the questions were profound [...] I had to think deep down and
discover the answers inside.” Questions such as “What can be some of the
good things about making a change?”, “What do you wish to be different?”,
“How would you like things to turn out for you?”, and “What could be the
next step now?” triggered to think “who you really are and what you
really want” (P12) and “what needs to be done to achieve your goals” (P13).
P11 said that “it was really the third stage” that “felt quite convenient to
draw something out” from him.
However, they did not like questions that made them reiterate their
answers. Though Bonobot never repeated any questions, participants felt
that some questions were essentially the same and repetitive, which was
a bit annoying to some participants (n=7). In addition, some questions
did not feel productive when they were not relevant to the context of their
problems and spanned too grand a scheme of things. P4 pointed out an
example: “Bonobot asked me what I would have chosen to do if I did not
pursue a graduate degree. But I’ve never thought of such an idea—
something other than grad school. I’d say that wasn’t quite helpful.” P30
added that:
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“The questions aimed too broad a range that each question could
entail a whole lot different story by itself. I think the conversation
was too short for that.”
The Evoking stage offered a chance to reflect on themselves (n=19).
P4 said “I think it was a time to reflect on me and my situation. [...] I
liked I had the chance to rediscover myself with my own words.” For P22,
it was:
“It’s a Socratic questioning, isn’t it? In the end, you answer for
yourself. Bonobot asks me questions, and by answering them, I
get a better understanding of myself.”
P23 also said it was like “a catalyst” that kept nudging her to think about
herself and her life. This self-reflection spurred a sense of motivation
(n=11) that had been “sort of buried in” (P27). P30 said she could gain a
motivational boost:
“You know, I’m always like, ‘what am I to do now?,’ ‘this is too
hard,’ and ‘I can’t do it.’ Now, I have this question inside, ‘so how
do I want this to be resolved?’ This moves me forward. I feel like
I need to do something about it.”
However, evoking ideas about change was not to everyone’s liking
(n=6). Some participants expressed their distaste about the idea of
having a directive conversation, especially hypothesizing that the user
should have something to “change about.” P18 said he disliked the idea
of “having a conversation with a purpose.” P17 said:
“Bonobot clearly had an idea about what it wanted to hear from
me—something positive—and it wanted me to say it, which made
me feel like Bonobot had the lead over the conversation, not me.”
In addition, some participants had trouble facing themselves in such a
conversation. To them, the problem at hand felt so great that they could
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not attempt to think about making a change about it. Maybe they knew
it, but they rather wanted emotional support when they decided to share
their problem. P20, in particular, had a feeling that she did not fit in the
evoking stage of the conversation, while she like the focusing stage:
“I guess I am not exactly sure [about the evoking stage]. I know I
need to change, and I know what I need to do to make that change
happen. But that’s causing the stress! But Bonobot’s questions felt
like it was trying to remind me of that, instead of letting me vent.”

(2) Accurate empathy can lead to disclosure
In between questions, Bonobot gave feedback as in reflections and
affirmations. Most participants (n=21) liked Bonobot saying “such sweet
words” (P21). P9 said, “I thought Bonobot used words of empathy really
well, you know, even if some felt like templates, they were good.” However,
it was not quite up to their expectations (n=13) due to timing and
contextual awkwardness. P29 said, “here, Bonobot said the right thing,
but it doesn’t fit into what I said. I had to doubt whether it really
understood me.” P2 also said that “I know it tried to encourage me, but
sometimes it did at the wrong time, which made me wonder if Bonobot
was to encourage me no matter what.” P10, P16, and P25 said they
anticipated something more than Bonobot simply repeating what they
have said. P27 recalled, “It was not bad, but it can be weird… you don’t
really recite word for word when you talk.”
Some feedback, such as “I hear your struggle.”, “You certainly have
a lot on your mind.”, “That’s understandable.”, and “You’re not the only
one in this.” also felt rather banal to feel fully understood. P4 said “Some
felt like they were just there because they had to.” P21 and P24 found it
odd that Bonobot repeated similar expressions in the conversation. In
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addition, they were just “too nice” (P2). P1 added that “you know, if you
were to talk with a human being, you wouldn’t really say the nicest things
throughout.” P4 still “appreciated the niceness” as he rarely has a chance
for those words. However, for P17, P20, P24, and P28, words of empathy
only echoed what they could expect from anybody around them.
Still, they appreciated Bonobot’s taking the role of a nonjudgmental
listener (n=11). P3 thought she made “a virtual friend who listens to [her]
and tries to understand [her].” It was essentially a private conversation
where they could talk about things that they cannot usually open up to
their family or friends (n=8). P19 said he could feel more relaxed talking
to Bonobot “for [he] did not have to worry about what Bonobot would
think of [him].” P24 said he shared the same subject that he did with a
colleague, which ended up in an argument. He felt better talking with
Bonobot “for [Bonobot] does not have any interests that may conflict with
mine.”
In particular, participants preferred Bonobot’s words of empathy
that concerned the life in graduate school (n=13). P3 said that Bonobot
seemed to know “what it is to be a graduate student.” For P4, Bonobot’s
empathetic responses were not only an encouragement but also an
instrument to build on his story: “I liked that it [Bonobot] seemed to
understand what I said about my advisor.” He wanted to continue on, yet
Bonobot went on to the next question. P6 felt touched when Bonobot said,
“Don’t let it discourage you,” to his disconsolation with his progress.
When Bonobot asked P7 about the past achievements to which he had
none, it replied “That’s okay,” with which he felt touched and thought that
he could tell something more to it. P23, in particular, was pleased with
Bonobot saying “A lot of graduate students suffer from variations of the
same problem.” For others, the graduate school-related responses felt
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clicked with P15, P9, P19 and P30, such as: “That’s exactly how many
students feel during their graduate program.”, “Grad school usually gives
a feeling of uncertainty.” and “It’s tough being a grad student.”

(3) User expectations are heightened
Participants expressed the need for both nonhuman and human
intelligence from Bonobot. The nonhuman feature concerned machine
intelligence surpassing human capabilities of processing and searching
for information. For example, talking about making a change brought
about a need for solutions (n=9). P7 said “I need more information I guess,
about the problem I talked about.” P8 said the conversation would have
helped “if the chatbot told me how to write a paper.” P26 made a specific
suggestion:
“A chatbot can deliver news articles or life tips. You know, say I
have a sleeping problem. It can give me various suggestions, such
as music recommendations, health information, or other tips
found online.”
A few participants also indicated a need for making personal agenda
(n=5). P13 recommended that Bonobot ask more detailed, branching
questions such as “How much financial aid do you get?” or “What are the
current career options?” that are tailored to his situation. P5 said “I
would appreciate it much more if it organized for me a list of reminders
and agenda from what we talked about in the conversation.” P14 and P22
also suggested that offering specific action items would be helpful. P26
said that planning an agenda with Bonobot would potentially inspire a
sense of partnership. This indicates that the conversation with Bonobot
triggers an idea for taking an action, and users attribute the inception of
the idea to the bot and ask for more help.
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They also demanded Bonobot to be more human-like, helping them
feel more like they are heard, such as more personalized questions about
their life, “as if [they were] talking to a human being” (P20). Addressing
such an elaborated context of their problems would signal “a continued
relationship” (P5) with the chatbot (n=7). They would like to be able to
use Bonobot if they felt the need in the future, for they thought it was
“quite useful” (P13) to organize their thoughts and review their current
motivations. Moreover, they wanted more emotional responses that are
appropriately contextualized to their input (n=13). P12 said, “This
chatbot says some sweet words, but I would prefer more emotional
expressions like, ‘I can’t believe that happened to you!’ or ‘That must have
been very hard on you,’ things like that.” In other words, they wanted
Bonobot’s responses to be more natural that they can feel supported by a
real human being. P27 put it this way: “You know, I’d like words that are
more for me and me only, not like the mundane ones that anybody can
say to everyone else.” For P25, more personalized responses would have
helped her feel more empathized:
“What if it said something more concrete, like, “You must have
had a hard time communicating with your advisor all this while,”
instead of just a simple expression of empathy? Then I would
think that it really understands my feelings.”

3.5. Implications
In Bonobot study, motivational interviewing (MI) skills were used to
design a chatbot conversation for encouraging a transformative reflection.
Qualitative findings show that participants were able to engage in a
reflective process in which they could look back on sources of unresolved
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stress in graduate school, how they would like it to be solved, and what
actions they might take. More specifically, participants preferred the
evocative questions that prompted participants to think about desires,
abilities, and need for change. Reflections and affirming statements were
appreciated mostly when they conveyed an accurate understanding of the
participant’s situation. Finally, participants requested more emotional
intelligence as well as both sensemaking and decision-making support,
some even entrusting the problem to the bot. Based on these findings,
this section discusses the implications of designing transformative
reflection with chatbot guidance, and how it may create tensions in user
control and autonomy in human-AI interaction.

3.5.1. Articulating Hopes and Fears
The essence of MI is to invite the client to resolve ambivalence for
behavior change and elicit hopes and fears about it [165]. In a way, it is
aligned with transformative reflection in that it also pursues eliciting
change in behavior or mental schemas [247]. In fact, an earlier work by
Slovak et al [247] has already established the need for scaffolding the
reflection process, just like Bonobot’s structured conversation. However,
in their work, such process accompanied an interplay of curricular
components in a learning environment, which takes time and can only be
conditioned on the “right sort of experiences” [247]. On the other hand,
with Bonobot, participants naturally engaged in a conversation where
they could talk about their problems and further delve into articulating
their hopes and fears toward making a change, with the “right sort of
guidance.”
Participants regarded evocative questions as constructive means to
revisit their source of stress, leading to the idea of change. In the
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interview, participants who were able to consider change were willing to
share their immediate plans to follow through. However, for a few, the
distaste and even resistance to problem solving actions was also observed.
We find both types of reactions in alignment with previous work [166],
and highlight the potential influence of change talk, especially in terms
of transformative reflection. While earlier work [69,247] argue that selfreflections need to aim for transformative reflection, the findings of the
Bonobot study indicate that not everyone is ready for it, or needs further
support to overcome fears. In their articulating problems and distress
associated, individuals are at different stages of coping, as well as have
different ideas to approach them. This indicates that reflection unfolds in
many possibly different ways. Though the bot offered only one structured
conversation to the participants, the fact that participants could bring up
their own problems and the bot responded to different keywords helped.
Moreover, that the conversation took steps within the four MI processes
was helpful for participants to think why the problem is stressful and
how they want it to be resolved. Though the conversation did not fit
everyone’s preference, it did achieve a feat: it invited everyone to think
about what can be done about the problem. In terms of Lazarus and
Folkman’s transactional model in coping with stress [136], this process is
referred to as a cognitive reappraisal. Positive reinterpretation is not only
a means to reduce emotional distress but also a form of active, problemfocused coping [38]. In reflecting on the problems, not only the emotional
side but also the cognitive side of dealing with them can help conceive the
idea for change, in a more concrete and action-oriented manner, as
testified by the participants in the interviews.
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3.5.2. Designing for Guidance
The Bonobot conversation consisted of two different types of dialogue
acts: questions and feedback. The questions were a convenient means to
disclose problems and encouraged to reflect on change for most and for
some, inspired a motivational boost to take an action. However, feedback
received mixed opinions. Some participants were pleasantly surprised
that the bot could imitate human empathy and give them encouragement,
while others were rather disappointed that it did not feel quite genuine.
Due to its technical constraints as a chatbot, some Bonobot responses
were ill-assembled and could not correctly fit to user responses. However,
even when Bonobot gave well-suited feedback, some participants were
suspicious of auto-completion, or a templated response that would be
retrieved no matter what. An accurate empathy requires a profound
contextual understanding, which is hardly achieved by chatting robots
with limited natural language capabilities.
Nonetheless, when Bonobot used graduate school-related responses,
they clicked with the participants. Those responses made some feel like
“the bot knows what it’s talking about” (P28) and assume its contextual
intelligence. It shows that not only questions but also carefully designed
responses may help users feel understood and trust the bot, increasing
compliance to the bot guidance. Those who experienced this with Bonobot
tried to take its questions seriously, thinking that there must be a reason
why it asks such questions and trying to elaborate on their point. This is
most evident with P13, who was deeply moved by the bot’s motivational
questions. This finding illustrates that for the chatbot guidance to work
toward the most benefit, the users need to trust the human purpose in
the algorithmically generated guidance. Showing accurate empathy is no
different matter; the users need to be assured of the bot’s emotional and
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machine intelligence to feel a safe enough environment to share personal
stories and pursue change. Though this is an even tougher challenge in
technology, Bonobot could achieve it to a certain extent with catching the
keyword and setting the scope of the topic in the conversation. For a more
flexible and scalable conversation, advanced natural language processing
techniques may achieve more sophisticated expressions of empathy and
evocations.

3.5.3. Rethinking Autonomy
One interesting aspect of participants’ perceptions and evaluations
of their conversations with Bonobot was that they would demand more
intelligent support: statistical information for job seekers with graduate
degrees; recommended sleep habits; stress diagnosis; solutions for
personal problems; tips in writing theses and research. What’s more
interesting is that they wanted them personalized and tailored to them,
assuming the bot should somehow be able to “catch it” (P12) and make
instantaneous amends for them. Or, some participants just wanted it to
“tell [them] what to do” (P20) in the face of such a stressful situation.
This observation makes a grave implication in designing intelligent
agents that engage in transformative reflection. So far, intelligent agents
are mostly targeted on supporting task-based inquiries: booking flights,
setting an alarm; online shopping orders; and many others alike. These
are rather simple and repetitive tasks that do not violate users’ selfdetermination but are only help increase productivity and efficiency of
time. However, for users to ask the agent to analyze their problems and
provide appropriate support hints at their dependence on the agent for
decision-making on important life matters [1]. It poses critical questions
to be answered by both interaction designers and HCI researchers. When
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agents like Bonobot guide a user into transformative self-reflection, how
much should they be held responsible for user decisions in making change?
How much support can be automated and in what ways? In human-AI
interaction, under-reliance represents inefficiency, while over-reliance
represents risk [1]. While users would like to take control in human-AI
collaboration [186], in the face of distress users may decide to submit to
machine intelligence out of helplessness. In therapy, the same is also
observed in individuals experiencing ambivalence toward change [15].
The role of a human counsellor is to provide information but not giving
solutions or answers [5]. Perhaps the real challenge is to manage users’
expectations toward AI, while still encouraging continued engagement.
It is a critical tension in designing intelligent agents that are to engage
in the thought processes in reflection. As more and more agents deliver
natural language conversations and nonverbal interactions, expectations
may surge beyond control, eventually losing user interest. The Bonobot
conversation was designed in a way that the bot assumes the role of a
hypothetical MI counsellor, and so did all participants. The professional
persona for the bot, therefore, risks users compromising control or failing
their expectations. Thus it may be advised to design the bot guidance in
a way that it entitles the user to be the one best knowledgeable of his or
her problem. For example, instead of designing for speculative empathy,
the chatbot would rather ask more detailed questions of past actions or
make references of user input in the history of conversations.
The lessons learned in the Bonobot study are that while detailed
guidance can inspire a transformative reflection to inspire an idea of
change, it can only deliver a less flexible interaction and perhaps may fail
user expectations when the user demands are not met in a long run. It is
suggested, in designing for chatbot-guided reflection on life’s most
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difficult events, to design the chatbot interactions in a way that may
encourage perceived control of the situation by promoting more
disclosure. The following Diarybot study will investigate this idea further.

3.6. Summary
In this chapter, the design, implementation as well as experimental
user study findings of Bonobot, a chatbot that encourages transformative
reflection, were presented. Bonobot delivers a structured conversation of
carefully sequenced motivational interviewing (MI) skills. The findings
indicate that a delicate, well-organized guidance can lead an increased
self-disclosure and inspire self-insight. Some gained a motivational boost
for their graduate career from talking with Bonobot. Participants could
also gain moral support, and the evoking questions used to invoke the
idea of change worked for most of them. They subsequently demanded
the bot to be able to offer solutions and more intelligent functionality such
as information search and agenda-making.
The findings carry grave implications for the HCI community. First,
unlike many conversational agents that serve task-based queries, this
work shows potential in designing the chat interactions that can bring
about a certain type of thinking process, perhaps a difficult one, too, on
life’s pressing stressors. The study also shows promise in designing the
bot guidance to play an effective role in leading the participants into the
purpose-driven conversation such as a motivational interview. However,
that the agent led the conversation could inflate user reliance on the
machine, which may risk self-determination in the long run. Moreover,
the bot’s resemblance of a counsellor increases user expectations for its
capabilities, resulting in a demand for even super-human intelligence.
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That Bonobot supported only a limited conversation on a graduate school
life matter did not contribute to meeting the expectations, either. Life’s
stress is often multi-faceted and does not have a clear-cut answer, even
from a human expert. It is therefore needed to design a chatbot that can
support a moderate level of guidance yet encourages more user narrative,
for users to take charge of their decision-making and to allow themselves
an opportunity to explore and embrace the hard times.
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Chapter 4. Designing Chatbots for
Explaining and Exploring Reflections

This chapter introduces Diarybot, a chatbot that serves two different
chat interactions for explaining and exploring reflections. The primary
purpose of both Diarybot chats is to encourage users’ own narrative of the
life’s most difficult event, with different levels of bot interaction. In other
words, Diarybot invites the users into their own making of narrative and
follows up with it.

4.1. Design Goal and Decisions
Diarybot supports the user’s self-reflection in a way that the user can
recall a negative life experience and explore undiscovered meanings from
it. It aims to help users reflect by rethinking the event from a different
point of view, with two different types of chat: Basic and Responsive. In
Basic chat, Diarybot asks users to recall a past life trauma. In Responsive
chat, it invites users to recount the trauma, and walks them through a
series of follow-up prompts that are put together with algorithmically
selected keywords taken from the user’s writing.
Diarybot delivers a chatbot-adapted, Korean-translated expressive
writing instructions [196,201,204], which is the most appropriate writing
procedure [105] that invites a user to describe one of the most difficult
life events from the past. The expressive writing prompt in Pennebaker’s
words [200] is as follows:
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For the next four days, I would like for you to write about your
very deepest thoughts and feelings about the most traumatic
experience of your entire life. In your writing, I’d like you to really let
go and explore your very deepest emotions and thoughts. You might
tie your topic to your relationships with others, including parents,
lovers, friends, or relatives, to your past, your present, or your future,
or to who you have been, who you would like to be, or who you are
now. You may write about the same general issues or experiences on
all days of writing or on different traumas each day. All of your
writing will be completely confidential.

Diarybot’s two chats share the same expressive writing instructions, but
the chat interactions following the writing are different. Responsive chat
expands the whole conversation with a series of follow up prompts.
<Figure 4.1> illustrates a diagram of two chats in the Diarybot system.
Next describes design considerations and decisions made for each chat.

Figure 4.1. The interaction procedures for Basic and Responsive chats
of Diarybot. While the Basic chat only allows writing about a trauma,
the Responsive chat adds a follow-up process to it.
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4.1.1. Design Decisions for Basic Chat
In Basic chat, the expressive writing prompt is the major interaction
to bring about an explaining reflection, for putting trauma into words is
already a rediscovery process [248]. By telling a story to a chatbot, the
user explains what happened and/or how he or she felt at the time, in
whatever desired manner to write. Unlike expressive writing that is a
solitary process, Basic chat involves an audience that is Diarybot. The
presence of Diarybot creates an effective environment for constructing a
“narrative,” which is an essential element in expressive writing’s benefit
[250].

4.1.2. Design Decisions for Responsive Chat
The Responsive chat provides a follow-up interaction upon user’s
writing about a trauma to invite an exploring reflection. The interaction
consists of five prompts in open question format, either in templated form
or responsive form depending on whether the bot can retrieve
algorithmically selected keywords from user’s writing. Below describes
the design decisions and processes.

(1) Open question prompts
One important aim of designing the Responsive chat was to help an
exploring reflection on a possibly traumatic experience. In psychotherapy,
therapists usually respond to a mental health client by using a variety of
techniques such as open questions [102]. In Responsive chat, a total of
five open questions were designed to invite users to explore their feelings
and find alternate meanings of the event written in the chat. Open
questions are a useful technique not only to lead users into further
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thinking [100] but also lead a conversation by calling for an immediate
response from a user [229,234]. The questions are designed to inspire the
recognition and interpretation of an emotional event [140,181], which
involves emotional, social and self-awareness.

(2) Data-driven prompts
The follow-up questions are guided prompts that both reflect the
context of the user’s writing and promote his or her emotional,
social/situational, and self-awareness. Diarybot selects sentiment and
relationship keywords from the user’s writing for a set of responsive
questions. In case it does not find any keywords, the bot uses a set of
template questions. Design intentions for each set of guided prompts are
illustrated in <Figure 4.2>.

Figure 4.2. Design intentions for guided prompts in Diarybot’s
Responsive chat. Responsive set on the right uses keywords for
emotional and social awareness. Each box contains design intention
for the prompt. Template set on the left indicate that no keywords can
be retrieved from user writing. Instead of social awareness, it
provides prompts for situational awareness.

Emotional awareness: In psychotherapy, a recognition of feelings
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needs to precede any interpretive actions to be taken [273]. To support
users to be more emotionally aware, the first follow-up prompt was
designed to help users recognize the feelings explicit in the writing and
consider their bodily and psychological impact.
Social/Situational awareness: To assist users to take a step back
from, and be able to better interpret, their emotional experiences, three
questions are borrowed from a Japanese meditation practice called
Naikan. It promotes self-understanding by asking three simple questions
[239] that invite the person to reflect on the relationships with key person
or any being in the situation at hand. The questions are as follows:
•

What have you received from X, if anything?

•

What have you given to X?

•

What troubles, if any, have you caused X?

In Naikan, “X” is the subject of a trainee’s choice. Most start with their
own mother [239]. In Diarybot, X is replaced with a key person or relation
identified from the user’s writing. This is sought to maintain a minimal
context and support a continued thought process, and to seek potential
switching of perspectives to promote any potential health benefit [23]. If
Diarybot does not find a relationship keyword, it uses an alternative set
of template questions that do not require “X” but focus on the self for
situational awareness:
•

What could be done better?

•

What couldn’t be changed?

•

What would you like to have done?

Self awareness: Finally, Diarybot asks the user to leave a message
for self. This is intended to invoke a summarization of the chat so as to
facilitate a re-construction of meaning from the interaction [78].
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(3) Varied prompts
The prompts were reproduced five times with synonymous phrases
to prevent repetitiveness but maintain consistency for user engagement.
As a result, there are five sets each for responsive and template prompts.
<Table 4.1> illustrates an example of a responsive set.

(4) Length requirement
Finally, Diarybot required the user to write no less than 100 words
in Korean. This was to make the sentiment analysis process run smoothly.
This requirement is from Pennebaker’s expressive writing. However,
participants did not have much difficulty with this requirement as the
event to be written often needed to exceed the requirement. Users were
informed of this requirement at the beginning of the conversation.
Table 4.1. Responsive prompts in Diarybot’s Responsive chat. There is
a total of 5 questions in the follow-up conversation. Each placeholder
(A, B, C, D and X) is to be replaced with words retrieved from the
user’s writing content with Diarybot’s skills.
Target
Awareness
Emotional

Social

Example Prompt
•

In your writing today, feelings of A, B, C, D were
found. What impact have they had on your body
and mind?

•

Now let’s think more about X. What have you
received from your relationship with X, if
anything?
Then what have you given to X? Even tiniest
things are welcome.
Finally, what troubles, if any, have you caused to
X? Most people find this question hard, but please
take your time.

•
•

Self

•

Before we wrap up our writing today, what would
you like to say to yourself?
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4.2. Chatbot Implementation
Diarybot is a chatbot called “Plus Friend” on a messenger app called
KakaoTalk, ① the most popular messenger app in Korea. Users can
simply add the chatbot in the same way that they add a friend on the app.
The choice of KakaoTalk was for two reasons: First, it is easy to access,
and services are available on PC as well as on mobile. Also, it offers
Kakao Developers platform,② on which chatbots can be added, built and
customized. One can register a Plus Friend instance and add customized
skills for the chatbot to serve task-specific inquiries.

Figure 4.3. Diarybot’s welcome screen. Users can summon Diarybot
whenever they want to, and Diarybot responds by asking the user
whether he or she wants to proceed. The example is reproduced in
English for language consistency in this thesis.

Two Diarybot instances were registered and bot-specific skills were
added for Basic and Responsive chats. At first, both proceed the same

KakaoTalk is a mobile messenger app that was launched in 2010. As of 2020, it has
50 million monthly users, and the average number of message exchanges reaches 11
billion. Source: Chosun Ilbo. Retrieved on May 28, 2020:
<<https://biz.chosun.com/site/data/html_dir/2020/05/01/2020050100799.html>>
② Kakao offers a developer’s platform for registering, building and customizing chatbots
as Kakao Plus Friends. Source: Kakao I Open Builder. <<https://i.kakao.com/login>>
①
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way. Diarybot greets the user and asks if he or she wishes to continue on
writing. What the user writes is sent to Diarybot’s skills for Basic or
Responsive chats. Basic chat returns a simple message to thank the user
for writing. Responsive chat asks 5 follow-up questions before thanking
the user at the end. <Figure 4.3> is the initializing screen of the Diarybot
conversation.

4.2.1. Emotional Intelligence
In Responsive chat, Diarybot finds two types of keywords: key
negative sentiments and a key relationship. For this functionality, it uses
aforementioned sentiment analysis skills to retrieve negative sentiments
in the users’ text via a trained deep learning algorithm for linguistic
analysis serviced by ADAM Open AI API.③ The API returns all negative
sentiments in Korean morphemes, with weights automatically calculated
by the algorithm. In this process, it returns modifiers in independent
morphemes as well, thereby losing the direct dependencies in language.
Still, the weights imply the intensity of the sentiments. Diarybot then
ranks these weights in order to return the top most negative sentiments
in writing, excluding morphemes that are not in complete adjective or
verb form. These words are incorporated in the follow-up question by the
bot, as indicated in <Table 4.1>. If no sentiment is expressed in the users’
writing, the bot refers to a template question that simply asks the user
to review their feelings at the moment upon writing. <Figure 4.4>
illustrates Diarybot’s sentiment analysis process in search for emotion
keywords. If no emotion keywords are found, the bot asks the user to

ADAM Open AI is RESTful-based public AI API service. It offers a total of 60 API
services for linguistic as well as audio and image data analyses, and combine these APIs
for virtual assistants, intelligent robots, etc. Its linguistic analysis scores an about 99%
accuracy rate. Source: ADAMS.ai Open API. <<https://www.adams.ai/overview>>
③
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review any feelings from writing about the traumatic event.

Figure 4.4. A graphic illustration of Diarybot’s sentiment retrieval.
The user input at the top is a mock example, where a hypothetical
user discusses most troubled incident. The bot analyzes the input and
retrieves the most prevalent negative sentiments in yellow boxes on
the right. The prompt incorporates these in the prompt at the bottom.

The three responsive prompts invite a trainee to reflect upon a key
relationship, that is “X.” To retrieve X, Diarybot uses a two-track keyword
extraction method, as illustrated in <Figure 4.5>. First, a TextRank
algorithm [119,159] searches for keywords in the text given by the user.
These are cross-examined against the list of familial, social and
occupational relations that the named entity recognition API④ finds in
the writing. If a match is found, the X is retrieved. This is to precisely
aim at the key relationship amongst many possible candidates in the text.
If the TextRank keyword does not match, the relation word is retrieved

The named entity recognition is serviced via public Open AI API in Korea, supported
by the Ministry of Science, Technology, Information and Communication. Its AI-based
linguistic analysis services include an automatic recognition of named entities that
pertain to human relationship categories included in the exhaustive TTA Standard
Named Entity Tagset (TTAK.KO-10.0852) that lists 15 categories and 146 subcategories. Source: Linguistic Analysis Skill at the Public Open AIData Service Portal.
<<http://aiopen.etri.re.kr/guide_wiseNLU.php>>
④
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for X to fit into the context of the responsive prompt. Finally, in case of
no match and no relation word, the TextRank keyword is ignored and
Diarybot returns a template prompt.

Figure 4.5. A graphic illustration of Diarybot’s key relationship
retrieval. Again, the example comes from a mock user. The keywords
from TextRank algorithm are cross-examined against all named
entities. The final keyword is included in the prompt at the bottom.

4.2.2. Procedural Intelligence
For Basic chat, the sequence of welcome-writing-exit can be managed
by KakaoTalk’s pre-defined functionality on the developer’s platform. For
Responsive chat, however, Diarybot is linked to skills from external
modules, Flow Manager and Response Generator.
Flow Manager: In order to make sure that the bot returns each
prompt in order. To achieve this, the Diarybot system assigns a unique
session for each user by their ID. It processes sequential information to
make sure the user moves from one stage to another in the welcomewriting-follow up-exit sequence.
Response Generator: Response Generator identifies keywords and
assemble responses as illustrated above in <Figure 4.5>. An example of
the follow-up conversation in Responsive chat is illustrated in <Figure
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4.6>.

Figure 4.6. A mock follow-up conversation with Diarybot in
Responsive chat. All conversational exchanges are between a
hypothetical user and reproduced in English. The white text balloons
are Diarybot’s responsive prompts. For emotional awareness, it finds
“hate” and “dying.” For social awareness, it finds “mother-in-law.”
Finally, for self-awareness, it asks the user to leave a message for the
self to wrap up.

4.3. Experimental User Study
To find out how users experience Diarybot conversation, a user study
was designed for a controlled experiment. To contrast the two chats with
a baseline, a Google document was set up, which included the same
expressive writing instructions as those by the bot.

4.3.1. Participants
A total of 30 participants (14 male, Median=28 years, min=23,
max=41) were recruited from an online post within a university campus.
Most participants were undergraduate and graduate students from a
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variety of disciplines. Prior to the experiment, one researcher explained
the purpose of the study and sought voluntary consent to participate. The
selection criteria were the willingness to participate in a four-day
reflection on the most difficult life experience(s), and at least a week-long
experience of using KakaoTalk. At completion, participants received a
gift voucher equating to $20 in value as compensation for their time.

4.3.2. Task
The study ran from October 21, 2019 to November 15, 2019. The
study lasted for four days to maintain the original expressive writing
setup [200]. To capture feedback on their experiences, participants were
asked to complete surveys every day before and after the writing, and
before and after the study. They were also asked to take part in a posthoc interview for a deeper probe into their reflection. The entirety of
research activities took approximately 120 minutes in total.

4.3.3. Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to each of the three writing
conditions. They were invited to a quiet study room with a sizable desk
and a comfortable chair. There was a laptop for writing, with snacks in a
basket. When participants came on the first day they filled out a presurvey. They were then left in private to write. Time taken for writing
varied, but it took about 20 minutes a day. Upon their notice the
researcher came back to save the conversation, and they filled out a postsurvey. The same procedure was repeated for the next three days. Last
day’s procedure included a semi-structured interview.

4.3.4. Safeguarding of Study Participants and Ethics
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Approval
Three measures were taken to ensure safety of the participants. First,
in the introductory session, participants were ensured they could leave
the study if they found any portion of the procedure difficult, or did not
want to continue in the writing or research. Furthermore, the researcher
took precautions to read participants’ writings and survey responses
immediately after each session to check for any indicators of distress or
risky behavior that could be alarming, such as disclosures of self-harm or
intend to harm others [188]. If this was the case, the researcher would
discuss with the participant what would be an appropriate action to take,
such as to consult the university’s health support, which never happened.
Finally, on each day, the researcher reiterated the day’s procedure at the
beginning of the activity, and took questions to confirm whether the
participant was experiencing any confusion or uneasy health symptoms
from writing. The researcher’s contact information was provided for any
case of emergency, should they choose to leave the study at any point. The
purpose, procedure and instruments in this study were carefully
reviewed and approved by Seoul National University’s institutional
review board (IRB 1910/002-020).

4.3.5. Surveys and Interviews
This study took a mixed-methods approach to gain a detailed
understanding of the users’ reflection experience. This included a set of
survey instruments to capture: (i) participants’ health and psychological
wellbeing; (ii) their evaluations on the conversational experience upon
reflection; and (iii) their perceptions of the chatbot design. To gather
deeper insight, a semi-structured interview was conducted at completion
of the study. All survey data was analyzed using Python’s statistical
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analysis packages, and interviews were anonymized and transcribed for
a thematic analysis.

(1) Health and Psychological Wellbeing
One of the key interests of the expressive writing procedure is the
relationship between writing and health [204]. Since participants come
from a nonclinical population, this study took two types of survey
instruments to identify any signs of physical and mental discomfort,
using Pennebaker’s questionnaire [218]. This 16-item survey was taken
on a 7-point Likert scale (1: not at all; 7: a great deal), right before and
after the writing.
To measure participants’ psychological wellbeing, two widely used
instruments were used on a 5-point and 7-point Likert scale, respectively.
The Schwartz Outcome Scale [94] (SOS-10; e.g., “I feel hopeful about my
future.”) and 7-point Clinical Outcome in Routine Evaluation [65]
(CORE-10; e.g. “Over the last week, I have felt unhappy.”) are both widely
used to measure wellbeing in a relatively short span of time, and
representative of all levels of patients [94] and common mental health
problems [9]. The wellbeing surveys were collected at the beginning and
the end of the study.

(2) Reflection Experience
To understand how participants approached the writing activity and
reflection, Pennebaker’s writing questionnaire [218] was used on a 7point Likert scale. The items included: “How much did you want to talk
about what you wrote today?”, and “How much did you hold yourself back
from talking about what you wrote today?”. To capture chatbot-guided
reflection experience, 4 additional items were added: “While writing, I
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felt like I was heard.”, “While writing, I felt like I was talking to
someone.”, “I could gain a new perspective on what I wrote about.” and “I
could have a better understanding of what I wrote about.” This survey
was collected every day after writing.
On the last day, post-survey included Pennebaker’s last day of
writing questionnaire [197], also on a 7-point Likert scale, to capture
users’ overall experience of reflecting on their trauma with Diarybot.

(3) Perceptions on Chatbot Design
To characterize how participants felt about using Diarybot, survey
items were taken from the social robot acceptance toolkit [96]. The survey
items spanned 10 qualities of a social robot: Anxiety; Attention; Intention
to Use; Perceived Adaptability, Enjoyment, Sociability and Usefulness;
Social Influence; Social Presence; and Trust. These items were included
in the post-study survey, measured on a 5-point Likert scale.

(4) Interviews
The study concluded with a semi-structured interview that asked
participants about their overall experience of the writing activity; what
they thought of the chatbot design and interactions, as well as their
understanding of the personal life events after reflecting on them in the
study. Each interview lasted for about 20 minutes.
All interviews were audio recorded, fully transcribed, anonymized,
and then subjected to thematic analysis by following the 6-phase process
[29]. To this end, the interview transcripts were reviewed and segmented
for a process of open coding, which generated free-phrased labels. To
allow an enough time to familiarize with the data, the open coding
process was repeated. The labels were reviewed and renamed for initial
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codes. The codes were examined several rounds before initial themes
were formed. As advised by Braun and Clarke [29], themes were reviewed
again to see if they fit into the overall study scheme and research
questions: how participants evaluated their self-reflection experience
with the chatbot; how they responded to the disclosure and guidance
strategies; and what they found supportive and disruptive from the
overall experience. The global themes generated included: telling
narratives; chatbot interactions for support; and adapting user behavior.

4.4. Results
The findings show that participants experienced different types of
self-reflection in Basic and Responsive chats, in terms of user expression,
interaction and engagement. Both quantitative and qualitative findings
are as follows.

4.4.1. Quantitative Findings
Despite no telltale differences in health and wellbeing, participants
had an emotional experience reflecting on a past trauma. Those who used
Diarybot for Basic and Responsive chats showed different perceptions of
the bot, indicating that the interactions incurred different reflections.
Amongst the total of 120 writings, participant responses to the
expressive writing instructions were, on average, 178.5 words long and
included descriptions of: conflicts in social relationships (n=31, 25.8%),
family crises (n=29, 24.2%), low self-esteem (n=17, 14.2%), failed love
(n=12, 10%), failures (n=12, 10%), work stress (n=11, 9.2%) and other
(n=8, 6.7%). Describing the reasons why those narratives were chosen,
participants most often indicated that it was a difficult or traumatic
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experience (n=47, 39.2%) or a recent trouble (n=23, 19.2%). Less often
they described motivations to wrap up the study and give closure (n=15,
12.5%), that it was the event that came to mind (n=11, 9.2%), to continue
the narrative from the last day (n=10, 8.3%), wanting to write about
something that was never told (n=8, 6.7%), and other non-specified
reasons (n=6, 5%).

(1) Users experience mood swings but no changes in wellbeing
The overall experience had little impact on participants' wellbeing in
terms of both SOS-10 and CORE-10 scores. Given such a short span of
writing, it is natural and understandable that there is little change. Most
expressive writing studies, the participants are called in for follow-up in
about months’ time [198,218]. Additionally, before and after the writing,
there was not any noticeable change in participants’ physical symptoms,
but emotional states. In fact, a three-way mixed ANOVA analysis
indicates there were significant symptoms and mood changes, with a
mixed up-and-down trend each day: cold hands (F1,27=7.976, p<0.01), sad
(F1,27=6.975, p<0.05), guilty (F1,27=10.357, p<0.005), happy (F1,27=8.795,
p<0.01), and fatigued (F1,27= 14.925, p<0.001). Also, since users could
choose to write different topics each day, changes were observed in
progress of time: sweaty hands (F2.18,56.66=6.374, p<0.005), nervous
(F2.46,66.43=5.864, p<0.005), sad (F2.40,64.83=4.233, p<0.05), and contented
(F3,81=4.608, p<0.01). The analysis included Mauchly’s test for sphericity,
and if needed, Greenhouse-Geiser corrections were applied. Finally, also
observed were interaction effects on writing and time: headache
(F1.88,49=3.512, p<0.05), nervous (F2.37,63.99=5.118, p<0.01), as well as
writing and writing interface: fatigued (F2,27=3.616, p<0.05). Still, the
generalized eta-squared values for both interaction effects were less than
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0.05, suggesting that writing about a trauma itself was the main factor
in the symptom and mood changes. Later in the interviews, participants
said the feelings lingered “a bit, about an hour” (P6), but “faded” in time
(P3). This finding is also in line with literature that expressive writing
can feel taxing at times given the subject nature [200,205].

Figure 4.7. Daily participant responses to how much it felt like being
heard, as opposed to having a reciprocated conversation. As indicated
on the left, participants in the Basic and Responsive chat conditions
felt significantly more like being heard compared to the baseline
condition.

(2) Diarybot enables social sharing of emotions
In both Diarybot chat conditions, participants felt like they were
being heard by the bot. Responses to daily post-writing surveys in
<Figure 4.7> show a significant difference between both chats and the
baseline, as indicated by a two-way mixed ANOVA analysis (F2,27=3.491,
p=0.045). However, they did not feel like they were engaging in an active
conversation with Diarybot (F2,27=1.885, p>0.1). This shows that Diarybot
was a type of reflection partner that would play a role of soundboard to
the participants, while not so much to be like a friend who would actively
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engage in the conversation and chit-chat. What’s interesting is that it was
possible to incur such a feeling in the Basic chat interaction. This means
that even the bot medium itself, with minimized interaction, can provide
a different writing experience from writing on a Google document.

Figure 4.8. Participant responses to social robot acceptance measures.
Significant differences were observed for Responsive chat in four
social acceptance items: perceived enjoyability, perceived sociability,
trust and intention to use.

(3) Increased interaction leads to engagement
As seen in <Figure 4.8>, engaging in Responsive chat with Diarybot
was not like having more active conversational exchanges compared to
the Basic chat, but it led to a more sociable perception of Diarybot, as
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shown in participants’ post-survey responses to chatbot perceptions. The
two-way ANOVA results show that participants assessed the interaction
with Diarybot in Responsive chat to be significantly more enjoyable
(F2,27=6.001, p=0.007), more sociable (F2,27=6.602, p=0.005), trustworthy
(F2,27=5.844, p=0.008) and willing to use again (F2,27=3.892, p=0.033). The
post-hoc Tukey HSD results also suggest that compared to the baseline,
the Responsive chat provided a much more enjoyable and sociable
interaction that would lead to increased engagement <Table 4.2>. This
shows that the participants did find the increased interaction in the
Responsive chat amusing enough for continued engagement, though the
interaction was not quite reciprocated.
Moreover, the increased interaction did not lead to a consistent finding
of new perspectives or renewed understanding of the past trauma. The
daily post-writing responses to these questionnaires show more variance
within each group, suggesting that the follow-up guidance may or may
not impact how they think about the trauma after writing or chatting
with the bot. How participants think about the experience is further
detailed in the qualitative findings.
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Table 4.2. Tukey’s HSD test results.
Comparison 1

Comparison 2

Comparison 3

Baseline – Basic Chat

Baseline – Responsive Chat

Basic Chat – Responsive Chat

estimate

conf.low

conf.high

p.adj

estimate

conf.low

conf.high

p.adj

estimate

conf.low

conf.high

p.adj

1.05

0.1624

1.9375

0.0160*

1.55

0.6624

2.4375

0.0002***

0.50

-0.3875

1.3875

0.3770

0.9

0.0653

1.7346

0.0326*

0.1

-0.7346

0.9346

0.9530

-0.8

-1.6346

0.0346

0.0622

-1.7

-3.2461

-0.1538

0.0290*

-0.30

-1.8461

1.2461

0.8810

1.4

-0.1461

2.9461

0.0816

0.7

-0.0345

1.4345

0.0640

1.0

0.2654

1.7345

0.0062**

0.3

-0.4345

1.0345

0.5750

0.575

-0.2440

1.3940

0.2090

1.200

0.3809

2.0190

0.0032**

0.625

-0.1940

1.4440

0.1600

Trust

1.00

-0.0765

2.0765

0.0725

1.45

0.3734

2.5265

0.0067**

0.45

-0.6265

1.5265

0.5610

Intention to use

0.5666

-0.5003

1.6336

0.3980

1.200

0.1330

2.2669

0.0251*

0.633

-0.4336

1.7003

0.3200

Post-writing
Feeling heard
Post-experiment
Emotional
expressiveness
Difficulty in
writing
Acceptance
Perceived
enjoyability
Perceived
sociability
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(4) Guidance influences user behavior
Responses to post-experiment survey reveal that reflecting on
traumatic experiences within chatbot conversations was significantly
less difficult, and easier to express feelings <Figure 4.9>. A two-way
ANOVA on post-study survey shows that participants who took part in
Basic chat felt significantly less difficult to write (F 2,27=4.234, p=0.025),
and easier in expressing their feelings in writing about their trauma
(F2,27=4.294, p=0.024). Both baseline and Responsive chat participants
scored along the middle. The post-hoc Tukey HSD analysis, as in <Table
3.2>, shows that the difference stems from the baseline and Basic chat,
both for emotional expressiveness (adjusted p=0.0236) and difficulty in
writing (adjusted p=0.0290). This result suggests that participants find
it easier to engage with the chatbot to form a narrative about their
trauma when the chatbot had a minimal interaction with them, only
welcoming them, asking them to write, and thanking them for writing.
On the other hand, when only the expressive writing instructions were
given on a Google document sheet, participants felt it much more difficult
to go about the writing, and experienced a certain level of inhibition in
their emotions. Likewise, with increased interactions in Responsive chat
the ease and expressiveness were moderated, with Diarybot asking
further follow-up questions about their writing.
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Figure 4.9. Last day participant responses to the overall ease of
emotional expressiveness and difficulty in writing. For both, Basic
chat participants responded with a significant difference for more
emotional expressiveness and less difficulty in writing.

4.4.2. Qualitative Findings
Upon completion of the four-day writing, all participants were asked
to participate in a 20-minute semi-structured interview, which was to
gain a deeper understanding of the reflection participants had with and
without Diarybot. The interviews reveal interesting findings for
designing chatbots and guidance strategies for chatbot-mediated
reflection.

(1) Resolvedness leads to different reflection outcomes
Most importantly, what participants said in the interviews suggest
that above any interaction design, writing about traumatic events yields
different individual experiences and responses depending on how
resolved the events feel to the participants. This was most visible in the
baseline participants, who had to be responsible for the four-day writing
the whole time without additional technological interaction or guidance.
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For P7, the writing experience was essentially a reflection process to
“reorganize some forgotten thoughts, which wouldn’t necessarily be new
discoveries.” P1 said the only different the writing would have made was
“mood swings.” However, for P7 and P18 the writing helped, in that it
prompted “a typical reflection session” (P18).
In other words, the reception of expressive writing depended much
on how the individual was trying to make out of it. For example,
inhibition of feelings was a strong motivation for P5, who sought much
not to be swayed by recurrence of any negative feelings from the trauma:
“I did not want to be emotional. In addition, it was about the most
negative experience in life. You know, people do not linger on such
things every day. We put it inside. So in a way the writing was
an opportunity to think about it again, but not more. Like, it was
already on my mind and I only wrote it out? It didn’t help with
news ideas or perspectives.”
Expressive writing itself most likely incurred an emotional burden
for the participants. P7 and P15 said that it was “depressing” since they
had to revisit the past traumas, which P18 worried about:
“It helped me. I mean, I feel like this can help if the person is in a
psychologically healthy state. People with higher depressive
symptoms, like, anti-social people, I mean, more hysterical people
may feel even more down from this experience. It’s just a thought,
though.”
However, in the end the writing could have gains for participants. P1
said, “You know, at last, you look at things from a new perspective, and
learn new things.” P9 said she could turn this experience a positive one
in the end:
“It was the last day today, right? So I had made up my mind to
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wrap everything up. You know, that is what happened but from
that experience I learned this. I was actually thinking about it
that way but writing it out helped that process. You know, I was
more positive? To justify those things. I wanted to finish this up
with lessons learned.”
What baseline participants said in the interviews testify to the fact
that in approaching negative life experiences, individuals have different
motivations as well as different levels of perceived unresolvedness of
those events. Having to revisit them in any way has an emotional cost,
and for the benefits of expressive writing to outweigh it, one needs to have
a strong resolve or motivation to lead it towards their advantage. In this
study, this was provided in the form of a chatbot and its follow-up
questions.

(2) Chatbots can be designed for different types of reflection
Participants who took part in Basic and Responsive chats with
Diarybot went through similar experiences with respect to the expressive
writing procedure, but their responses show that they had different
experiences overall. While Basic chat participants liked that they could
say things that they wouldn’t otherwise say to someone else, Responsive
chat participants liked that Diarybot would give “nudges” that would
distance themselves from the trauma and reexamine what had happened.
For P2, a Basic chat participant, Diarybot would feel “strikingly
different” from journaling or writing a diary. The very presence of
Diarybot on a messenger app creates “the feeling that someone’s there.”
This feeling of virtual interlocutor recurs in most Basic chat participants:
P17 says “yeah, like, you are sitting down there to pour out something to
somebody else,” and P4 said “there was definitely the feeling that
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Diarybot was listening to me.” In P8’s words:
“Right, it’s a chatbot. It feels different. There’s the, like,
expectation that it would respond back to you. I don’t have those
expectations for memos and word documents. They aren’t
supposed to talk to you. But this chatbot is a conversational
partner. That makes it different.”
In this way, having Diarybot made reflecting on and writing about
the trauma a storytelling process. P8 said he wasn’t lonely because as he
wrote about what happened, he “wasn’t alone.” P10, also a Basic chat
participant, felt it was different from writing in her diary because “it felt
like someone’s watching, like, telling stories.” This made P10 “talk
casually as well.” According to P15, writing feels like a composition,
where “you have to put everything in an organized way,” while chatbot
feels like a conversation, where “you just talk, talk naturally, and there’s
more emotional side to it rather than having it all nicely typed up for an
essay.” P2, P8, and P20 also added that it was “a good experience” to have
their stories told to a nonemotional other, “who wouldn’t judge [them].”
P26 especially preferred to write this way, for she would like someone to
listen to her stories, and in a more comfortable manner than when she’d
keep diaries.
For Responsive chat participants, the experience had a different
nuance added to it. they mostly felt like the follow-up process was an
“efficient means” (P12) of detaching from the emotional aspect of the
trauma but “processing it through” (P29). More specifically, they liked the
procedure and directiveness within the flow of the prompts provided. P16
said “Er… I’d say the conversation proceeded as if it were a professional
one… the questions were rather repetitive, but it asked me how I felt,
and what I think… I’d say it wasn’t bad.” P12 felt like the process was
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like a psychotherapy:
“I’ve had some (therapy sessions) myself, and I’ve heard others
like it, and there’s not much to it; you know, you’d say what’s
troubling you, and you say ‘I don’t know what to do’ sort of
things… and the therapist would say ‘oh, is that right?’ That’s all.
I mean, they’d never give you answers. I thought Diarybot would
just be the same.”
P11 agreed, “I had come to a psychotherapist once. The process in which
she’d approach my problems was like what Diarybot did. And when I told
her what my problems were, she’d almost repeat it, ‘I hear you saying
these things, is that right?’ or ‘Is this how you feel?’ The way Diarybot
asked me questions was like how she’d branching into my problems.”
Most of all, the follow-up questions that Diarybot asked offered a
chance to rethink the situation in a new light, “maybe breaking out of the
box” (P30). For 12, the questions provoked her to think about something
she hadn’t thought about: “especially the last question, it was something
that I’d never say or ask myself to do. It had a big impact on me, in a
positive way.” P11 had a similar experience:
“It’s like Diarybot helps me distance myself from [the event]. It
would ask me someone I wrote about, and it suddenly puts him,
or her, in a new light, like from a different perspective… that
would help me take a step back and think about what to do, like
to console myself, think again, reflect further, you know.”
In P25’s words: “Diarybot would put things in a different perspective,
distancing a ‘me’-point of view of things.” At first it would feel
“unexpected” to P28, which would eventually lead him to think:
“What have I received from my friend? It had me pause for a
moment. Then I thought, well, a glass of beer, those things, but I
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wouldn’t really answer that, and I kept thinking, what are his
influences, on me, I remembered those. Something I haven’t
thought of.”
Put together, P29 and P30 would say “taking the third-party view” of
things “was really helpful,” which “put a brake on the emotional
outpouring but start thinking about ‘what now?’, and a more objective
picture.”
In sum, the Basic and Responsive chats offered different reflections
on participants’ writing about traumatic experiences. Having a virtual
company released the burden of writing up a composition of a trauma
narrative in Basic chat and turned the experience into almost a personal
but social gathering for telling stories, explaining what happened and
how it felt. On the other hand, having Diarybot following up with the
stories offered a new perspective in looking at things, a pleasant
detachment to invite new self-insight.

(3) Interaction helps engagement, but needs to be varied
Engaging with Diarybot, however, was not altogether a satisfying
experience. All Basic chat participants would leave with some regret,
wishing Diarybot “had had more interaction” in the conversation (P17).
P14 suggested “it’d be much better if Diarybot would give something like,
you know, fillers or encouragements? Just to signal that it’s following me.”
P23 said, “you know, it’s a bot. When you say it’s a bot, there’s usually
more.” P10 wanted the bot to feel “more personal, you know, since there
was no response in return.” In P23’s words:
“If there were something more, anything to let the conversation
going, I’d feel more interested, more fun I guess, and I’d think ‘I
want to do it’.”
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Increased interaction in Responsive chat was “definitely a plus,”
according to P16. What participants especially liked about Responsive
chat was that it referred back to what they wrote about, and that it gave
“adaptive responses” over time (P30). P29 said:
“What I liked about Diarybot was that it’d say, ‘there were these
feelings’ from what I wrote, and it would ask me questions based
on that. I thought it was based on what I wrote.”
P28 had a similar view:
“What I liked best was that the bot responses changed. What was
it? I think I wrote different stories each day for some reason. All
four were different, but on the first two days the bot would give
me similar responses. But on the second and third days there
were some people involved in my writing and the bot caught those
and it would ask me like, ‘let’s talk more about that person,’ which
was really interesting. Then I thought, ‘oh? the bot can say more
different things than I expected,’ I liked that. That, that it could
change. I think today it was also different…”
However, Responsive chat participants pointed out that sometimes
the bot only responded with template questions and they did not fit
exactly into the context of their story. P13 rather complained:
“Coming to write every day and telling Diarybot what troubles
me can be a bit demanding… you know, I came to write about
what’s stressing me out the most right now. But the bot only asked
me what can be done, what needed to be done, something like that
throughout. To be honest, I couldn’t see the point of the questions
because if I had known the answers myself I wouldn’t need to talk
to Diarybot in the first place.”
P12, who only experienced template questions for the entire session,
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also added a similar view:
“I think the best question for me was the last one, when it asked
me to leave me a message. I took it as a self-encouragement, and
it felt really nice. The questions that came before were a bit
confusing to me. I was not exactly sure what the bot was referring
to when it said what should be done.”

(4) Users readily adapt to chatbot guidance
Responsive chat participants, depending on how and what they
wrote each day, could have different prompts. <Table 4.3> shows the
number of days that the participants had responsive prompts.
Table 4.3. Number of days that Responsive prompts were retrieved for
Responsive chat participants.
Days

Number of Participants

0

2

1

4

2

2

3

1

4

1

Most Responsive chat participants had one or two days of responsive
prompts in the experiment, which means that they had a chance to
engage in both template and responsive prompts in the follow up process.
P29 said that seeing Diarybot specifically responding to what she wrote
changed her perception of the chatbot to be “more reliable.” This is well
detailed in P31’s words:
“On the first two days, the questions felt rather like templates. I’d
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write about the experience, and the bot asked me how it affected
my body and mind, and what I could do and couldn’t. But on the
third day, I was surprised, there was the keyword right off from
what I wrote, and the bot would exactly point out on the
relationship. The questions also changed. It was a nice surprise
and I think I could write in more detail thanks to that. On the
fourth day it went back to the former questions but had a different
nuance. But different phrases can also affect the writing, right? I
thought the system could change. I guess, I guess what I wrote
was more and less the same, but what I thought about the system
changed, which I think was an important difference.”
The discovery of Diarybot’s behavior led to adjusting user behavior
as well, as in choosing topics for writing and how participants wrote
things. For example, as experiment proceeded, P25 would choose topics
that would suit the responsive prompts:
“It was on the second day. It just happened that there was some
person in my writing, but it wasn’t about the person. But the bot
would hold onto that person and kept asking questions about him.
So I learned that the bot focuses on people, so the next two days I
talked about people issues. I thought ‘let’s not talk about abstract
things.”
As for P30, she tried to keep the person in the writing consistent for
Diarybot to understand, perhaps hoping it to catch the word:
“Especially today, I happened to write about people issues
throughout the days, but I didn’t deliberately do that. But when
you talk about certain people, there can be different ways to call
them, it could be ‘him,’ or ‘that friend,’ you know. I tried to keep
it consistent, since I didn’t want the bot to be confused. For
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example I could talk about my boyfriend. I could say ‘bf’ or ‘he,’
but I repeated ‘boyfriend’ throughout… it’s longer but I tried to fit
into the bot’s pattern.”
Yet frustrations also stemmed from the fact that Diarybot could only
respond with a fixed pattern and only pick up on relationship issues.
Once participants learned that Diarybot would catch only person-related
keywords, their interest waned a bit, or they tried to adjust their writing
behavior. For 22, the conversation lost its realness: “The feeling of having
a real conversation lessened, over time, because the questions would
repeat themselves in an order. So I thought it was just a program in the
end.” P11 would also agree: “I wrote about different friends on the last
two days, but Diarybot would ask me questions about just ‘a friend.’ I’d
wish it would ask me different questions about it.”
P25, who most actively engaged with Diarybot, described how her
perceptions of Diarybot changed throughout the experiment:
“On the first day, I thought, ‘oh, it feels like talking with a human
being.’ However, over time I could see the pattern, and since then
I just felt that this was only a bot. You know, for four days, I
learned what the bot would ask, and it did just that. So I thought,
it did not ask me these questions because I said these things, but
only it was supposed to ask these questions. Like, even if I said
‘banana banana banana,’ the bot would still ask the same
questions? Of course I didn’t do that, but I guess the surprise
waned for me. I guess I got accustomed to it.”

4.5. Implications
The findings of this study indicate that Diarybot can be a potential
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reflection partner for an individual, to engage in an explaining or an
exploring reflection, inspiring self-insight and awareness. Little change
was observed in wellbeing, which was in fact expected. The study was
rather brief, the participants did not have health issues. A meta-analysis
of expressive writing studies has indicated that expressive writing has
modest benefits within nonclinical population [8]. Overall, chatbots were
received as a nonjudgmental listener to the participants, which makes
the whole experience as telling stories of a trauma instead of writing.
Guided prompts in Responsive chat offered an opportunity to reconsider
the event in a new light, asking to review their actions as well as others’.
Finally, once Responsive chat participants realized the bot led a different
set of prompts depending on what they wrote, they made alterations in
their narrative and chose to adapt to their assumed workings of Diarybot.
Based on the findings, this section delves into the depth and patterns of
chatbot interaction, which, in turn, calls for a careful reconsideration on
design transparency in HCI.

4.5.1. Telling Stories to a Chatbot
The case with Diarybot calls attention for the depth and complexity
of interactions with conversational agents. In this study, a mere existence
of a chatbot on a messenger app, asking participants to write about a
traumatic experience was enough to create a very different user
experience from writing on a Google document. In a way, this finding
supports the earlier work in that emotional disclosure in Pennebaker’s
expressive writing is in fact not conducted alone but with an implicit
audience that is the researchers themselves [214]. Social disclosure
matters, as it provides the motivation to write the narrative for a reader.
Prior research has pointed out that given the lack of specific
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instructions in Pennebaker’s expressive writing, individuals are left free
to choose a self-selected writing style [90]. Despite the potential myriad
of individual writing styles, writing itself has been an effective means of
revisiting traumatic experiences and making reinterpretations [201,205].
Nonetheless, the inconsistent findings in nonclinical populations [90] and
improved health outcomes in writing about an imaginary trauma [83]
still pose a question in understanding how exactly the writing leads an
individual to a healing process.
This work sides with the social disclosure view, but with an explicit,
or virtual, audience rather than implicit audience. In both baseline and
Basic chat, participants were aware that the researchers collected their
data. That each led significantly different reflection experiences indicates
that it was more about how the medium led participants to approach the
writing. Participants in the baseline condition said it was difficult to “fill
up the blank space” (P1) and went “back and forth” to edit and revise the
writing (P16). On the other hand, participants in the Basic chat condition
could express themselves emotionally and felt less difficult talking about
their experiences. This supports the idea that the telling of stories,
instead of writing a narrative [124,195], might play a role in the potential
wellbeing of the expressive writer. That the linguistic markers such as
the type of works and pronoun use in the narrative correlate with health
outcomes, rather than the quality of narrative [216], may support the
idea that other factors in disclosure should be considered other than
narrative composition.
The chatbot interactions immediately turns a composition into an
interlocution. Engaging in the chat with Diarybot made the participants
feel they “needed to explain [this] to the bot” (P29). Without much further
interaction, having the audience free of social stigma and responsibility
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“relieved the burden” of disclosure (P8). This makes an important
implication to HCI researchers that what participates in an interaction,
as much as how it participates, also matters in designing technology.

4.5.2. Designing for Disclosure
An increased interaction in Responsive chat received mixed user
interpretations. While the survey finding shows that it was not as easy
to write or express feelings in the Responsive chat as in the Basic chat,
further interactions with the bot were associated with higher perceived
sociability and enjoyability, as well as trustworthiness and intention to
use the bot in the future. In the interviews, participants especially liked
that Diarybot generated responses from their writing, and pointed out on
a key relationship. Over the course of the four-day experiment, however,
participants gradually learned the routines of the interaction. Knowing
what Diarybot will say next and the keyword that it will pick up from the
writing received mixed user reactions: Participants either altered their
narrative to see if they could surprise themselves, or their expectations
for the bot waned as the experiment progressed.
This finding carries much importance to HCI researchers. First, it
suggests that there is a strong preference for an increased interaction
with a chatbot. Interaction incentivizes engagement, and guided prompts
do not hamper with users’ wanting to lead the interaction [186] as they
still exert their will to lead the interaction by trying to vary the prompt
keyword. Nonetheless, there is an even stronger preference for a varied
interaction. Participants’ excitement in talking with Diarybot waned as
they felt like the responses were templated. In fact, this phenomenon
regarding users wanting to have a control over the agent and yet having
overblown expectations had already been foretold by Norman’s notion of
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human-agent interaction [184].
What does this mean for designing chatbot guidance for disclosure?
Decades ago, Horvitz [108] suggested the idea of mixed-initiative user
interface with both reasoning machinery and direct manipulation. The
principles of mixed-initiative user interfaces enable efficient human-AI
collaboration, yet they also pose a systematic problem of systems having
to guess user needs. More recently, Amershi et al [3] have proposed a set
of design guidelines for human-AI interaction that are applicable to the
stage of interaction: initial, during and over-time. The exhaustive set of
principles listed in [3] is also centered towards having the agent remain
in the role of a supporter, not a leader. A similar line of research on
human-AI collaboration also revealed that users would like to take the
lead in the interaction [186].
Users may not always know his or her wants or needs, especially
when they reflect on a negative life experience and do not know what to
make out of it. This work embraces the previously mentioned principles
of human-agent interaction and makes a further attempt to suggest that
agent guidance needs to be designed with an element of planned surprise.
In fact, conversational agents are already designed this way; the inner
workings of the chat algorithms are hidden from the user, and the only
direct manipulation the user is allowed to make is to order a task. When
chatbots offer guided questions to prompt the user for further thinking,
the user in fact does not lose control. The conversation is centered on the
user’s narrative and the chatbot only delivers prompts for further
disclosure. In other words, the bot only nudges. The notion of planned
surprise means unpredictable guidance that responds to changing user
context, so that the user does not lose control but can stay engaged in the
interaction.
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4.5.3. Rethinking Predictability and Transparency
The discussion so far challenges the two principles of usability in
intelligent interfaces: predictability and transparency. Predictability
refers to the extent to which a user can predict the effects of her actions
[117]. Transparency is the extent to which she can understand system
actions and/or has a clear picture of how the system works. In fact, it has
been pointed out that systems that adapt to their users and change their
behavior to better fit user needs may violate the principle of predictability
and possibly also not be transparent and may hinder users’ control over
the system [107]. However, the findings of this work show that, to a
certain extent, unpredictability in the system may work toward the
benefit of an increased user engagement. Once participants found that
Diarybot changed questions, their assumptions for the adaptability of the
system changed as well, as in P28’s words. Furthermore, noticing that
Diarybot took a key relationship from their writing, P30 kept the words
consistent within the writing hoping for the bot to pick it up. This shows
that unpredictability triggers user needs to take back control of the
system, yet once achieved, the interest may fade. The same applies for
transparent systems. Not knowing exactly how the bot worked resulted
in participant explorations around their narrative as to see how the bot
would respond to them.
While managing user expectations is important in order not to
mislead or frustrate users during their interaction with the bot [3], it is
also important to maintain some enigma in its workings to support
continued user engagement, especially when users seek to be inspired. In
fact, in social sharing of emotions, people are willing to share with others
who can offer new perspectives or interpretations of an emotional event
[266]. An emotional event necessitates a cognitive articulation, for which
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people actively engage with others to find socially acceptable ways to
define the experience [220]. Thus the design tensions in predictability
and transparency in fact can open up new opportunities to design humanagent interactions that are changeable and even fluid; language connects
unfathomable ideas and makes interpretations. That participants filled
the void of the algorithmic enigma behind Diarybot’s response shows that
nudging is an important business. In other words, having participants
try to guess, understand and interpret the bot’s algorithmic intentions
can create planned surprise. In turn, users may surprise themselves by
participating in the interaction for their newfound articulations of an
emotional event.

4.6. Summary
In this chapter, the design and implementation of Diarybot, a chatbot
that encourages explaining and exploring reflections were discussed.
Based on Pennebaker’s expressive writing, Diarybot was offered in two
versions: Basic and Responsive. The Basic chat only offered the user to
write about a traumatic experience on a chatbot interface. On the other
hand, Responsive chat delivered a set of follow-up questions derived from
what a user has written in response to the initial expressive writing
instructions. The findings show that the two chats could successfully
mediate explaining and exploring reflections; while the stories could be
shared in the Basic chat, different point-of-views could be considered in
the Responsive chat for further thinking about the shared problem.
More importantly, the findings reveal that the different levels of
interactions between Basic chat and Responsive chat can yield different
reflection experiences on participants’ past trauma. It was easier to share
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life’s trauma and confess associated thoughts and feelings with it, when
the writing was merely transformed into a conversation in Basic chat.
The increased interaction in Responsive chat, however, led to higher user
engagement. In addition, it was observed Responsive chat participants
tested assumptions on the bot algorithm, trying to make sense of their
experience. This leads to a potential tension in design of chat interactions
for reflection assistants. Since users are veiled from the workings of a
chatbot, expectations surge at first; yet engagement may wane as users
learn the routines of the interaction. Varied and layered interactions may
help; however, it may risk user controllability. The tensions highlight the
heightened need to manage user expectations, and to design the “chats,”
as opposed to the “bot,” to maintain continued user engagement.
The next chapter will discuss the overall findings of Bonobot and
Diarybot studies, and further engage in challenges and opportunities in
designing for chatbot-guided reflection. Finally, it will explore meaningmaking as a novel interaction design metaphor for intelligent agents,
taking self-reflection as a joint venture between agents and users.
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Chapter 5. Designing Chatbots for SelfReflection: Supporting Guided Disclosure

In this study, two chatbots, Bonobot and Diarybot, were designed and
implemented to encourage user narratives in support of the following:
transformative, explaining and exploring reflection on life’s most difficult
experiences and unresolved stress. The results of the studies show the
potential of designing for chatbot-guided reflection, and design strategies
that can help users share and scaffold their articulation of negative life
experiences. As for Bonobot, the evoking stage induced by motivational
interviewing (MI) skills was well-received by participants as its questions
served as an effective means of inspiring motivational boost for behavior
change. Additionally, other MI-adherent statements that reflected on the
particular subject matter, i.e. graduate school life, were also positively
received. This finding indicates that carefully designed conversational
sequences can serve as appropriate guidance to support a transformative
reflection.
Yet designing Bonobot as if a human MI counsellor resulted in
participants’ demanding support that exceeds both human and machine
capabilities. Bonobot actively led the conversation, asking open questions
and providing words of empathy and encouragement. Participants were
only encouraged to think about and answer the questions, and respond
back to the bot. Such a design strategy could encourage a clearly purposedriven reflection where users are directed to think about a certain idea
without further ado or digression. However, as a result, user expectations
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may surge and there is a limited space for users to explore their own ideas.
In addition, it was observed from a few participants that even though
such a change-oriented, transformative reflection may be necessary, it is
not always wanted by the users. This finding supports the rationale for
constructing the design space in this work; a reflection process may not
always be linear but even be regressive, and users need not take a single
path in reflecting on a life’s significant event but sometimes circumvent
or detour. In sum, reflecting on stressors at graduate school with Bonobot
could mostly encourage a change-oriented narrative for a motivational
boost, yet challenges remained for self-determination and engagement
issues.
To encourage users’ own thought processes in reflection, the study
proceeded on to designing more user-oriented reflections so that they are
less bounded by guidance but allow users to make sense of the experience
on their own. Employing expressive writing in psychology, Diarybot was
offered in two chat versions, Basic and Responsive. Each supported a chat
to support expressive writing narratives and a follow-up was added in
Responsive chat. An experimental user study was set up to assign 10
randomly selected participants to each chat, with an expressive writing
baseline in Google document. Though the writing prompt was essentially
the same, chatbot participants felt significantly more heard than the
baseline. Having a virtual yet explicit audience made a reader for the
writing, which may support the earlier work on social disclosure [214].
This shows a mere presence of a bot instance or medium may as well
create user expectations for interaction; without further understanding
of the specific bot functionalities, users were ready to tell their story
instead of composing it.
Yet more chat interactions in Responsive chat received significantly
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higher ratings in user perceptions of enjoyability, sociability, trust and
intention to use. Inevitably, interaction incentivizes engagement; users
found Responsive chat far more fun and enjoyable. It is still interesting
that chatting with Diarybot in Responsive chat made reflecting on life’s
most negative experiences somewhat enjoyable. Some participants even
approached the researcher and asked if they could continue using the bot
after the experiment, while no such request was received from baseline.
This finding speaks for the potential of employing natural language
interfaces as an instrument for mediating companionship. Not only do we
love to tell stories to others but we are also wired to do so [81,255].
Participants projected a role of a listener to Diarybot, and the interaction
became that of a storytelling rather than a written composition. Potential
lies in conversational agents that has a powerful comparative advantage
to mimic the most natural human communication that is to talk.
As for the expressive writing activity, however, it was Basic chat that
was much easier and less difficult to write than the other two. It is
interesting that while the Responsive chat interactions were enjoyable,
they were not the easiest or most comfortable in expression. Some
Responsive chat participants said that the follow-up questions were
sometimes out of context and felt like they did not fit into what they had
expected. Still, surprisingly, participants gradually learned the routines
of interaction and adapted their narratives to them. It was as if they were
helping the bot understand – or they wanted to have the interaction
unfold as they thought they’d like it to. Had the participants figured out
how the algorithm worked behind the scenes, they might not have been
able to construct their narratives as freely as they could have done. This
points to an intriguing question whether AI needs to be explained. In
other words, transparency might hamper with the user trying to make
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up his or her own narrative, or he or she will foresee what the agent will
say next. Virtually no communication exists in such manner. Therefore,
tensions exist in designing intelligent agents that engage in human-like
communication, especially for reflection activities.
Despite a number of conversational agents both in research and in
industry, there has been limited discussion on their design in the broader
context of human-AI interaction. Most agents are task-based, running
errands and achieving repetitive tasks. Yet more and more agents are
starting to operate in a social context. Microsoft’s XioaIce is starting to
build a friendship with a user [244], and we have so-called chatbot
therapists [68,73,115]. Still, these chatbots are mostly discussed in terms
of their performance: how naturally they talk like humans, how effectual
their treatment programs are, etc. This work has proposed the design and
implementation of reflection assistant chatbots, Bonobot and Diarybot,
which pioneer a symbolic interaction between user narrative and the bot
algorithm. Users communicate their understanding of reality to the bot,
and the bot’s algorithmically retrieved responses are not perceived as
mere characters but symbols with meaning and purpose. This indicates
that in such a cognitive activity, the agent or AI is no longer an ensemble
of numbers and computational algorithms; its agency is created in the
hyperspace with its functions. In the advent of AI technologies, grave
responsibilities are upon the engineers and HCI researchers alike to
design “responsible AI” beyond explainable AI (XAI) [145] for lay users.
This chapter now discusses what chatbots as reflection companions
mean in a broader context and how it may extend the existing research
in HCI (e.g. [1,107,108,117,146,291]). More specifically, it discusses that
chatbots as virtual and social partner has a unique place in encouraging
a goal-oriented inner conversation, namely the cognitive processing of
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stressors while also assisting their emotional processing. Yet to support
such, a careful consideration on the design of the chat interactions should
be warranted. Tensions arise in the interactions between a human user
and only an anthropomorphic agent, especially in terms of autonomy and
adaptivity, as well as affordances of AI. To ensure user engagement yet
embrace tensions in design, meaning-making is proposed as a novel
design metaphor for AI in mental wellbeing. This metaphor supports the
reflective thinking process that is process-oriented and often nonlinear,
highlights AI in companionship of users instead of servanthood, and
advances the current understanding of human-AI interaction from a
mechanical one to a symbolic one, establishing AI as an relational agent
[18,19] that walks with us on our life path.

5.1. Designing for Guided Disclosure
To enable reflective thinking on life’s most troubling experiences in
the best constructive manner requires user self-disclosure scaffolded by
carefully designed guidance. This section delves further into how this
could be made possible with mere text-based conversations with a chatbot.
Based on the previous findings, this work presents chatbots as a private
conversational partner that can successfully nudge cognitive processing
of once troubling experiences, while encouraging user engagement via
guided disclosure.

5.1.1. Chatbots as Virtual Confidante
One of the most important design decisions for chatbots in this work
was to help users share as much as possible. The key design strategy was
to translate a reflection activity – looking at inner thoughts and feelings
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– into a disclosure activity – telling inner thoughts and feelings. This
design decision was grounded on earlier research that putting stress into
words does not only encourage users to reveal their thoughts and feelings
about them, but also lead to a cathartic, or even therapeutic, effect [203].
This work takes it further and argues that chatbots can mediate an
even more honest level of disclosure for their human-like and nonhuman
qualities. Ironically speaking, that chatbots can talk like humans makes
it possible for many users to start telling stories. However, the fact that
they cannot inherently understand what they mean helps the disclosure
process. The very existence of a virtual audience made participants feel
easier to write about their stress and how to go about it in writing. In
Bonobot and Diarybot studies alike, participants said that talking with
the chatbot was easier and less burdensome than with their friends,
families and other acquaintances. Some participants that talked with
Bonobot, while they felt it was much like a counsellor or a therapist they
met before, felt more comfortable with Bonobot because they would not
have to worry about the thoughts and feelings of an interlocutor. For
Diarybot, some participants never had any experience of telling stories of
their trauma to others, and when they did, they were glad that they did
so. Some only decided to do so because it was a chatbot. Participants were
well aware of the fact that they were talking to a chatbot, not a human
being, which was better than the other way around. Here, chatbots are
at a unique place in human-computer interaction in that while their
human-like features support human interactions, the interactions are
essentially free of human bias.
Earlier work has shown that people readily engage in social sharing
of emotions for various purposes including venting, help seeking, bonding,
empathy and so on [88]. Emotion induces social sharing [43,219], and it
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benefits the discloser [285]. The benefits are however not voluntarily
sought out by many people due to a variety of reasons, including saving
face and shame [50]. Expressive writing is one of the best alternatives,
writing in private but enabling the communication of disclosing emotions.
However, it has been argued that writing in an experimental condition is
also an inherently social process, accompanied by the researcher himself
[214]. Thus chatbots can very well suit the role of listener in the social
disclosure process, and design should address it.
In this vein, ensuring user safety and privacy will have to be the first
and most necessary condition for any chatbot designed to encourage
reflection on a sensitive and private topic. Not only does the system need
to be equipped with all technical requirements to protect privacy and
personal information, but it is also critical that the bot makes it
communicates it to the user explicitly. Both Bonobot and Diarybot had a
privacy notice for the user to feel safe. Bonobot delivered a short message
not to worry about personal information, and Diarybot also mentioned
that it will keep every conversation private. Participants later said in the
interviews that these messages held them rest assured about what to say
and how to describe it in the conversation.

5.1.2. Routine and Variety in Interaction
The chatbot interactions in this study mostly took the form of openended questions, because questions invite answers [229] and therefore
can keep the conversation going, as well as serve as an effective strategy
to draw out thoughts and feelings. In Bonobot, open-ended questions in
motivational interviewing helped users to explore their problems. In
Diarybot, expressive writing led self-disclosure of traumatic events. Yet
the questions were carefully designed and arranged in iteration to find
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the best possible conversational sequence to make a chatbot conversation.
Informed by conversation analysis (CA) research (e.g. [228,229,234]), the
order and sequence of chatbot utterances and turns were decided to take
after a naturally occurring real-life conversation.
Next, contextual understanding is pivotal in natural conversations
[172]; yet is hardly achieved with the technological state of the art. In
this work, a minimal contextual understanding was aimed for and
achieved by extracting keywords from user input. For Bonobot, graduate
school-related keywords were pre-defined and weighted for selection and
reassemble in responses. In Diarybot, sentiments and key relationships
were algorithmically selected and returned to the user in the form of
questions. Both strategies are limited in that they cannot capture the
flow and context of the conversation, especially the user intent; however,
it intrigued participants to stay engaged in the conversation and continue
within the conversation.
In addition, it is trickier but critical for the bot to deliver responses
that convey an accurate empathy. Empathy is like a glue that builds the
bonding between the user and the agent [277]. The bonding can lead to
user satisfaction and reciprocated empathy from users, which can help
with disclosure [99]. In this work, Bonobot attempted reflective listening
and other MI-related skills for the relational component of motivational
interviewing. Though most were appreciative, they demanded more
personalized and accurate expressions that suit the context of the
conversation. Still, they liked them when the bot responses correctly
matched with the graduate school context, which were more phrased in
a more targeted fashion. Thus, to ensure user engagement, guidance
must be designed and organized in a way that follows the implicit rules
of human communication.
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Though chatbots communicate in a natural and familiar fashion,
what they communicate need be varied and surprising in an inspiring
manner. Users expect more than just chit-chat when they are about to
share stories from the deep inside. More specifically, their likings toward
Bonobot’s evoking questions and Diarybot’s follow-up in Responsive chat
show that their pursuit for understanding and meaning. What these
questions had in common was that they were directive; both Bonobot’s
and Diarybot’s questions had a goal for the participants to focus on a
certain path of thinking in the reflection process: for Bonobot, it was the
idea of change [165], and for Diarybot, perspective switching [23].
Moreover, the questions were challenging in that they made
participants explain themselves. Throughout the conversation, they had
to explain their motives, reasons and frame of reference to respond to the
bot’s questions. This can help the users in two ways: First, it prevents
brooding and rumination. Research on self-reflection has cautioned the
risk of rumination or brooding (e.g. [104,261]). When reflecting on life’s
most difficult experiences, it is natural that one may fall into negative
thoughts and feelings. The problem is these may backfire on reflective
thinking. Moreover, Rime suggests that in addition to social sharing of
emotions, the emotional event can finally come to a closure when one can
cognitively articulate its meaning [219]. Instead of venting and seeking
moral support, the event needs to be seen in a new light and defined with
an interpretation. If this is not satisfied, Rime argues that the emotional
route will repeat. Hence if the nudge provided by the bot can gently stir
thinking on unexplored aspects of an emotional experience, it can lead to
discovering self-insight and gaining self-knowledge, as evidenced by the
participants in the study.
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5.1.3. Reflection as Continued Experience
Reflection is not a static activity, and thoughts and feelings change
over time. Hence it is also important for a reflection assistant to adapt to
the changing user context for a long-term use. Here, context awareness,
apart from contextual understanding in natural language processing, is
important for two reasons. First, users would like to make sure that a
mutual understanding is reached in communicating emotions [181]. For
example, in the Diarybot study where participants had to repeat the
procedure for four days, some participants inquired whether Diarybot
caught on the different meanings of the use of the same word, “friend,”
for the bot returned questions about the friend. Since there was no sign
to indicate whether Diarybot told the friend from yesterday apart from
the friend today, the participant wanted to make sure. Moreover, the user
may stay in the same frame of reference but his or her receptions and
interpretations may change over time. Previous research suggests that
negative life events are seen from different lenses over time [168]. The
design of reflection assistants should take this into consideration that
perspectives and interpretations may change, and be ready to support
different paths in thinking.
Finally, adapting to user context also means that the bot walks the
user through the thought process. As the user tries to reflect on a problem
with the bot, it wouldn’t repeat the same questions, which would wane
engagement and eventually fail user expectations. Diversifying chatbot
guidance according to the user's life and usage context also needs to be
considered in the design process. To pick up where the user left off,
continue on from a previous thought, and revisit feelings from a web of
episodic memories will also be a technological challenge as much as a
design challenge. To design a reflection assistant is truly an art in and of
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itself, since it essentially models after a friend who listens and advises -one to whom we can confide in and who asks questions that matter and
support us when we need it. Intelligent agents now face a number of
challenges as they try to tap into the subjective realm of meaning, e.g.
reflection and wellbeing [189]. How meanings are explained, explored
and transformed via AI-assisted reflection processes will largely depend
on how users perceive it, by effectively managing user expectations.

5.2. Tensions in Design
Intelligent agents are here to stay [184], and they already accompany
every aspect of our lives. Though the technical complexities of the AIinduced agents and systems are increasing, how we define and shape the
interaction with AI is relatively less explored. Understanding how users
perceive and respond to the unseen technology will be key in designing
AI interactions and designing their experiences around agents that are
embedded in our lives.

5.2.1. Adaptivity
In this work, chatbots are user-adaptive, meaning that they are user
interfaces that adapt to user based on processes of user model acquisition
and application that involve some form of learning, inference, or decision
making [117]. In other words, the bots deliver responses from user input,
which results in compromising predictability and design transparency,
the two important usability principles. One of the key features of chatbots
in this study was that they try to follow up with user input. Participants
responded to this in two broad ways. First, they tried to figure out the
workings of the chatbot by making alterations in their narratives. Second,
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they showed an increased engagement once they found out that the bot
was able to ask different questions depending on their narrative. Earlier
work on interactive systems points out that users like to have control
[107], and in direct manipulation systems that results in predictable
outcomes, what users get being mapped onto their input. However, in a
naturally occurring conversation an interlocutor does not always respond
in the exactly same manner all the time. Using natural language as input
modality, the chatbot is also expected to mimic human behavior in
communication. This means that while the conversational routine may
be predictable, the bot responses may not. Also, because users are not
exposed to the inner workings of the response generator, an inherent lack
exists in its internal transparency [107]. In fact, Jameson [117] has noted
that for user-adaptive systems predictability and transparency can work
at a global level, e.g. the layout and overall behavior of the system. Yet
he has also cautioned that anthropomorphic representations of adaptive
systems may invoke unrealistically high user expectations on system
competence, e.g. natural language capabilities and task understanding
[117]. Thus when it comes to chatbots, there is a tradeoff in system
predictability and transparency: the system needs to be predictable and
transparent to allow users control; however, doing so may result in failing
their expectations for a human-like behavior. To tackle this problem, as
Liberman and Selker [146] suggested, giving users the ability to adjust
the degree of initiative may be an option; nonetheless, it may also cause
confusion in the global predictability of the system. In the end, one-size
cannot fit all; no one talks in a single style, and the responses are bound
to change since we are human. This is an interesting yet challenging
design problem for HCI researchers, practitioners and engineers alike, to
design for predictability and transparency of chatbots as user-adaptive
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systems.

5.2.2. Autonomy
Another interesting observation from reflecting with chatbots was
that participants would willingly trade their freedom and will to make
decisions, i.e. self-determination, with answers that they may expect to
get from the bot. In fact, seeking answers and solution behavior is one of
the natural responses to stressors. Oftentimes, people engage in social
sharing of emotions, but it does not resolve the stress or difficulties before
the emotions are finally articulated, defined and labeled [219]. In the
process people may even internally experience confusion, frustration, and
sometimes ambivalence between opposing views. Out of helplessness,
participants showed the tendency to turn to the bot and delegate the
decision-making to the bot. For intelligent agents to show human-like
capabilities it risks a dependency relationship that users may give up on
control [146]. Though it had earlier been pointed out that users may
confuse anthropomorphic agents with fellow human beings [135,243],
Lieberman and Selker [146] note that people are good at differentiating
the two, though there is always the danger that people will treat the
agent as a real person, overextending their humanlike behavior. The
participants’ behavior toward the bot, however, takes a slightly different
view: they were not only treating the agent as if it were a human being,
but also as if it had superhuman capabilities. For instance, they wanted
the bot not only to search information for them but also to make instant
analyses for their problem situation. This indicates that they were very
well aware of the fact that they were not talking to a human being;
knowing that they were talking to a machine agent led them to put off all
the tasks and intelligence needed in coping. Here, user expectations are
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high and they are even willing to delegate their decision-making to the
bot. Whether they will actually act upon the machine-made decisions is
a different matter. Instead, the more important question is: how should
designers respond to user requests like this? Instead of full and perfect
automation of an AI agent, we can instead let humans participate in the
design loop of technology. Ge Wang makes an argument for “humans-inthe-loop” for designing interactive AI systems [291]. Instead of designing
interactive AI as a system that is perfectly designed once-and-for-all, he
insists that human users participate in the design process so that the
machine learns to help [291]. This view works for reflection assistants
that try to help users articulate and interpret their emotional experiences.
Because individuals themselves are the sole survivors of the emotional
experiences, such a system should value their agency and autonomy.
Moreover, it fits the process of reflection as well [247]. Incorporating
granularity in the design and scaffolding it fits stepwise processes for
designing different types of reflection. Better yet, such an approach will
safely reserve user control and autonomy in interacting with the agents,
and serve as an effective means of managing expectations toward the
agents as a tool, not an “oracle” [291].

5.2.3. Algorithmic Affordance
The discussion on chatbot predictability and transparency, as well as
user control and autonomy leads to rethinking the concept of affordance
in intelligent agents. In HCI, affordances are defined as “the perceived or
actual properties of the thing, primarily those fundamental properties
that determine just how the thing could possibly be used” [183]. Though
the term was originally coined by ecological psychologist James Gibson
[75,76], Don Norman’s affordances has been established as an important
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pillar of HCI and interaction design. Especially with graphical user
interfaces of the time, affordances were well positioned for providing the
very appealing visual cues to the operation of things around us [183].
Over time, we see that agents increasingly become interface-less; they
lose the physical-visual cues that hint their functions and operations. For
conversational agents, it’s more common nowadays that most of them are
merely floating chat screens or borrow a friend instance on chat apps.
The disappearance of distinctive visual metaphor makes it even more
elusive to differentiate them from one another. Though conversational
agents use natural language as the primary modality for interaction, the
scope and variety of functions that they perform are strikingly different.
Even in this work, the linguistic capabilities as well as the conversational
styles of the two bots are different. The inconsistency of chat interactions
is precisely what makes it much harder to manage user expectations.
What is needed, then, is a concerted term for the affordances to refer to
workings of disembodied conversational agents for design. The term,
“algorithmic affordance” is proposed here to describe the affordance of
intelligent agents whose operations are invisible to the user before use.
Much of the chat functionality of many AI-induced systems is hidden
from the user. It is very well expected that they can perform certain tasks
very well, but exactly how they do it and how users should engage with
them to make them work is not explained in a priori but experienced and
learned a posteriori. Yet this proposal risks lowered user engagement, as
participants in this study pointed out after they assumed and finally
learned conversational routines of Responsive chat in Diarybot. This can
be remedied by diversifying interactions and natural language output.
The bigger challenge rather lies in how to hold agents explainable as well
as responsible for telling users how they do what they do, and find ways
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to make it work. Should agents be held accountable for explaining its
algorithmic affordances? Would users actually want to know them all, or
would they rather want to wait to be surprised? How “natural” should
chatbots be in communicating with users anyway? For agents to engage
in deeply human cognitive processes such as self-reflection, their chat
interactions convey more than just a receipt or token of exchange. Every
utterance needs to have a point or a purpose, carrying a note of human
empathy at the same time hinting its shrewd mechanical intelligence. It
is a truly daunting task for chatbot designers alone. It requires a joint
and orchestrated effort from HCI researchers, engineers, interaction
designers, and communications and linguistics experts. In the advent of
everything that is AI, algorithmic affordance is only beginning to take
shape yet at quite a speed. In the end, it pulls the fundamental question
in designing human-AI interaction: how should we human users interact
with the machine black box? The next section will ponder the idea of
meaning-making with AI, to suggest that algorithmic affordance is in the
eye of the beholder.

5.3. Meaning-Making as Design Metaphor
This work is centered on designing and implementing chatbots to aid
an individual’s voluntary reflection on life’s struggles. The chatbots in
this study, Bonobot and Diarybot, intervene the process of scaffolding the
reflection via questions and feedback, aiming to trigger new ideas and
lead users on a non-ruminating path. So far, it’s been discussed what
potential chatbots have as reflection assistants and how their invisible
algorithmic workings may create tensions in design, user expectations,
and designing for conversational user experiences. At the heart of this
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problem is the gap that can never be closed: humans can think, while
machines cannot, though they may appear as if they do. Users engage in
a social interaction with chatbots, and in providing guidance for their
self-reflection chatbots carry a purpose and meaning, both implicitly and
explicitly. Thus they engage in an interpretive process, trying to define
the bot’s actions. The bot responses are not taken for granted or at face
value but attached and ascribed meanings that users try to negotiate and
construct, not by themselves but with the bot. It is a symbolic interaction
[21,87], and this work suggests meaning-making as a novel metaphor in
human-AI interaction. The interaction essentially mediates users’ inner
conversation [87] to sort out the meaning of an adversity in life. AI plays
a role of nudging the process.

5.3.1. Meaning in Reflection
In psychology, reflecting on negative experiences in life necessitates
a search for meaning, a coherent understanding of the event to find solace
and value in life. Victor Frankl was one of the first to emphasize “man’s
will to meaning” following the Holocaust [71]. Existential psychologists
further pondered on meaning in humans’ coping with adversities (e.g.
[11,283]. The role of meaning is increasingly being valued in promoting
wellbeing as well [206,226]. In fact, there are evidence-based studies that
show the experience of meaning for wellbeing [93,113,151,226,254].
What exactly is meaning? In social psychologist Roy Baumeister’s
terms, meaning is a “mental representation of possible relationships
among things, events, and relationships” [12]. Put more eloquently, also
social psychologist Shelley Taylor [262] wrote:
“Meaning is an effort to understand the event: why it happened
and what impact it has had. The search for meaning attempts to
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answer the question, ‘What is the significance of the event?’
Meaning is exemplified by the results of an attributional search
that answers the question, ‘What caused the event to happen?’ . . .
Meaning is also reflected in the answer to the question, ‘What
does my life mean now?’”
The achievement of meaning shares much with the goal of designing
guided disclosure for different reflection processes: by scaffolding the
thoughts upon life’s most difficult experiences, users are encouraged to
ponder on what the events had meant for their life. Hence despite its
fluidity, meaning or the achievement of meaning is critical in confronting
highly stressful life experiences [189].
Recovering from a stressful event involves reducing the discrepancy
between its appraised meaning and global beliefs and goals [120]. The
process or activity of meaning-making refers to the processes in which
people engage to reduce this discrepancy [189]. Park [189] has delineated
four categorical schemes in meaning-making [189]: automatic/deliberate,
assimilation/accommodation processes, searching for comprehensibility/
significance, and cognitive/emotional processing. These schemes are not
mutually exclusive, but particularly relevant to this work is the cognitive
and emotional processing of meaning making.
Cognitive processing emphasizes the reworking of one’s beliefs, while
emotional processing highlights the experiencing and exploring of one’s
emotions. It is more invested in exposure and habituation along with the
regulation of negative affect [61] and attempts to understand one’s
feelings [252]. In contrast, cognitive processing emphasizes the cognitive
aspects of integrating experiential information with preexisting schemas
[118,278]. It involves reappraisals and repeated comparisons between
one’s experience and existing beliefs to modify one or the other [52,84],
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which is achieved through thoughtful reflection, including awareness of
the emotions an event evokes and the effect it might have on one’s future
[28]. All reflection processes in this work were designed to help users be
aware of emotions and think through their impact on themselves, and the
findings support so. Expressive writing studies have also suggested that
both emotional and cognitive processes contribute to meaning-making
(e.g., [246,270]). Though routes may be different, all are searching for
meaning.

5.3.2. Meaning-Making as Interaction
Then how can meaning be achieved? Meanings are made from efforts
to reduce discrepancies between appraised and global meanings [189].
According to Park [189], meanings can be in different forms. To name a
few: sense of having “made sense,” acceptance, reattributions, causal
understanding, perceptions of growth, positive changes in life, changed
self-identity, reappraised meaning of stressors, changed global beliefs
and goals, and restored or changed sense of meaning in life. What these
have in common is that meaning involves a reinterpretation of impact.
It is an important question for an HCI research to ask how the
discrepancies can be resolved via human-computer interaction. Meaning
research is relatively new in HCI, despite many findings on meaningful
interactions (e.g. [25,41,109,127,134]). Recently, Mekler and Hornbaek
offered a framework of meaning in interaction [156], yet meaning here
refers to the quality of interaction, not the process of interaction itself. In
psychology, meaning-making is a process in which one understands,
construes, or makes sense of life events, relationships, and the self [114].
In this sense, meaning is an outcome of an intrapersonal experience.
Thus the goal of designing human-computer interaction of a thoughtful
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reflection for meaning-making is to translate such inner workings of the
self. Since little is investigated on meaning-making process in HCI, the
metaphor of “meaning-making” is borrowed from educational critics Neil
Postman and Charles Weingartner [211], on teaching and learning:
“[Meaning-making] is, to begin with, much less static than the
others. It stresses a process view of minding, including the fact
that "minding" is undergoing constant change. [It] also forces us
to focus on the individuality and the uniqueness of the meaning
maker (the minder). In most of the other metaphors there is an
assumption of "sameness" in all learners. The "garden" to be
cultivated, the darkness to be lighted, the foundation to be built
upon, the clay to be molded—there is always the implication that
all learning will occur in the same way. The flowers will be the
same color, the light will reveal the same room, the clay will take
the same shape, and so on. Moreover, such metaphors imply
boundaries, a limit to learning. How many flowers can a garden
hold? How much water can a bucket take? What happens to the
learner after his mind has been molded? How large can a
building be, even if constructed on a solid foundation? The
"meaning maker" has no such limitation. There is no end to his
educative process. He continues to create new meanings...”
Not surprisingly, this view on meaning-making aligns with adjustment
to stressful events in psychology. Attempting to make meaning is not
always linear but ongoing, for which an individual strives to make sense
of discrepancies continuously. Efforts to make meaning gradually move
toward reducing the discrepancies [189], yet in such process it may spiral
downhill. If this is to be done by an individual, he or she has to make a
long way to make sense of the stressful event, the self, and the others
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around the self, because meanings are not easily achieved. This work has
sought to find a solution to minimize meaning-making attempts that may
result in rumination but encourage constructive cognitive processing via
chatbot interactions. Findings suggest that while it could not always be
guaranteed that meanings were made, all attempts were successful in
leading the thought process on a positive path. Thus this work proposes
meaning-making as a novel design metaphor for chat interactions, or
further, human-AI interaction where the agent partners with users in
trying to make sense of life’s agony.

5.3.3. Making Meanings with AI
Can AI make meanings for us? Trying to answer this question would
be in vain as because machines simply cannot. Meanings are highly
subjective in nature and can change over time [189]. Reflecting on life’s
unresolved stress from struggles, suffering and sorrow is difficult; one
often shuns away from doing it. Nonetheless, when done, it can teach
beautiful lessons to learn and grow, enriching the next chapter of life.
This work contributes the design of a technology that can help us
think. It talks to us in ways that scaffold our thinking process in a
stepwise manner. It asks us what we wish to be different and asks about
key relationships from our stories. While this can be done with a family
member or a friend, but the outcome would not be the same. Agents,
whether they are chatbots, embodied agents or voice user interfaces, are
and will never be human. Interactions with machine agents can pride on
computational efficiency, especially in terms of decision-making and logic.
This means that they can be designed to support a mechanical, highly
structured exploration of an often-complicated emotional event. Both
Bonobot and Diarybot in this work delivered a structured conversation;
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unlike human conversations, the interaction was designed in a way to
follow an algorithm to navigate the human mind. This is also not like the
“therapist” chatbots that emulate a human counsellor or deliver a
treatment. These chatbot therapists, they risk user engagement in the
long run, since their conversations are not continuous but only reach a
dead-end that is a repeated therapy exercise. Also, users with a critical
condition are encouraged to eventually connect to a human counsellor in
the end. The same applies to peer chat interactions, though the opposite.
While peers can learn to deliver programmed chats, humans are excellent
at wit and caprice that their improvisations and empathy will best work
towards therapeutic transference. Agents are not human, and that is
their best policy. For long we have endeavored to make machines work
like us, and it has been successful. However, the undesirable consequence
is that expectations fail and engagement wanes. This work argues that
their algorithms be best manipulated, designed and perfected to serve
logical, systemic and organized thinking on life’s complications.
In addition, the interactions with agents are, in fact, not social.
They are social in nature that the interactions mimic those between
humans; however, they are not designed as human beings and their
interactions will not end up in contributing to community knowledge but
only self-knowledge. In other words, human-AI interaction can only
benefit the user himself or herself, unlike human-human interaction.
However, interacting with agents can impact the society. Technologies are
scalable, and their impact reaches millions. Though they may not be
connected, but technologies link them. In the famous words of Sherry
Turkle, we are in this alone “but” together in two ways. First, in AIabound society, technologies may isolate us but surround us. Second, we
do not feel alone since we are in interactions with AI. In the end, the
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virtual togetherness would create an inherently subjective experience
especially in terms of reflection.
Finally, perhaps the more important question to ask would be: Can
we make meanings with AI? This work shows promise. Conversational
agents with general artificial intelligence will continue to advance in
natural language understanding, creating an as-if-human experience for
users. Yet again, this work makes the point that the benefit of engaging
an AI agent rather than a family, friend or counsellor is for its exceptional
computational power. Algorithmic affordances of AI may or may not allow
us to comprehend why is it that AI does what it does, but we will certainly
be able to make sense of what it is, in our own subjective world. In such
process the discrepancies will be resolved, both between us and machines,
as well as us and life. Meanings will be made. This work highlights the
partnership with AI to make sense of the most personal experiences in
life. Instead of having AI the smart know-it-all, this work invites AI to be
an intelligent nudge – what it nudges into will be actively sought and
interpreted by users, with assumptions made and meaning created in the
process. That will precisely be how the reflecting individual continues to
engage in the making of meanings with AI.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion

6.1. Research Summary
This work aimed to design and implement conversational agents that
encourage user narrative and self-reflection in mental wellbeing. More
specifically, it was motivated to design a chatbot that can engage in selfreflection processes in which users can explain their difficult life events,
explore untapped meanings, and promote change in behavior if needed.
Though self-reflection does not usually involve a third-party intervention,
reviewing prior work has informed that it tends to involve brooding, to
which appropriate guidance can help. Thus this work has constructed
design space with user disclosure and chatbot guidance, where depending
on the levels of disclosure and guidance four reflection subspaces were
delineated and investigated.
Most technologies designed for reflection have focused on making
technologies a medium to revisit the past experiences and review selftracking data. Increasing the level of guidance and support for disclosure
would help technologies engage in other types of reflections such as
explaining, exploring and transformative. In this work, conversational
agents were suggested as the best means of technological intervention to
scaffold the reflection process. Based on levels of disclosure and guidance,
three chatbots, one of which takes after motivational interviewing and
the other two based on expressive writing, were designed and
implemented. First, Bonobot was designed for a transformative reflection
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via a structured conversation to promote behavior change. Diarybot was
designed to encourage explaining and exploring reflections based on
expressive writing and follow-up prompts upon rethinking a past trauma.
Bonobot was implemented as a web application, and Diarybot on a
messenger app, in two versions: Basic and Responsive. The chatbots were
each set up for an experimental user study with 30 participants.
Findings of the study are as follows. A qualitative method was used
in the user study with Bonobot, to dig deeper into the conversational user
experiences of using a chatbot for self-reflection. Participants mostly
appreciated the evoking questions from motivational interviewing, for a
chance of refreshing their goals and perspectives on a stressful situation.
In addition, Bonobot was mostly in charge of the conversation by leading
questions and providing MI-adherent responses such as reflections and
affirmations. This active guidance was appreciated, but only when it
worked in the correct context of conversation. Finally, perhaps due to
Bonobot’s proactive guidance throughout the conversation, participants
had a number of requests for additional chat functionality that was
essentially beyond human and machine intelligence. The Bonobot study,
taken together, shows that while a chatbot can lead a goal-oriented
conversation, it may risk user autonomy and independence in decision by
imposing too much guidance.
Diarybot was designed and implemented based on lessons learned
from the Bonobot study. This time, the aim was to let the user explore
their own narrative, rather than the bot leading the user to explore.
Moreover, two different types of chat, Basic chat and Responsive chat,
were created to compare the chatbot effect and the chat interaction effect,
both against baseline created in a Google document. The findings show
that chatbots can play a role of a virtual audience and/or a reader for
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participants to tell their stories. Participants in Basic and Responsive
chat conditions rated significantly higher for their feeling heard, as
opposed to Google document participants. Yet increased interaction in
Responsive chat received significantly higher ratings on perceived
enjoyability, perceived sociability, trust and intention to use. This shows
that more chat interactions with Diarybot instantaneously transformed
the expressive writing activity into a fun and enjoyable conversation with
a nonhuman agent. Perhaps the most interesting finding was observed
from the survey results on ease of emotional expression and difficulty in
writing the highest and lowest, respectively, for Basic chat; while in
contrast higher user engagement and proactive adaptation to the bot
algorithm were observed in Responsive chat. Taken together, making
chat exchanges with Diarybot was fun and enjoyable, and participants
would willingly make alterations in their own trauma narratives to suit
the workings of the bot. During the four-day experiment, they gradually
learned the patterns of the bot conversation and tried to fit their writing
into it, by keeping words consistent and choosing the topic of writing to
make the algorithm work properly. This observation poses an interesting
question to HCI community regarding the fundamental principles of UX
on interface predictability and transparency. Unpredictable outcomes of
interaction incentivize continued user engagement; moreover, opaque,
unexplained design intrigued proactive narrative making.
The findings point to interesting tensions and boundaries between
AI and human-AI interaction. As AI increasingly permeates into our lives,
they are shaping different realities. As new interactions emerge, users
adapt to the workings of agents without completely decoding the black
box, creating tensions in system predictability and design transparency
as well as user engagement. Study participants showed a great interest
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in figuring out how the bot worked, but once they recognized the pattern,
their engagement waned bit by bit. Furthermore, unrealistically high
expectations for an intelligent agent may also risk user autonomy or selfdetermination. Participants wanted to be assisted by the bot with
solutions to resolve their stress once and for all. Managing expectations
would be a key challenge in designing AI to engage in reflection.
Moreover, these tensions lead to rethink perceived affordances, and
suggest algorithmic affordances as an alternative. It captures the chasm
between user expectations and AI functionality, as well as the challenge
to capture vast possibilities of user receptions to the algorithms. In other
words, algorithmic affordances signify the hidden and invisible workings
of AI as the black box, and it depends more on user’s own conceptions and
expectations of the bot that may determine user experiences. Moreover,
algorithmic affordances are especially important in reflection design, in
that users communicate with AI in language. Language carries symbols,
negotiated meanings, and social construction of the reality we live in. The
bot guidance is not mere words of meaningless response but perceived as
having an intention and a purpose. The symbolic interaction between
users and AI in reflecting on life’s most difficult experiences leads to the
proposal of making meanings with AI. In the end, AI nudges us humans
into tap into the unexplored meanings of life’s miseries and sorrows.
Meanings are created when the cognitive gaps are closed in the
interpretive process. In the era where AI agents prevail, what we may
need is something beyond explainable AI; it’s responsible AI which will
keep us intact when traumas get rewired in our narrative.

6.2. Limitations and Future Work
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This work is bound with limitations. In terms of conversation design
for chatbots, it used a limited number of rule-based sequences to generate
the bot responses. Had there been more chat sequences available, user
experiences would have prevailed in many different possible ways that
would help to dig deeper into their perceptions of the bot and experiences
in reflection. Moreover, both Bonobot and Diarybot conversations are not
without cultural bias in participant recruitment. Bonobot participants
were Korean nationals; however, they talked in English as Bonobot’s was
implemented in English for MI skills. Given the requirement of the study
to talk about stressful experiences, nuances in language might have
translated differently in their second language use. Diarybot participants
were also Korean nationals who were regular users of the messenger app
Kakao, on which Diarybot was built. Their familiarity with the app might
have had preconceptions about the bot and its functionalities.
In the experimental setup, the study could only recruit a limited
number of participants for a limited duration, due to resource constraints.
Though Diarybot replicated the original setup of Pennebaker’s expressive
writing [196,200], the recruited 30 participants had to be assigned to
three conditions, resulting in a handful number of participants in each.
Future work may use a larger sample for statistical confidence in data
analysis. On the other hand, all 30 participants had a chance to talk with
Bonobot, but only for once. Further interactions with Bonobot might have
revealed user experiences in the continued exercise of transformative
reflection, which can also be explored in future work. Additionally,
participants were recruited in a higher-ed institution, which, in a greater
context, may not represent the general population in literacy and
familiarity with technology. In this work, this was mostly taken care of
by recruiting participants from as diverse academic backgrounds and age
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groups as possible.
Another concern may be that of participants’ psychological wellbeing.
Both Bonobot and Diarybot experiments recruited participants from nonclinical population, meaning that they would voluntarily share their
stress and traumas, but they were not explicitly with any mental health
conditions. Given the institutional setup, it was quite difficult to reach
participants with clinical issues. Plus, given the resource constraints, it
was also difficult to conduct a longitudinal observation of their wellbeing.
Despite the difficulties, however, future work should address the trends
and differences in psychological wellbeing as a result of short, moderate
and long-term interaction with AI reflection assistant. It is, however, also
worth noting that mental wellbeing is a highly variable and complicated
subject that is hardly improved via chatbot interactions. The focus should
rather be on how users interact with these technologies and how such an
interaction may or may not play a role in their wellbeing, which is the
central interest of HCI researchers and interaction designers.
Last but not least, this work has explored an operationalized design
space with disclosure support and guidance, in which many different
types of chatbot-guided reflections can be designed. Chatbots in this work
were only based on person-centered methods, i.e. expressive writing and
motivational interviewing. Other approaches to reflection in the future
will expand the scope and comprehensiveness of self-reflection with agent
intermediaries.

6.3. Final Remarks
This work has pioneered the less explored intersection between HCI
and self-reflection, designing chatbot technology as an active mediator
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for one’s reflective pondering on emotionally troubled experiences. This
problem is in fact a huge design challenge in that it spans various
disciplines including HCI, psychology, linguistics and communication
theories. However, the true challenge has been deciphering what the
chatbot interactions have meant for the users in narrating their pain and
sorrows. Through the design of Bonobot and Diarybot, this work has
achieved a series of chat interactions that could successfully scaffold a
reflection behavior. Moreover, findings gathered from experimental user
studies point to tensions that challenge existing notions in HCI that
would open up new directions in design. Finally, this work offers telling
evidence for the need for such an interdisciplinary research in HCI
community in the advent of new reality in which intelligent agents serve
us, listen to us and help us make meanings in life. The findings are also
relevant to the industrial and commercial applications of conversational
agents, especially to inform the emerging conversational UX design and
natural conversation framework (NCF). At last, this study contributes to
the necessary yet insufficient discussion on designing AI as our invisible
cohabitant, and as a new companion to our journey in self-discovery.
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국문초록

최근 인공지능(Artificial Intelligence; AI) 기술은 우리 삶의 면면을
매우 빠르게 바꿔놓고 있다. 특히 애플의 시리(Siri)와 구글 어시스턴트
(Google Assistant) 등 자연어 인터페이스(natural language interfaces)의
확장은 곧 인공지능 에이전트와의 ‘대화’가 인터랙션의 주요 수단이 될
것임을 능히 짐작케 한다. 실상 인공지능 에이전트는 실생활에서 콘텐츠
추천과 온라인 쇼핑 등 다양한 서비스를 제공하고 있지만, 이들의
대부분은 과업-지향적이다. 즉 인공지능은 우리의 삶을 편리하게 하지만,
과연 편안하게 할 수 있는가? 본 연구는 편하지만 편하지 않은 현대인을
위한 기술의 역할을 고민하는 데에서 출발한다.
자아성찰(self-reflection), 즉 자신에 대해 깊이 생각해 보는 활동은
자기인식과

자기이해를

도모하고

배움과

목표의식을

고취하는

등

분야를 막론하고 널리 연구 및 적용되어 왔다. 하지만 자아성찰의 가장
큰 어려움은 스스로 건설적인 성찰을 도모하기 힘들다는 것이다. 특히,
부정적인

감정적

경험에

대한

자아성찰은

종종

우울감과

불안을

동반한다. 극복이 힘든 경우 상담 또는 치료를 찾을 수 있지만, 사회적
낙인과 잣대의 부담감으로 꺼려지는 경우가 다수이다.
‘성찰

디자인’(Reflection Design)은

인간-컴퓨터상호작용(HCI)의

오랜 화두로, 그동안 효과적인 성찰을 도울 수 있는 디자인 전략들이
다수 연구되어 왔지만 대부분 다양한 사용자 데이터 수집 전략을 통해
과거 회상 및 해석을 돕는 데 그쳤다. 최근 소위 ‘챗봇 상담사’가
등장하여 심리상담과 치료 분야에 적용되고 있지만, 이 또한 성찰을
돕기보다는 효율적인 처치 도구에 머무르고 있을 뿐이다. 즉 기술은
치료 수단이거나 성찰의 대상이 되지만, 그 과정에 개입하는 경우는
제한적이라고 할 수 있다.
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이에

본

연구는

‘성찰

동반자’로서

대화형

에이전트인

챗봇을

디자인할 것을 제안한다. 이 챗봇의 역할은 사용자의 부정적인 감정적
경험 또는 트라우마에 대해 이야기할 수 있도록 도울 뿐 아니라, 그
과정에서 반추를 통제하여 건설적인 내러티브를 이끌어 내는 가이드를
제공하는 것이다. 이러한 챗봇을 설계하기 위해, 선행 연구를 기반으로
사용자의 자기노출(user self-disclosure)과 챗봇 가이드(guidance)를 두
축으로 한 디자인 공간(design space)을 정의하였다. 그리고 자기노출과
가이드의 정도에 따른 네 가지 자아성찰 경험을 분류하였다: 자기노출과
가이드가 최소화된 ‘회상’ 공간, 자기노출이 위주이고 가이드가 최소화된
‘설명’ 공간, 자기노출과 챗봇이 이끄는 가이드가 혼합된 ‘탐색’ 공간,
가이드를 적극 개입시켜 자기노출을 높이는 ‘변화’ 공간이 그것이다.
본 연구의 목표는 상술된 디자인 공간에서의 성찰 경험과 과정을
돕는 챗봇을 구현하고, 사용자 실험을 통해 성찰 경험과 디자인 전략에
대한 반응을 수집 및 분석함으로써 챗봇 기반의 자아 성찰 인터랙션을
새롭게 제시하고 이에 대한 실증적 근거를 마련하는 것이다. 현재까지
많은 성찰 기술은 ‘회상’에 집중되어 있기에, 나머지 세 공간에서의
성찰을 지원하는 보노봇과 기본형반응형 일기봇을 디자인하였다. 또한,
사용자 평가를 바탕으로 도출한 연구결과를 통해 도래한 인간-인공지능
상호작용(human-AI interaction)의 맥락에서 성찰 동반자로서의 챗봇
기술이 갖는 의미와 역할을 탐구한다.
보노봇과

일기봇은

인간중심상담과

대화분석의

이론적

근거를

바탕으로 한 정서지능(emotional intelligence)과 절차지능(proecedural
intelligence)을 핵심 축으로, 대화 흐름 제어(flow manager)와 발화
생성(response generator)을 핵심 모듈로 구현하였다. 먼저, 보노봇은
동기강화상담(motivational interviewing)을 기반으로 고민과 스트레스에
대한 내러티브를 이끌어내어, 이에 대한 해결을 위한 가이드 질문을
통해 ‘변화’를 위한 성찰을 돕는다. 챗봇의 구현을 위해, 동기강화상담의
네 단계 대화를 설정하고 각 단계를 구성할 수 있는 상담사 발화
행동을 관련문헌에서 수집 및 전처리 과정을 거쳐 스크립트화하였다.
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또한, 사전 전처리된 문장이 맥락을 유지할 수 있는 대화에 쓰일 수
있도록, 대화의 주제는 대학원생의 어려움으로 한정하였다.
보노봇과의 대화가 사용자의 성찰에 미치는 영향과 이에 대한
인식을 탐색하기 위해 질적 연구방법을 사용하여 30명의 대학원생과
사용자 실험을 진행하였다. 실험결과, 사용자는 변화 대화를 유도할 수
있는 다양한 탐색 질문을 선호하였다. 또한, 사용자의 맥락에 정확히
들어맞는 질문과 피드백은 사용자를 더욱 적극적인 자기 노출로 이끌게
할 수 있음을 발견하였다. 그러나 챗봇이 마치 상담사처럼 대화를
이끌어갈 경우, 높아진 사용자의 기대 수준으로 인해 일부 사용자가
변화에 대한 동기를 표출하였음에도 불구하고 변화에 대한 자율성을
챗봇에 양도하려는 모습 또한 나타남을 분석하였다.
보노봇

연구를

바탕으로

일기봇은

챗봇

대신

사용자가

보다

적극적으로 성찰 내러티브를 전개할 수 있도록 디자인하였다. 일기봇은
트라우마에 대한 표현적 글쓰기를 지원하는 챗봇으로, 기본형 또는
반응형 대화를 제공한다. 기본형 대화는 트라우마에 대해 자유롭게
‘설명’할 수 있는 대화 환경을 제공하고, 반응형 대화는 사용자가 작성한
내러티브에 대한 후속 인터랙션을 통해 과거의 경험을
하였다. 또한,

후속

‘재탐색’하도록

인터랙션의 발화 행동은 다양한 상담치료에서

발췌하되 유저의 내러티브에서 추출한 감정어 및 인간관계 키워드를
활용하도록 하였다.
각

일기봇에

대한

반응을

비교분석하기

위해,

챗봇

없이

도큐먼트에 표현적 글쓰기 활동만을 하는 대조군을 설정하고 30명의
사용자를 모집하여 각 조건에 랜덤으로 배정, 설문과 면담을 동반한
4일간의 글쓰기 실험을 진행하였다. 실험결과, 사용자는 일기봇과의
인터랙션을 통해 보이지 않는 가상의 청자를 상상함으로써 글쓰기를
대화 활동으로 인지하고 있음을 알 수 있었다. 특히, 반응형 대화의
후속 질문들은 사용자로 하여금 상황을 객관화하고 새로운 관점으로
생각해 볼 수 있는 효과를 거두었다. 반응형 대화에서 후속 인터랙션을
경험한 사용자는 일기봇의 인지된 즐거움과 사회성, 신뢰도와 재사용
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의향에 대한 평가가 다른 두 조건에서보다 유의하게 높았다. 반면,
기본형 대화 참여자는 다른 두 조건에서보다 감정적 표현의 용이성과
글쓰기의 어려움을 각각 유의하게 높게, 그리고 낮게 평가하였다. 즉,
챗봇은 많은 인터랙션 없이도 청자의 역할을 수행할 수 있었지만, 후속
질문을 통한 인터랙션이 가능했던 반응형 대화는 더욱 적극적인 유저
참여(engagement)를 이끌어낼 수 있었다. 또한, 실험이 진행됨에 따라,
사용자가 반응형 일기봇의 알고리즘에 자신의 글쓰기 주제와 단어 선택
등을 맞게 바꾸어 가는 적응적(adaptive) 행동이 관찰되었다.
앞선

연구결과를

통해,

다양한

챗봇

디자인

전략을

바탕으로

사용자의 내러티브가 다르게 유도될 수 있으며, 따라서 서로 다른
유형의 성찰 경험을 이끌어낼 수 있음을 발견하였다. 또한, 자율적인
행위인 자아성찰이 기술과의 상호작용으로 호혜적 성질을 갖게 될 때
사용자의 자율성, 상호작용의 예측가능성과 디자인 투명성에서 발생할
수 있는 갈등관계(tensions)를 탐색하고 인공지능 에이전트의 알고리즘
어포던스(algorithmic affordances)를 논의하였다.
보이지 않는 챗봇 알고리즘에 의해 사용자의 성찰이 유도될 수
있다는 것은 기존의 인간-컴퓨터 상호작용에서 강조되는 사용자 제어와
디자인 투명성에서 전복을 초래하는 것처럼 보일 수 있으나, 상징적
상호작용(symbolic interaction)의 맥락에서 오히려 사용자가 알고리즘에
의해 지나간 과거에 대한 새로운 의미를 적극 탐색해나가는 과정이 될
수

있다.

본

연구는

이것을

새로운

디자인

메타포,

즉

‘의미-

만들기’(meaning-making)로 제안하고 알고리즘의 ‘넛지’(nudge)에 의한
사용자의 주관적 해석 경험(interpretive process)을 강조한다. 이것은
하나의 챗봇 알고리즘이라 할지라도 서로 다른 사용자의 다양한 성찰
경험을 유도해낼 수 있다는 것을 의미하며, 이러한 맥락에서 인공지능은
기존의 ‘블랙 박스’를 유지하면서도 사용자의 자율성을 보장할 수 있다.
본 연구는 우리와 협업하는 인공지능 챗봇 기술의 디자인에 대한
경험적 이해를 높이고, 이론을 기반으로 한 챗봇을 구현함으로써 디자인
전략에 대한 실증적 근거를 제시한다. 또한 자아 성찰 과정에 동행하는
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동반자(companion)로서의 기술로 새로운 디자인 메타포를 제시함으로써
인간컴퓨터상호작용(HCI)의 이론적 확장에 기여하고, 사용자의 부정적
경험에

대한

의미

추구를

돕는

관계지향적

인공지능으로서

향후

현대인의 정신건강에 이바지할 수 있는 사회적, 산업적 의의를 갖는다.

주요어: 자아성찰; 챗봇 디자인; 정신건강; 인공지능; 인간컴퓨터상호작용
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